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• By W.D. Cutlip

Charles Dickens published
AChristmasCarolinl848.This
was about the time the British
(along with the rest of Europe)
began slicing up the world in
earnest, drawing lines on the
world map where there were
none and distributing parcels
of European culture like so
many CARE packages.
Some of the packages left
Ernie Rogers needed psychiatric care. Instead, he got thrown in jail.
here and there around the globe
we re Christmas presents:
Christianity and Christian traditions, missions and missionaries. Oneofthose presents was
Christmas itself, of course: the
holiday set aside to celebrate
the birth of Jesus.
But also among those packages was Ebenezer Scrooge,
Dickens' paradigm of greed
gone wrong. The more cynical
citizens of the western world
h ve come to recognize
Eoenezer Scrooge as the Spirit
of Christmas Presents himself,
the ruling geniUS of the
Ernie's condition was a violation of his probation. So he was taken
• Story tTy Sheila KinJauk
merchants' holiday that
to the Cumberland County Jail, where he was held for 36 hours.
• Photos In{ Tonee Harbert
Christmas has become. These
Ernie Rogers, a 52-year-old former bank executive diagnosed
true-to-Iife descendants of Mr.
with
manic depression and alcoholism, needed help. Instead, he
On the morning of Dec. 3, Ernie Rogers was feeling upbeat. He set
Scrooge do not greet Christmas
was
thrown
in jail. While inside, he became more depressed, and
out from his one-room apartment on Sherman Street with a long list
wi th "bah, humbug" - they are
thought up four ways to kill himself.
of things to do.
the first to put up decorations,
For Rogers, the trip to the county jail was merely the latest
But later that day, when he picked up his mail, Ernie learned that
jack up their prices and cheerin his ongOing fall through the cracks in Portland's
stumble
his phone was to be disconnected for nonpayment of an outstandfully announce a sale - usually
crumbling
mental health care system.
ing $1,200 bill. The news depressed him. He started drinking.
right after Halloween.
Portland area as a whole, it is a sign ofthings to come.
But
for
the
By that evening, Ernie had finished off a liter and a half of wine.
As the diverse cultures of
Notonlyis
the
Augusta Mental Health Institute under a court order
Fearing that his phone would soon be shut off, he called about half
the developing world acquire
to severely reduce the number of patients it houses, but in January
a dozen people - though he can't remember exactly who. One of
the passion for consumption
those people, afraid that Ernie was on the verge of suicide, called the Maine Medical Center will refuse new patients at its outpatient
that rules the West, the general
police. At the moment the two officers arrived, Ernie had just sat treatment center. Since most of the 1,200 patients Maine Med will
anxiety that surrounds the retum away already live here, the cheap apartments and cold streets
down with a piece of paper and some watercolor paints.
ligion of getting and spending
Ernie was taken to theemergencyroomatMaineMedical Center, of Portland may soon be home to still more people like Ernie.
is taking root in those cultures.
where he tried to convince the staff that he was well enough to go
Hyou move within thecirc1e
home. Instead, they were convinced that he was intoxicated. And
of Portland's immigrant combecause he had been convicted of drunk driving in the spring, • Continued on page 12
munity, you may hear some of
that anxiety quietly and desperatelyexpressed: "1 have no
WATER NYMPHS page 28
NEWSBRIEFS pages 2-6
money, and 1must spend." But
CHRlSlM4S CULTURf page 8
CLASSIFIEDS page 36
you may also hear words long
POOK REMEMBERS page 38
MENTAL HEALTH? page 12
mi ssing from the popular
SUBPUZZLE page 39
VIEWS page 19
This Is Cuco Bay Weekly's
Christmas liturgy.
YNr.. nd double Issue.
10-DAY CALENDAR page 20
Words like "hope.;'
Find The Persuasions and others in
L_k for the ... xl CBW
our New Year'sfPortland
JAMMIN'
SANTA
page
23
on Jan. J, 1991.
guide. See page 26 .
NEW YEAR'S page 26
• Continued on page 8

Budget cuts are crippling Maine's mental health
care system, and leaving more Portlanders in need

People like Ernie
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Victim seeks
$1 million after
cop crash
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(lap. & CDs)
• Musical Instruments
• Colorful Wall Hangings
• Alpaca rugs. Tapestries
• Alpaca Sweaters. Ponchos
GIFTS. Pottery • Jewelrye And Much More!

27 Wharf St., In the Old Port, Portland· Open 7 Days' 207-772-2487

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: December 11 through 18, 1990.

Parkside, PROP clash over proposal
Plan for apartments Irks neighbors

N.C. Wyeth's Wild West
December 9, 199 0 - February 3, 1991
Portland Museum of Art
The western adventures of one of America's great
arrilits as described lhrough over fifty paintings. drawings,
and Native American arrifac[s.
O rgani zed by tbe Bl'2nd)'wint' Ri ver Mu '>('um, [h(' n hihition i ~ m:l(l(' p~ ibl ('

by C..c:ntral M.;linc POWtf Jnd

~c b ~o,
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Portland's Parkside Neighborhood Association is opposing a
plan to add 14 low-income apartments to the former House of
Lights building at the comer of Mellen Street and Cumberland
Avenue.
"We don't need any more housing in Parkside," said Keri
Lord, president of the two-year-old neighborhood group.
Calling Parkside "the densest neighborhood in Maine," Lord
said her group is working to decrease density and encourage
home ownership in the neighborhood, and that both goals are
in conflict with the proposal.
"We don't think it will have a real high density impact on the
neighborhood," said Grant Lee, director of People's Regional
Opportunity Project (PROP), the agency proposing the project.
Lee wants to move PROP's administrative offices from St. John
Street and set up three Head Start centers in the first floor of the
building. On the second and third floors, Lee envisions twostory, three-bedroom apartments that would cost $480 per
month.
Lord said that PROP "would make very good neighbors and
their services are needed and used by this neighborhood." But
she added that Parkside would fight the plan as long as it
included apartments.
PROP received a $350,000 federal grant for the project and
has applied for more than $2 million in loans from the Maine
State Housing AuthOrity (MSHA). Whether or not there is
"community support for the project" will be a factor in deciding
whether to approve the loans, said Dan Simpson, a spokesperson for MSHA. The project could be completed within a year
after financing for the plan comes through, Simpson said.

Four Navy men cleared of rape charges

500;0
OFF

The Navy has cleared four enlisted men charged with the
September gang rape of a woman in Topsham. Rear Adm. B.E.
Tobin, of the General Court Martial Convening AuthOrity,
decided Dec. 14 that "probable cause does not exist for the
offenses of rape or forcible sodomy." His decision means that
the men will not be tried in general courts-martial.
The 19-year-old woman who was allegedly raped by the men
at a party was one of many witnesses, including a polygrapher,
called to testify at the three-day hearing. "We have over 350
pages of transcript. I am very comfortable with the t~orou~h
ness of the investigation," said Michael L' Abbe, pubhc affairs
officer for the Patrol Wings of the Atlantic.
L'Abbe said the case will go back to Cmdr. Kenneth W.
Peters, commanding officer of the enlisted men's squadron at
Brunswick Naval Air Station. Peters may decide to try the men
on lesser charges in special or summary (misdemeanor) courtsmartial or to take nonjudicial actions, such as mark-downs in
performance evaluations, L' Abbe said.

Portland drug bust nabs 24
On Dec. 13 Portland police arrested 24 people in the largest

AIAIA

GDTWARE
Now
Through
Christmas
(does not include
flower arrangements
or wire orders)

HOURS ...
Mon-Sat 8-8
Open Sundays
Open Dec. 24 'til5PM

combined Portland Police Department/Bureau of
Intergovernmental Drug Enforcement drug bust to date,
according to Sgt. Arthur M. Shaughnessy, head of PPD's
Narcotics Unit "Operation School Shield," aimed at drug
trafficking within 1,000 feet of Portland schools, rounded up the
largest number (18) ever charged at once within school.zone
areas, said Shaughnessy. A state law adopted last year Imposes
stricter penalties for dealing drugs near schools.
The men and women arrested were charged with dealing in
marijuana, LSD, cocaine and heroin. Shaughnessy said the
arrests resulted from drug sales to undercover agents and leads
from neighbors and police informants. "We've been working on
this for three months," Shaughnessy said.
The thrust of Operation School Shield was to remove dealers
from school zones. ''We have reports that some of these dealers
have sold to children in schools, but they are not being charged
with those crimes," said Shaughnessy.

A woman who suffered a
fractured skull when a
Portland police cruiser
crashed into her car wants $1
million in damages from the
city. In a notice of claim, Beth
Beale charged negligence on
the part of Patrolman Bruce
Coffin for speeding without
his flashing lights or siren on.
Coffin's cruiser broadsided
Beale's car when she pulled
out onto Forest Avenue from
a gas station, according to
Beale's lawyer, John Kelly.
State law caps municipal
liability for damages at
$300,000, "but if the city has
insurance over and above
that amount, it obviously
would be available," Kelly
said.
Kelly said a lawsuit will be
filed against the city if a
settlement is not reached in
120 days. "My guess is that,
due to her medical condition,
a settlement would be
difficult to reach within this
time frame," said Kelly.
Lt. Douglas Cole of the
Portland Police Department
said an investigation of the
accident has been completed
but refused to comment on
the results. Coffin is recuperating from an injured arm, he
said.
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\bur brush is wet,your £ is out,
and the phone is ringmg.
It's time you got Phonesmart:

Shape sues Bank
of New England
Shape Inc. is suing Bank of
New England for $100
million. The lawsuit, filed
Dec. 13 in U.S. Bankruptcy
Court in Portland, contends
that Bank of New England
reneged on loan commitments to the Biddeford firm.
The resulting liqUidity crisis
forced Shape to file for
protection under Chapter 11
of the Bankruptcy Code on
Nov. 7, 1988, the suit charges.
The firm, which manufactures audio, video and
computer products, began a
two-year expansion plan in
1987. A large portion of the
plan was geared toward
Shape's entry into the
compact disc market.
The suit says the bank
promised to loan Shape up to
$34 million in fiscal year 1988,
then loaned it only $11.7
million. Shape expended
substantial corporate funds
for completion of its expansion plan with the assumption that the loans would
come through as promised,
the suit says.
The lawsuit alleges that
Shape has suffered damages
of at least $100 million as a
resul t of the bank's breaches
of contract.

Peace groups take
message to the
State House

Introducing PhonesmanWith Caller 10.
Now you don't have to miss those important
house, it's a stroke of genius.
calls when you're hung up doing something away
Caller ID is just one of the new and innovafrom the phone. Because now there's Caller ID,
tive call management services from New England
one of the new Phonesman services from
Telephone. It's a service that gives the ordiNew England Telephone.
~\
nary phone extraordinary capabilities.
Through a special display
\ \.'>..,:~!~~-.. \
And it gives you better control over
unit! Caller ID lets you know the
your calls.
telephone number of each parry who
Caller ID is easy to use, and
calls you. If you are not at home, or are
even easier to hook up, because it
unable to answer the call, the display
, runs th rough the same New England
un it stores the phone number, date, and
Telephone network you're using now.
time of each call.
Forjust$4, 95 a month, you can
For anyone doing work around the
have Caller ID. You can also select

Maine's growing grass
roots peace movement took
its message to the State
House Dec. 15, as nearly 400
Continued on page 4
~

........

the other Phonesmart services, Call Return, Repeat
Dialing, or Call Trace, for a very reasonable price.
If you would like more information about
getting Phonesmart in your area, please call us at
1-800-922-8383, ext. 981.
Phonesmart is another reason we're the one
for you, New England.
t P un.:ha~eJ ~': I);IrJte l y.

@ New England Telephone
A NYNL,{ Company
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Celebrate life with

iHE BEST

MY BLUE

AMERICAN MOVIE
THIS YEAR!"

Continued from page 2

HEAVEN

Mainers rallied in Capitol
Park for a peaceful settlement
to the Persian Gulf crisis.
Few state lawmakers have
spoken out on the U.S.
response to the Iraqi invasion
of Kuwait, said rally organizer Donna Baker, and many
speakers called for more
leadership on a national
energy policy and international arms control.
"Any peacekeeping troops
should be purely defensive
until negotiations have been
given a chance," said Baker,
whose 20-year-old son is an
Army tank driver in Saudi
Arabia.
The Augusta rally, which
included a 15-minute march
around the Blaine House,
home of Governor John
McKernan, came two weeks
after peace rallies and teachins in Waterville, Bangor and
Farmington that attracted a
total of more than 1,200
people.
"These were not just fringe
peace groups," said Katherine Pfeiffer, who helped to
organize the Waterville rally,
sponsored by Veterans for
Peace.
Future events include a
Dec. 29 speak-out at the First
Parish Church in Brunswick
and a rally and march in
Auburn on Jan. 12, three days
before the deadline set by the
United Nations for Iraqi
troops to withdraw from
Kuwait. A national rally is set
for Jan. 19 in Washington,
D.C.
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Christmas Eve- Close at 6pm
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New Year's Eve- Open 10-10
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and 1988, well above a
national average of 3.6
percent among similar
utilities.

STEVE MARTIN RICK MORANIS

Mainers who wrap their
hot water heaters or install
long-lasting light bulbs may
soon have the state's biggest
utilities cheering them on
instead of grousing about lost
sales.
Central Maine Power and
Bangor Hydro-Electric
companies have submitted
new rate-making plans to
state regulators that for the
first time uncouple utility
profi ts from higher sales for
the first time. The system had
discouraged utilities from
promoting energy conservation.
The plan by 0vIP, which
has 450,000 residential
customers in southern and
central Maine, calls instead
for a three-year base rate paid
by customers to be set
according to anticipated
costs. If the utility can hold
down costs - including using
less energy - then its profits
will increase.
In the plan it submitted to
the Public Utilities Commission, CMP notes that its costs
per customer increased 5.7
percent a year between 1981

Dtumber 20, 1990
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Water and lulce
bottles hit with
5-cent deposit
Maine's ever-expanding
bottle bill will add deposits on
noncarbonated beverages
such as juice and water just in
time for New Years Eve
celebrations.
On Dec 31,a 5-cent
deposit will take effect on
bottled water and juices in
glass, plastic and metal
containers. The only exemptions will be for milk, other
dairy products, apple cider
and frozen juice concentrate.
The new deposits are the
third expansion of the bo~le
bill this year. On Jan. 1, the
bill slapped a 1S-cent deposit
on hard liquor, and on Sep. 1,
wine bottles also received a
1S-cent deposit charge. Beer
and soft drinks were part of
the original bottle bill more
than a decade ago.

YOlJcan.
•
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Hannaford Bros. to
buy Alexander's
Supermarkets
Despite a shrinking
regional economy, Hannaford
Bros., which owns Shop 'n
Save supermarkets, is expanding. The Scarborough-based
company will pay $27 million
for 11 Alexander's supermarkets and two drug-stores
located in New Hampshire
and M~ssachusetts, according
senior vice-president of
development and finance.
The purchase will bring to
89 the number of supermarkets owned by Hannaford
Bros. in Maine, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts
and New York..

Metro ridership
climbing steadily
For the first time in 10
years, the Metro bus service is
having steady increases in
ridership - and is aiming to
keep that trend going with a
publicity campaign. Sarah
deDoes, general manager of
Metro, said more people were
riding the bus in every month
of 1990 than of 1989. She
expects an overall increase of
3 percent for 1990 over 1989. If
her projections are on target,
that will mean 1,387,000 riders
will hop on a Metro this year
compared to 1,347,000 last
year.
The increase will result in
Metro taking in an additional
$27,000 in fares. The more
money Metro makes, the less
it needs from the cities
subsidizing it. In 1990, the
City of Portland gave METRO
$1.4 million and the City of
Westbrook gave it $208,000.
Carole Davis, Metro's
marketing director, aims to
keep those increases steady
through 1990 with a promotional campaign aimed at
sprucing up Metro's image
and getting more people on
Continued on page 6

$10.00 Rebate on Caller ID Display Unit.

/

This special incoming call display
r-----------------,
urut lets you know the phone number of Heres how to get your $10.00 rebate:
Mail
this
completed
coupon
and
dated
sales
receipt
with
the person calling you before you pick
cur-out of "Model 125" from the box to: KJ Rebate,
up the phone. Its used with Caller ID,
POBox 1269, DrawerN, Hampton, NH03842_
one of the new PhonesmartSM services
~------------------------------from New England Telephone. Ifyou
______________________________
are away or unable to get to the phone,
the unit will record and store up to 14
City
-----------------------phone numbers, along with the time
Srare ______________________ Zip _______
and date each call was made to you.
I'hooe#(
The 125 Caller ID display unit is
Reproductions and copies cannot be used. Only one (I) rebate per
available at Kmart, Sears and other
product, perhouschold. Multiple requests will no< behonOled. OfTer
good In the USA. "bid where prohibited 01 otherwise restricted. KJ
retail stores, or by calling Fosdick CorEnterprises Will not be responsible forany mail that is lost, delayed, or
porationat 1-800-933-9377, weekdays
mutilated. All rebatc requests must be post-marked no laterthan
L Dccember3l, 1990. Al1uw4to6weeks. Expires 12131190.
from 8 am to 8 pm.
~re~

-----------------~

POWDER PACKED VACATION PACKAGES
AS LOW AS $56 PER DAY
Includes: lodging. dinner. break.
jast, unlimited X -C skiing & use
oj 01/ the resort facilities .
We are a Classic New England Resort
len minutes away from downhill skiing
at SUNDAY RIVER with 28 km of groomed X-C
ski trails right out our back door.
Trad itional Inn and luxury Townhouse Condminium accomodations
available . Recreation faciliiies include a year-round outdoor healed
pool with ho t tub . fiiness center. saunas and game room.
The Bethel Inn offers the best voca·

tion ualues auai/able anywhere .
Coli. or write . . then compare

in Maine: 800-367.8884
ConI. U.S. 800-654·0125
(207) 824·2175
Bethei. Maine 04217

NEW YEAR'S EVE
with The Galley
and
WORLD RENOWNED CLASSICAL GUITARIST

KEVIN MORSE
~~~

$15.95prime rib special

th,(}ALLEy
RESTAURANT

I

215 Foreside Road .. Falmouth Foreside" 781.4262
mon-thurs, 11:30·9" fri-sat, 11:30-10" sun 11:30-8
In Millne's White Mountalnl
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Continued from page 5
the bus. The campaign will
stress the environmental and
economic advantages of
taking the bus over driving a
car, Davis said.
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Save up to _
on selected styles and colors
from the Maralyce Fa-ree outerwear collection.

Reported by Joan Kantro,
Andy Newman and RRndy Wilson

WEIRD NEWS:

NOW AVAILABLE AT

ENDLESS VIDEO

1041 Brighton Avenue, Portland
(next 10 Burger King)

ENDLESS VIDEO

MERRY
CHRISTMAS!
To all of our friends.
old. new and unmet.
we wish you the best holidays
that you've ever had yet.
You've made our year brighter.
we hope we've brightened yours.
by helping youfmd
the best rugs for your floors.
For those who've not been here
We've reason to cheer.
there' II be plenty of time .. .
.. .all of next year.

At HARD CIDER FARM Oriental Rugs,
we've discovered ... "The Maine Source
of the Best Customers Anywhere."
From all of us. Merry Christmas and a
Happy. Healthy and Prosperous New Year!

lllustnion: Sunn Ashley

Wishing you a very MelT)' Christmas and aWonderful
New Year! With love from aU of us at Amaryllis.

And for all the last minute santas, we stiU have lots
of goodies for you to fiU your sleigh.

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rt9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
Maine WATS 1-800-660-RUGS
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat

Itr(i&~..../CY~
AMARYLLIS

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101

772-4439
parking stamps available for free parking

16TH ANNUAL BRIDAL SHOWCASE

CYR INDUSTRIES, INC.

Electrical Contractors
892.~0119

or

1-800-2.87-~R.E

p.o. Box 2123, No. W1ndham, ME 04062

~~I
Two exciting Bridal fashion
Shows 0112:30 and 2:30,
Sunday, .Jan. 6th 11:30 - 4 pm.
Holiday Inn By The Bay. Spring
st.. Portland. Sponsored By:
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(or someone else!)

... In Seattle, George
Furedi, 37, was charged with
driving his car up the steps of
a Mormon church and
through the door. He said the
church's public address
system kept him awake at
night.

... A 65-year-old San
Francisco man with a history
of heart trouble collapsed
while watching television.
His son tried to revive the
man with mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation and chest
compression but was unsuccessful. Then, according to
Dr. Keith G. Lurie of the
University of California-San
Francisco Medical Center, the
son remembered that his
mother had resuscitated her
husband six months earlier
with a toilet plunger. So the
son rushed upstairs, grabbed
the plunger and used it on his
father's chest for 10 minutes
until paramedics arrived. By
then, the patient was breathing on his own.

OLD PORT

<.

Imported Angora
& Wool Sweaters

... A man who was
hunting for rabbits near
Bangor stumbled upon a
rocket. The hunter notified
police of his find and the
rocket was removed by the
Explosive Ordnance Team
from Brunswick Naval Air
Station. The Navy's Ll
Barbara Friedman identified
the rocket as a WWn-vintage
practice rocket and said it
wasn't armed with a nuclear
head. She estimated that the
rocket had been in the woods
for 40 years, and had somehow separated from an
aircraft during training
sessions in the area.
... Emad Elsabry, who was
mugged while returning
from New York City to
Newark 14 hours before his
wedding to Charlene
Corrado, decided to go ahead
with the ceremony from his
hospital bed. Twenty relatives and friends crammed
into Elsabry's room while, 30
miles away, other friends and
relatives, including the
bride's mother and the maid
of honor, listened to the
ceremony via telephone at
the reception site.
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The American Bistro~
Custom House Square Parking Garage
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To purchase by mail
call 775-4236 or
visit our restaurant at
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Give Aunt Mia a Chargrilled
Quesadilla or your brother Chip, a
French Dip, by doing your
holiday shopping at Friday's. Our gift
certificates come in denominations of
$10, $25, or any other amount
you want. And they can be used
for any of our menu items.
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This watch is the
Ultimate Maine Gift:
a brown moose
tops the dial,
surrounded by 11
green spruce trees)
on a white face.
Gold hands,
including sweep
second hand.
circle the
State of Maine.
'if Classic textured
black leather band
'if Gold bezel with
stainless steel back
'if Quartz movement
'if One year guarantee
Easy to read and
great fun to wear,
this wa tc h will be
treasured for
many seasons
to come.
$55.00
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We are proud to present the work of
one hundred talented artists and
craftspeople. Exquisite gifts for
discriminating tastes.
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DAY OF MIXED GIFTS
Continued from front page

CHRC
Let us help you s t: ret: c h. your gift-buying dollar with gifts
that are practical, thoughtful, beautiful and fun
-with full value & quality.
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*

Make your own customized art kit by using one of our
"Suggested Materials" lists for various media.
Pick up a ready-made art kit assembled by our experienced staff.

* Holiday Sale of selected items reduced 400/0 or more!

Open Dec. 24 th until 3:00 pm
Monday-Friday 9;00-5;30 Saturday 10;00-5:00

305 Commercial Street
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elcometo

Casco Bay

Weekly.

These new and returning

advertisers hdp support us
in our effort to provide you
with an alternative to the
daily news.
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The Sports Attraction, Portland • Wrong
Bros. Pub at Port Billiards, Portland • City
of Portland, Portland • Sheraton Tara,
South Portland • WMGX, Portland •
Ronald's Hair Fashion, Portland • August
Gardens, Portland. Raphael's, Portland

The Roman emperor Constantine legalized Christianity in
306 A.D., ending 300-odd years of Roman persecution of that
peculiar sect. But he did not leave the church entirely alone.
Whereas the church elders regarded the practise of celebrating
birthdays as being entirely unchristian, Constantine, a new
Christian himself and an avid celebrator of birthdays, worked
to remove that bias.
The first Christian birthday party Constantine instituted was
Jesus Christ's, a holiday called the "Feast of the Sun of Righteousness," which he celebrated on the popular pagan festival of
the winter solstice, the "Feast of the Unconquered Sun" - Dec.
17, Saturnalia.
At first, the elders of the church were annoyed by this. They
had always marked (but not celebrated) March 25 as the day
Christ was born, and besides, birthdays were pagan, as was the
feast of Saturnalia and the eating, drinking and gift-giving that
went with it.
But the elders found that, as a result of this coincidence of
celebrations, their beliefs were more readil y accepted by
pagans. Indeed, they found that there were distinct ad vantages
to having a Christian emperor and a popular holiday, not the
least of which was that they were no longer in danger of being
thrown to the lions as part of somebody's Saturnalia.
With this in mind, they convinced Constantine to accept Dec.
25 - one week and one day after Saturnalia, one week before
New Year's - as the day to celebrate the birth of Christ. The new
holiday was a great success; everybody, Christian and pagan,
celebrated Dec. 25.
Merry Christmas, world, from Constantine.
This gave rise to a missionary policy of assimilation which,
simply stated, worked this way; everywhere Christians went (or
at least, wanted to go), missionaries eased the process of
conversion by stressing similarities between cultures, and by
allowing familiar tokens of the old culture to be present in the
celebrations of the new.
(For instance; the symbolic Christmas tree and evergreen
wreath are borrowed from Germanic Druids, mistletoe comes
from English Druids and candles on the tree from Chanukah,
the Jewish festival of lights. Anybody the empire or the church
had real trouble with is represented at Christmas - the notable
exception, of course, being Islamic culture. The church has
never learned to appreciate stiff competition on their turf; the
elders of the empire were moved to exterminate, rather than
"
assimilate, Islam.)
In 380 A.D., the emperor Theodosius decided to give assimilation a boost by making Christianity the official religion of the
Roman Empire. The practice of the old Roman state religion
became a treasonable offense, punishable by death. Christians
who dissented from orthodox doctrine were persecuted mercilessl y under his direction.
The Official Word of the Lord had been written into civil
law. In less than 80 years, the persecuted had become the
persecutors.
Merry Christmas, world, from Theodosius.
The twin phenomena of religiOUS assintilation and Christian
imperialism surfaced repeatedly as European civilization
developed. However, by the time of Dickens, Kipling and the
"White Man's Burden" of European imperialism, assimilation
was no longer a matter of incorporating native customs;
Europeans believed (wrongly) that western military technology
would ensure the assimilation of "lesser peoples" for all time.
Also, the spirit of nationalism, the love of money and the
desire to rule more people fueled the new imperialism, and not
the Great Commission of Christ to "Go tell everyone." Even
among those Christians who took their commission seriously,
the imperial spirit kept them from success. In the words of
historian E. H. Berman, colonial missionaries had "drunk at the
well of European racism," which severely reduced their effectiveness as ambassadors for the Christian god.
But wherever European imperialists went, they took Christmas with them, a celebration that took hold in cultures where
Europe's biggest guns and latest, most "scientific" racist
theories could make no dent.
And why not? Everybody loves a good holiday.
Just look around you.

Other days
Despite Maine's apparent lack of cultural diversity, you can
still sample what the world has to offer right here in Portland.
The best place to see the world is from the Adult Basic Learning
Exchange (ABLE) on Douglas Street where, according to adult
academic coordinator Rob Wood, people from 29 countries and
five continents have come to be assimilated into American
culture.
As you may have guessed, assimilation does not come easily.
"The toughest case we know of," said Wood, "is that of a
widow from Cambodia, who brought her two kids from refugee
camps a couple years back and just could not adjust to us. It
was too much of a shock. She left the school.
"So now they're lost in the city somewhere. They're still

around, but we don't know where. They're illiterate in their
own language and they don't speak English. They're in a tough
spot."
According to Wood, transition to this culture was also
extremely hard on the Significant number of royal Afghanis
who came here to escape IsJamjc fundamentalists and the
Russian army. 'Their (English) language skills only allow them
to get janitorial positions," he said. "There's nothing else they
can do."
Indeed. In the two ESL <English as a Second Language)
classes taught at ABLE by Barbara Trentacosta, many of her
students, especially those who have practised medicine and
other professions considered to be "royal" here, have drastically
lowered their expectations. This is partly due to the technological gap between the United States and the Third World - which
can be easily overcome - and the language barrier, which cannot
be overcome as easily.
Then there's the cultural barrier: Famous American Racism,
the greatest of all Great Walls, that which makes this such a sad
country to live in. Of all the things people of color may come to
know about American cuI ture, the racism that directs American
foreign and domestic policies usually eclipses the Significance of
whatever else may be good about it.
However, thanks to nearly 20 centuries of cultural assintilation and western imperialism, nobody in Trentacosta's morning
ESL class had any trouble recognizing the significance of Dec.
25.
'The 24th is our big day," said Ursula, who is from Poland.
"We give presents and eat food. Then we stay up late with
family on the 25th. We rest on the 26th. It's a big, three-day
Christmas." Victoria, who is from Rumania, also knows Christmas. "Sure, we give money and gifts, eat lots of food."
Rumania and Poland, of course, are part of Europe and share
in Europe's history and culture, of which Christian traditions
like Christmas are a large part. I was not surprised to hear that
they regularly celebrated Christmas.
But - cultural moron that I am - I was surprised to hear the
same thing from Asian students. Leang Kim, who is from
Cambodia, knows Christmas well. "We have Christmas, but it's
more like New Year's, a party," he said. Mei, who moved to the
United States from Hong Kong but was born and raised in
Burma (Myanmar), says that Christmas is very popular there.
'There is caroling, giving gifts, even (among) Buddhists."
Trieu, from Vietnam, is also familiar with Christmas. In fact,
she knows it in a way that is quite western; "We have many
Buddhists," she said, "but also many Catholics. Some have
Christmas, some don't. Some are poor, and cannot buy presents."
Exactly: Christmas, a thing which must be bought. Cash,
check or credit, it's the western way. We honor our gods with
our money.
Following this line of reasoning, 1 asked the inevitable
question - "Why celebrate Christmas?" - expecting the inevitable (biblical) answer.
What I got was silence. Apparently, no one in the class knew
what Christmas was originally about. (I thought at first that
they had failed to decode my somewhat mushy Midwestern
English, but Trentacosta disagreed with that. 'They just didn't
seem to know," she said.)
Under some prompting from Trentacosta, the class admitted
tQ knOwing the story of the baby Jesus, but apparently had not
previously connected him with Christmas.
They did now. Nine light bulbs flashed over nine nodding
heads. Well, well, 1 thought. Merry Christmas.

RICHARD, PARKS, GALLERY
40% OFF
SALE
BAUHAUS _ __
Sofas, Slee~ers, Love
Seats and Chairs ...
The latest slyles and
fabriCS to choose
from ... all in stock for
immediate delivery.
major credit cards • in-store financing • free parking

POlITLAND

BANGOR

288 Fore Street • 170 Park Street •
774-1322
942-6880

ELLSWOlITH
High Street
667·3615

RICHARD, PARKS, GALLERY

The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of 4" prints
plus free film every day of the week!

Free Neon Sunglasses
• • • • • • ••

When you purchase 3 rolls of Konica film
for only 6.99 35mm 24 exposure J()() asa
••••••••••••••••••

Trost your memories with the Pros at
P(: punTn llVPDll(:(:

1!!!li!I!!8!!I!!i!tt!i!I!!lI!!

30 City Center. Purtland • m-7296
71 US Route I. Scarborouxh • 883-7363

Wishing you Peace and Joy in the New Year

american crafts
44 Exchange St.
Portland, ME 04101
772-4880
Sun. 11-5, Mon.-Sat. 10-9;30

Day of the American way
The people in Barbara Trentacosta's afternoon ESL class have
been speaking English longer than the students in her morning
class, which makes them a little more approachable. However,
they haven't necessarily been here any longer than the morning
class. Alexander, a student from Bulgaria, has only been in the
country for 45 days.
"After World War II," he said, "Christmas was unofficial. The
government said, 'Only New Year's shall be celebrated: But
now the rest of the people celebrate it.
"We give and receive presents," he said, "we sing songs, we
have meals together. We have Old Man Coleda (Santa Claus).
We decorate the trees and hit people on the back with a stick."
You hit people on the back with a stick?
"So they will be strong and resilient, and so we will have a
good harvest." I was amazed: this practice is an echo of preSaturnalian solstice celebrations, a holdover from mystery
religions older than the Roman state itself. Talk about your
traditional Christmas.
Mei, a woman from Hong Kong, comes from a much more
contemporary tradition. "In Hong Kong, Christmas shopping is
so busy," she said. "Young people have parties, go drinking.
And we have Santa Claus.
"But the decorations outside," she said, warming to her
subject, "the government spends lots of money! Maybe $300,000
Hong Kong dollars, or $60,000 American. They hang lights all
through the parks. It's beautiful."

FULL COLOR

PHOTO CALENDARS
3 day
turnaround
$35. 00
for one

$30.oo ea.
two or more
(15% 011 If ordered

betor~Thanksglvlng)

GENERATED IMAGE /COLOR COPIES
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Dining at Raoul's is a delightful deal

Fun-fUI
lined,
treated

When planning a dining
experience at Raoul's, one doesn't
know what to expect. Maine's
premier nightclub has a reputation
for national entertainment, but
how is the food?

leather
slouch
boot
with

rruni-Iug
sole

$89

I

Taste & Smell
b LM, Hun

110\\ (;000 IS IT'!

Raoul's Roadside
Attraction
865 Forest Ave.
Portland

I

773-6886
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32D Main St. • Freeport
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• parking in the rear •
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Lemelen Molla stands with her family, friends and Christmas tree behind her.
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A friend and I decided to check it out on a Thursday evening;
we called ahead and found the band (Bela Fleck) wouldn't start
until 9 p.m. so off we went for an early dinner. Raoul's decor
is a cross between a museum of 50's nostalgia and a funky
neighborhood bar. The walls are covered with a myriad of
offbeat decorations, and the red and black booths were well
padded. My companion and I settled in with one of the top
beer lists in the city and feeling adventuresome, we ordered an
India Pale Ale ($2.25) and a Spaten Munich Light ($2.50). The
easy-to-read menu covers a wide variety of Tex-Mex,
vegetarian, and plain old-fashioned home cooked food all at
extremely modest prices. We could find no entree priced over
$7.95!

Yan ling, a woman who came to the U.S. from the People's
Republic of China three years ago, was not inclined to discuss
the baby Jesus with me, but she has heard of Christmas being
observed in China. "Not everybody in China knows Christmas," she said. "Some people have religion, go to church and
celebrate."
Has she celebrated Christmas here? "Oh, yes," she said.
"When I see the decorations and the trees, I feel very happy. We
put up a Christmas tree and give each other presents. It's
beautifuL"
Shakuntala, from the state of Gujarat in India, has only been
here for six months and is not certain that Christmas in America
is beautiful, but she intends to celebrate it. ''Many large shopping centers decorate for Christmas in India," she said, "I know
who Santa Claus is."
Will Shakuntala and her family celebrate Christmas? "We
will decorate for our children," she said. 'We will buy gifts. We
want to look like other houses in our neighborhood. We are
here. We are soon to follow American culture."
Which is not necessarily a bad thing. Shakuntala comes from
a culture that has recently experienced white racism, and is
currently experiencing great racial and cultural strife. She was
probably not shocked to find racism here. In all likelihood, she
will have no trouble seeing the advantages of Life in These
United States.
But if she does "follow" American culture, she will probably
succumb to American consumerism, alas. "A loaf of bread, a jug
of wine" - and a tall stack of credit cards, my love. These will
make Christmas beautiful.

Other gifts
Mingesteab, Mesele and Molla (or, as I like to caB them, the
Three Wise Guys) are Ethiopian men from Barbara
Trentacosta's afternoon class. 'We are (Eastern) Orthodox," said
Mengisteab. 'We celebrate Christmas on January 7."
So what are they doing this year?
'We will celebrate on both days," said Molla, laughing.
The Three Wise Guys and their families live in the same
apartment building on Cumberland Street, a building that has
seen better days, but is nevertheless warm and clean.
Mesele Meresa and his wife, Letechial Berhea, share a
graceful, peaceful aura that their son, Sampson Mesele, does
not. (Sampson Mesele appears to be about two years old. As a
rule, two-year-old boys are neither peaceful nor graceful.)
We waited for Mengisteab and Molla in Mesele's living
room, small-talking in the uneven wash of.red light from the
Christmas tree and shimmering blue television light. It was a
purple pause.
The television ads, naturally enough, extolled the glory of the
season. Many beautiful people with firm, mellifluous voices
suggested we all buy our loved ones automobiles, fur coats,
televisions, home entertainment centers, world cruises and
fingernail polish for Christmas. After 15 minutes or so of this

CBW(fon« Harbert

electronic hucksterism, Molla showed up with the news that
Mengisteab was busy and could not come down.
Molla Meresa's wife, Abeba Abebe, was wearing a traditional homespun dress, and so Letechial - not to be outdone left to put on a similar garment In her absence, Abeba's
children (Lemelem Molla and Geberlezabener Molla) had a
mildly rambunctious reunion with Sampson, their old pal and
fellow playmate, on the living room floor.
At one point, the children's attention was drawn to the
teleyjsion by an ad for Nintendo Interactive Entertainment, a
kids' toy that costs upwards of $150. I was struck then by the
gravity of their situation. True, they were no longer in Ethiopia,
no longer subject to the ravages of ciyjl war and famine. Good
things could happen for these kids and, given the charm and
intelligence of their parents, good things would probably come
to pass.
Yet to be black in America has never been an easy thing, and
it seems to be getting harder every day. The entire apparatus of
ciyjl rights is rapidly being taken apart. As you read this, White
House staffers are debating the merits of a recommendation
made by the Education Department's top civil rights official to
have minority scholarship programs declared unconstitutional.
The inequities of the past 200 years have by no means been
canceled, and yet supposedly intelligent and responsible people
are acting as if they have.
Merry Christmas, Black America.
I watched Sampson watch the TV. Social, legal and economic
inequity are guaranteed features of his young life now. This was
also true in Ethiopia, but, thanks to the miracle of television,
he's going to know it for sure from here on out. It seemed to me
that the seductive vision of a white Christmas that appeared
and reappeared on the TV screen, those slick visions of easy
peace and plenty, mocked his innocence.
When Letechial returned, we set up a family portrait. The
two families gathered 'round the tree and Tonee Harbert started
shooting.
A curious thing happened. Lemelem, Molla's five- or sixyear-old daughter, walked toward the camera and stood in the
center of the room, staring soberly into the lens while Tonee
snapped a dozen shots. It was one of those eerie things that kids
do from time to time, a simple act that is strangely transcendent
and, for lack of a better phrase, forever right-on.
The humanity in Lemelem's face, her willingness to present
her serious, trusting little self to a world she has scarcel y seen,
and - most of all - her bravery in the presence of two such weird
Americans, touched me in a way that I find hard to nail down.
Somehow, Lemelem's humanity seemed larger to me than the
march of history or the contents of the Maine Mall. It was an
enlightening and refreshing moment She gave me hope.
Which is just what I wanted for Christmas.
Thanks, Lemelem.

W.D. Cutlip is the ghost of Christmas pudding.
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toward the ski slopes

~Sl
Forest Ave.

We started our meal with an appetizer of homemade pesto pita
chips with fresh tabouli ($4.95). This proved to be an excellent
beginning and more than enough for two people. Our glasses
now empty and our craving for pes to satisfied, we turned our
appetites to Raoul's Mexican cuisine. A couple of Mexican
beers , a Burrito dinner ($6.75) for my companion and the
chicken fajita dinner ($6.75) for myself proved to be a most
delightful feast. The service was casual but very friendly -- a
perfect match for the atmosphere! My fajita was a
roll-your-own style which was a real adventure in fine dining.
It's fun to sample different combinations and all the
ingredients were fresh. The burrito dinner was California
style-- stuffed with refried black beans, and organic beef chili
along with the traditional Spanish rice.

-

Attention Skiiers

East>

Stretch the Value of Your Lift Ticket.

toward the Old Port

After a great Sunday on the slopes, don't cook,
join us for dinner.

Hours:
Dinner 5-10 p.m.

Bring Your Lift Ticket & Save $2.00

Lunch 11 :30-4
Credit Cards:
Me, VISA

Price range:

,

$3-$7.95

Bar: Yes!
Non-smoking
section: Yes

After listening to the list of scrumptuous homemade desserts,
we decided to splIt a dense slice of pumpkin cheesecake
($2.75) and to contemplate who this Raoul character really is!
Raoul's seems to be right on track: reasonable prices, terrific
food, and a friendly atmosphere. We'll definitely be back!

Good Food • Good Friends • Great Times! 846-1 226

---.
Call Us!
Time for the family. lime
forfriends,
Time for shopping that
never ends,
Time for wrapping, cards
and baking,
No time left for dinner
making.
At Dominos Pizza~, no

Holiday Hours
Closed Christmas Eve
& Christmas Day
New Year's Eve:
llam-lOpm
New Year's Day:

problem at all!

Just pick up Ihe phone
and give us a call .
In 30 minutes, we
guarantee hot pizza

llarn-Midnight

delivered free!

With all the things you
have to do,
II's our gift of holiday
time for you!

OJ dIMlrs cary less tt'a'1 $20 00
limited delivery area.
Cl988 Cbnn:e's Pizza, re .

•••••••••••••

~

DeInner
for 4 - $2.99 ~f~t~on

Ik'!Ia]

Expires: 12/30/90

PIZZA

III.

799-8131
980 Broadway
(including
Cape Elizabeth)
Biddeford

282-3388
52 Elm S1.

Kittery

'GLOBAL
GOODIES
Importer's Outlet
Affordable clothing,
jewelry, and trinkets
from around the world.
Plus ...
Beautiful handknit
sweaters from Equador.
25 Bow St.,
Freeport, ME 04032
207 -865 -6510
10% Discount to
College Students with J.D.

Join Us For-

with all the trimmings
and

New Year's Eve Dinner
buffet style

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Old Orchard Beach

in

Christmas Eve Dinner

Valid at participating st0fQ8 only. Not valid with any other offer. Price. may vSJ'f.
Customer pays sale. tax where applicable. Delivery areas lillited to ensure safe driving.
Our drivers cany less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.

South Portland

"

DOMINO'S

Get a 16" Domino's Pizza with two
toppings and four Coca-cola's for only

$11.96 plus tax

-------.
New Freeport

Portland

439-1300

439-1300

772-5200

63-64 E. Grand S1.

103 State S1.

43 India S1.
Serving Downtown

Sanford

324-1000

774-1489

26000 Main St.

2 Vannah Ave.
Serving north
of Rte. 295

4 .. 11 pm
GOOD LUCK FOOD:
pigtail, sweet potatoes,
black-eyed peas & rice,
ham hocks, home-cooked
pastries & more!

Call for take out 773-8964
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years ago
Rogers
was a ban,k
executive

who wore
custom-made
suits.

Like most people suffering from mental illness, Ernie Rogers
doesn't look crazy. In grey dress slacks, a button-down shirt
and his favorite blue blazer, he looks for all the world like the
successful banker he once was.
Thirteen years ago Rogers was an executive with Citibank.
With degrees in physics and engineering from Williams and
MIT, Rogers earned more than $100,000 a year, wore custommade suits, ate in four-star restaurants and traveled frequently,
living in first-class hotels for weeks at a time. With his wife and
young daughter, he lived in New York and London before
accepting a new assignment in the Middle East.
But shortly after his arrival, Rogers experienced a sudden
and severe breakdown. "I couldn't go to the office, couldn't
work, couldn't read. Things I did months before just didn't
make sense," he says. Days later he was placed on a medical
flight and flown to New York, where he was diagnosed as a
manic depressive.
Nine million Americans suffer some form of depressive
illness, according to the National Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH). Of those, one million fall under the heading "manic
depressive." While still not fully understood, manic depression
is believed to have a genetic component. It often strikes later in
life and can be triggered by environmental or emotional stress.
Rogers' condition may have been precipitated by a heavy
workload and adjustment to a foreign environment.
The symptoms of manic depression are many and vary from
case to case. According to NIMH spokesperson Pam Jones, the
manic cycle is often characterized by increased energy, irrationa social behavior, poor judgement, insomnia and irritability;
the subsequent depression cycle can produce feelings of
sadness, hopelessness, and difficulty in concentrating, remembering and making decisions.

living In cycles

Newlyweds Ernie and Deb
In 1964, on their way
to Uberla.

....
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"I feel like I'm going to wither on the vine and die."

Continued from front page
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Rogers' life runs in cycles similar to those described by Jones:
periods of intense activity followed by periods of severe
isolation and self-destruction.
During a manic phase, he goes without sleep for days,
spending most of his time researching his condition and
possibilities for treatment. He spends anywhere from 20 to 30
hours a week attending AA meetings, checking in with various
social service agencies and following up on funding and
treatment leads. "It's a full-time job being sick," he says.
On such days, it's not hard to imagine Rogers in his former
role as an international businessman. His thick glasses and
thinning hair give him the air of a computer scientist or thinktank prototype. He keeps an appointment book, a carry-over
from his business days. He speaks knowledgeably on subjects
ranging from classical music to foreign affairs.
But Ernie Rogers has done some crazy things during his
manic periods: after an airline stewardess refused to serve him
another drink, he entered the plane's cockpit and threatened to
bring the whole plane down; after a New Hampshire hospital
refused to treat him, he delivered a bomb threat to the hospital;
in 1982, Rogers' ardent objection to the MX missile system
prompted a phone call to the White House during which he
threatened the life of then-President Reagan (he was the 96th
person to have voiced such a threat); and following his recent
incarceration, he placed calls to the U.S. Army and the Iraqi
embassy in Washington, offering himself in,exchange for a u.s.

hostage. (The next day, Iraq announced that it would release the
hostages.) "This was totally insane behavior," admits Rogers. "I
would never have done it."
Rogers is as reclusive during his depressed cycles as he is
active during his manic times. During his down cycles, he
remains alone in his apartment for days. '1 don't want to get
up," says Rogers. "I stay in bed. I hide under the covers. I
become totally nonfunctioning."
On the worst days he doesn't want to live. "I feel hurt,
abandoned, no one cares about me," he says. His mind fills with
thoughts of suicide. '1 feel like I'm going to wither on the vine
and die. I used to wonder if I should slit my wrists every night."
These highs and lows - the very symptoms of Rogers' illness
- often prevent him from getting the help he needs. During
depressed phases, Rogers neglects the heavy load of appointments he made during his manic phase. In May, a psychiatrist
monitoring Rogers for medication cut off treatment as a result
of frequently missed appointments.
On other days his illness renders him incapable of carrying
out even simple tasks that merely frustrate other people - things
like standing in lines, filling out forms, playing telephone tag
and arranging transportation. At these times, Rogers' condition
renders him incapable of navigating the bureaucratic maze that
would lead to treatment for his condition.
And at times like these, alcohol is Ernie Rogers' bittersweet
temptation.

Wearing a scarlet A"
II

On Monday nights, Rogers must choose between attending
an alcohol after-care program at the Intown Counseling Center
or a manic depressive support group sponsored by Maine
Medical Center. Both occur at the same time. Both treat different
parts of his illness.
This seemingly minor scheduling conflict illustrates a much
larger problem faced by Rogers and a growing number of
others. For those suffering from both mental illness and substance abuse, there are few places to go and be treated for both.
Being an alcoholic and searching for mental health treatment is
like wearing a scarlet letter "A" on your forehead, says Rogers.
According to the state Bureau of Mental Health, between 40
and 60 percent of those with severe mental illnesses are alcohol
or drug abusers. Despite such numbers, services for those
labeled "dually diagnosed" lag far behind demand.
Though he has been sober for up to a year at a time, Rogers
reverts back to alcohol when he feels incapable of dealing with
the stresses in his life. "Addiction is very disabling," he says.
"When something isn't going right in your life, the addiction
takes over."
After one of his visits to the emergency room, Rogers spent
10 days at an alcohol rehabilitation center in Portland. There he
received medication and counseling for his addiction. But the
center was not equipped to treat his mental illness, and alcohol
alone is not responsible for his depression. '1 can remain
perfectly sober and still be suicidal," says Rogers. For similar
reasons Rogers was recently discouraged from seeking admittance to a halfway house in Portland.
"There's a sizable number of dually diagnosed patients that
have fallen through the cracks," says Marjorie Podgajny, a
specialist in adult psychiatry who has worked frequently with
dually-diagnosed patients. "The reason they're so vulnerable to
substance abuse is they haven't gotten proper mental health
care."

High rates of relapse make those with drug and alcohol
addictions a heavy financial burden on the system. "Everyone
loses money on this group," says Podgajny. Worse still, high
relapse rates cause many care providers to find other reasons to
disqualify them. "Anyone who's into the prestige aspects of
psychological therapy doesn't want to treat these cases."
Combined, Rogers' mental illness and substance abuse
creates a potentially lethal situation. He drinks when he's
depressed; yet becomes even more depressed when he drinks.
Continued abuse has worn down his body's ability to withstand
alcohol consumption.
If the cycle continues much longer, it could kill him. Rogers'
ex-wife, a recovering alcoholic now living in Vermont, thinks he
has less than a year to live if he doesn't quit drinking.

Catch-22
A well-educated man, Ernie Rogers loves to read and to

Continued on page 14

• SATURDAY AFTERNOON
By Saturday, Ernie had been out of jail for four days and drinking for two. He knew he shouldn't be
drinking, and even regarded his cheap wine with some
disgust (far left). For a short time, the wine soothed
Ernie's anxiety (second from left). "I used to be a wine
taster," he joked. "Now I'm using Carlo Rossi."
But In the end, the wine left Ernie more depressed
than It found him (above). He sat at home alone,
watched TV and felt sorry for himself. News from the
Middle East reminded him of better days: "A" these
important people are associated with my past. Now
they're a" doing things and I'm sick."
"I'm jealous," he added, shortly before passing out.
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"I'm beginning to wonder which set of people are insane."

had to fall within the $5,770 annual limit set by the hospital for
a single individual. Rogers' social security checks total $9,972 a
year.
Likewise, an addiction center in Bath recently denied his
application for state-funded services because his income was
too high. And in late November, he applied for free mental
health care through Maine Medical Center's outpatient facility.
Again he failed to meet set eligibility requirements. His annual
income exceeded the $9,420 maximum allowed by the hospital
by just $372.
'1t's like Alice in Wonderland," says Rogers, frustrated by "a
bureaucratic culture in which nothing coordinates."
'1'm beginning to wonder which set of people are insane."

A net like a sieve

Continued from page 13

Rogers Is
particularly
fond of
Heller's
Catch-22.
But he
himself Is
trapped by
a system
even more
bizarre than
Heller's.

write. Among his favorite authors are Hemingway, Styron and
Salinger. He is particularly fond of Joseph Heller's book Catch22, and says he relates to "characters who do crazy things to
cope with an irrational system."
But Rogers himself is trapped by a system even more bizarre
than that detailed in Heller's famous book:
Last October, Rogers once again stumbled into the emergency room at Maine Medical Center. Drunk and depressed, he
was on the verge of killing himself. After being admitted Rogers
was monitored for several hours, only this time his suicidal
thoughts persisted long after the level of alcohol in his blood
had gone down.
Upon the hospital's recommendation, Rogers was transferred to Jackson Brook Institute where he remained in a fiveday chemical dependency program funded by the state Bureau
of Mental Health. There, Rogers underwent a battery of tests,
and received medication and counseling. Upon his discharge,
doctors advised him to seek long-term treatment either through
hospita1ization or an intensive outpatient·program.
.
For those five days a heavy investment was made in monitoring and evaluating Rogers' condition. At the end of those
five days, Rogers was back on his own with little idea of where
to tum next. As a result of the testing, he had a better idea of
what he needed: but with no health insurance, little money and
a mountain of debt, his options were no better than they had
ever been.
"As long as I had insurance and was employed people
would bend over backwards," he says. "As soon as I lost
insurance; it was like I was no longer a person."
Rogers' health insurance was canceled in May 1989, after he
became unable to work on a consistent basis. Now both his age
and "pre-existing condition" make it next to impossible for him
to get coverage for the treatment he needs under a new policy.
Rogers' income consists of social security disability payments
totaling $816 a month. This amount was calculated by the
government based upon his previous income. The Catch-22 is
that this amount is too low to cover the cost of private care, and
too high to qualify him for most publicly funded care.
Upon being discharged from Jackson Brook, Rogers was
given information concerning the hospital's charity care
program. In order to qualify, however, his income would have

'The mental health system expects people not to be ill," says
Paul Sheridan, director of Holy Innocents, a local service agency
that handles case management and crisis intervention for
mentally ill adults. '1£ you don't know what you want to do
you're called resistant or non-motivated."
Those labels were used by Rogers' own caseworkers,
although none would speak on the record for fear of violating
client confidentiality rules. Without their help, Rogers' survival
has become dependent upon his ability to maneuver through a
series of complex channels, many of which lead him nowhere.
He has grown frustrated by the lack of coordination of services.
"Nobody has the whole picture... you find out by accident, by
word of mouth, by hearsay," he says.
'1 feel like a rat in a maze," says Rogers. '1£ it takes all this
energy to survive, what happens to the person who can't do it?"
'The mental health system is very fragmented," agrees Gary
Anderson, director of the Preble Street Resource Center, a
homeless shelter. Last year nearly 20 percent of those receiving
services at Preble Street suffered some form of mental illness.
"Services are not well-connected, there's not enough of
them," says Roger Ralph, executive director for the Alliance for
the Mentally lll. "Clients should not have to fight their way
through the system," he says. '1£ a person is eligible for one
service, they should be eligible for all."
The Torrey Report, a recently released state-by-state ranking
of community mental health services, agreed with Ralph's
assessment, finding Maine's outpatient services in the bottom
25 percent nationwide.
And things are scheduled to get worse.
Under threat of a consent agreement put forth last summer,
the Augusta Mental Health Institute (AMHl) is already working
to scale back the number of patients it serves from 324 to 70. But
after Governor McKernan's proposed budget cuts slash another
51 employees from its staff, AMHI will be able to provide only
custodial care and may not be able to implement the courtordered improvements.
Other state Department of Mental Health programs face the
ax as well: up to three mobile crisis workers may be cut, and
Pineland Center is scheduled to lose 23 workers, which may
cause it to lose its Medicaid certification.
Meanwhile, Jackson Brook Institute, a private facility in
South Portland, recently announced that it will no longer take
Medicaid, further restricting options for those who cannot
afford their own treatment.
And Maine Medical Center's McGeachey Hall will no longer
accept most new patients after Jan. 1. As the largest provider of
outpatient mental health services in the state, McGeachey Hall
currently treats more than 6,800 patients. The decision to limit
services was based on budgetary pressures and a steadily
increasing demand for services. In the past 10 years patient
admissions at McGeachey Hall rose by 84 percent, while staff
size remained more or less the same. "We've known for about a
year that we could not render even mediocre care if numbers
kept rising," says Dr. Walter Christie, director of outpatient
services.
Last year, McGeachey Hall received about 1,200 requests for
help. More than 60 percent of those are unable to pay for
private treatment - and thus unable to seek help from private
psycholOgiSts or from Jackson Brook Institute. Now all of those
cases will be referred to already burdened community agencies
- or, as is the case with Ernie Rogers, to local police departments
and emergency rooms.
For each trip he makes to the emergency room Rogers is
billed between $125 and $200. Each week a steady stream of 20
to 30 bills and collection notices piles up in Rogers' mailbox.
Currently he's more than $18,000 in debt.
Hospital administrators have worked out several payment
plans for the debt he alread y owes, but Rogers has no way of
adhering to those plans. So at least for the short-run, and most
likely for the long-run, the hospital, and eventually the taxpay-

ers, are paying Rogers' bills.
Numerous state and national studies claim that Rogers'
forays in and out of the social services system will eventually
cost taxpayers more than his treatment would.
"The state has spent far more in not treating (Rogers) on a
thorough basis than it would in treating him," says Herb
Adams, a state legislator who represents Rogers' Parkside
neighborhood. '1n good times the social service safety net is full
of holes, in bad times it's like a sieve," says Adams.

"I'd rather die."
Following his release from jail on Dec. 5, Rogers was told
he'd most likely be going back to serve a one-month sentence in
January. The news depressed him.
"You don't take alcoholics with mental illnesses and put
them in jail," says Rogers, sober. 'They will become more
alcoholic, more suicidal."
Indeed, within a few days Rogers began drinking again,
began yet another cycle of self~estruction. For the next five
days, Rogers continued to drink. Once started, he couldn't stop
without help. Given the amount he had consumed, withdrawal
would have been painful, if not dangerous.
On the fifth day, Rogers was admitted to the same alcohol
rehabilitation center in Portland that he had left just two weeks
before. Barely coherent, Rogers reentered the rehabilitation
center only to stay beyond the reach of his probation officer.
'1t's the most degrading thing you can think of," says Rogers
of his time behind bars. He says he was harassed by other
prisoners, and swears he will not return.
'1 should be in treatment," says Rogers. "H jail is the only
option, I'd rather die."

Sheila Kinkade is a freelance writer living in Portland.
She has written about health issues fllT several publications,
including the Washington Post.
Tonee Harbert is Casco Bay Weekly's stllf/ photographer.
His photographs of mentally ill a7Ul homeless people hal1e appeared
in an exhibition, book and film e1Ititled NHomeless in America.
N

• MONDAY AFTERNOON
Ernie woke up stili wearing the clothes he'd passed out
In the night before. He sat down amidst four almostempty wine bottles on the floor beside his bed, and
finished off the last one for lunch (far left). A short
time later, he left his apartment In search of
something else to drink (lower left).
"It's like a thing In the back of your head saying, "
will kill you: over and over and over," says Ernie as he
walks to a downtown bar (above). '" probably will die
of it."
"Just one more, Michelle," said Ernie to the bartender,
eight or nine times (below). By 5 o'clock he was too
drunk even to walk. As a friend shouldered him out of
the bar, he mumbled, "Cheers, my friends:'
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Spend the New Year
with some old friends.
Soup & Crocker live at Monument Square
on New Year's Eve starting at 8:00pm .

• MONDAY NIGHT
R...lzing that he was again In violation of his
probation, Ernie asked to be taken to a local detox
center. S_ted In his friend's CM, Emle passed out
(top). When he stopped by his apartment to pick up a
few things, Ernie discovered a note from one of his
neighbors (above). Though he was barely able to read
it, he was touched that someone cared.
With his things ready to go, Emie took one last minute
to call to his 20-year-old daughter (below). "I just
watched Miracle on J4th Street," he told her. "It's
about the true spirit of Christmas, which Is about
loving others. I'm going on because I love you and I
don't want to leave you." At 7 o'clock, Ernie reentered
the detox center he had left 10 days before (right).

For 1991, we resolve
to do whatever it was
we did right in 1990.
Happy New Year, Portland.

MAGIC
"If jail is the only option; I'd rather die."
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quality of education they
brought to the university in
recent years.
The irony here is that we
know quality universities are
a key factor in economic
recovery and development.
Businesses thinking of
locating in a community want
to know the local labor pool
has a basic education and is
trainable. They want to know
what educational opportunities are available for employee development after the
initial hire. Solid educational
institutions that employees
can afford help attract new
businesses to a community.
A state that preserves the
quality of its educational
system when the economy
falters will find businesses
reluctant to abandon previous commitments, recovery
easier, and long-term growth
more sustainable. States that
sacrifice their ed ucational
systems, on the other hand,
have less to offer, and take
longer to rebound.
The university system
should be protected from
further funding reductions
with other critical state
services like public schools,
mental health programs, and
social services. We must
preserve the foundations for
recovery, even if it means
larger cuts in less essential
functions or slightly higher
income taxes for those who
continue to work, including
me.

Cuts hurt USM
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Uptown Portland offers the finest variety
with personal attention for holiday shopping ..•
and all year 'round!
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"BEAD"
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Guitars, Keyboards, Amps, L>UU1;~~~
systems & DJ equipment.
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Pizza ' Sub. ' Pocketo • Calzon...
Buffalo Chieken Wi.,. , Salad.
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SILVER JEWELRY
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• Beads & Supplies
• Handcrafted Jewelery
• Sterling Silver
• Greeting Cards

OPlNZ

579 Congress Sf. ptld
Mon - sat • 772-8929

ljSEPC.P.s

Portland, ME

DROP ME ALINE...

Free Portland Delivery
Thurs-Sat· 5-11 pm

I
879-0403
I
I 554 Congress SI., Portland
PORILAND'S BEST

I Not to be combined with other offers
I Expires 1115/91. Mention coupon·

PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP
551A Congress Street

775-6601

144 HIGH ST., PORTLAND 773-5547
OPEN EVERY DAY

when calling. Umited Delivery.

Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1913

Be Ready For ChristmaS

"We're here for your last mtnute
shopptng needs. "
538 Congress street

Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Siagle items

Dr

large colleClIon$ wanted

BROWSl:RS ALWAYS WELCOME
10 om 10 5:30 pm Mon .-Sol.
Me""'"

- - -SAI.E-on
selected VHS video tapes

$3.95
(Dec.10 - 31 only)
4 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Portland

772-3932
330 Lisbon St., Lewiston
155 Front St., Bath
1 Wa.ter St.,
Augusta
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Students will begin a
painful lesson when spring
semester starts. The University of Southern Maine has
been told to cut $2.5 million
in expenditures during the
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The Casco
Bay Weekly
Holiday
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.
Submissions for Entertainment WHkly sections must be received
In wrttlng on the Thursday prtor to publkatlon. Send your
(alet;dar Mid listing" Information to: Ellen Uburt, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

• Those tunes you've been
hearing lately in the malls,
elevators and saloons of
Greater Portland, the catchy
ones performed by the Lush
Strings of the Hollywood
Symphonette, are called
"Christmas Carols." Come
hear the lyrics to those
tunes - sweetly sung by
carollers from Scarborough
High School - this evening

preted by Brad Terry and
Al Miller, with words,
music and mime. Also
featured will be an original
Choutou Chapin monologue; the Clown of God, an
Italian folk tale; and A
Cajun Night Before Christmas. Performances will be
today and tomorrow (Dec.
21) at 7:30 p.m., and Saturday (Dec. 22) at 2 p.m. (The
Theater Project will also
offer an hour of Christmas
stories free to the public at 5
p.m. on Saturday.) For
more information, call 7298584.

Cheap thrill: insider trading
As far as cheap thrills go, being an Insider - someone on the
staff, part of the team, as It were - has few equals. The New
Years/Portland team needs volunteer site directors, stage
managers, ushers, ticket checkers and parade marshalS, who
will oversee 12 hours of entertainment at seven performance
sites In downtown PQrtland. You can be that overseer; cool,
aloof yet approachable In your New Years/Portland finery.
If the thrill of working with John and/or Jane Q. Public Is
not for you, you might consider working as a poster-hanger,
office helper or stage carpenter. You rtIl1get that feeling of
being one of the few, the proud, the really cool, and you get
Into any of the shows for free, just like you belonged there.
Which you will, once you've earned your place on the staff.
Call Maine Arts at 772-9012 for more Information.

at 7 p.m. in the Old Port
Exchange. This concert is
brought to you free,
courtesy of the Intown
Portland Exchange. For
more information, call
Jennifer Strunk at m-6828.
• The Theater Project of
Brunswick (14 School St.)
presents Holiday Gala,
featuring A Child's Christmas In Wales, poet Dylan
Thomas' lyrical reflection
on Christmas as inter-

• The Fringe, Boston's most
talented and peculiar trio,
bring their avant-garde jazz
act to Cafe No (20 Danforth
St., Portland) tonight and
tomorrow night at 9 p.m.
The Fringe (George Garzone
on sax, Bob Gulloti on
drums and John Lockwood

on bass), are most definitely
Out There - and decidedly
hot property. Wherever
they go, rave reviews
follow. For more information, call m-8114.
• In honor of the season,
the Lyric Theater (176
Sawyer St., S. Portland)
presents - what else - Have
Yourself a Merry Lyric
Christmas, an extravaganza
musical variety show of
song, dance and comedy in
celebration of Christmas.
The cast includes many of
the best individual performers who have graced the
Lyric stage in recent years,
the Lyric Chorus and the
Lyric Children's Group. The
curtain rises tonight at 8
p.m., tomorrow (Dec. 22) at
2:30 and 8 p.m. and Sunday
at 2:30 p.m. Tickets are $10
for adults and $5 for children 16 and under. For
more information and
reservations, call 874-9002.

your spine in shape, lift
your spirits, massage your
soul. Ladies admitted free a charming anachronism,
don't you think? - and the
rest of you folks get in
for $3. For more
information,
call 773~86.

(He'll be around before this,
so you should consult the
Etc. listings for other times
and places.) Absolutely
your last chance! For further
information, call Julie
Thompson of Intown
Portland Exchange at 772-

6828.

• Portland Recreation's
Aquatic Division classes for
infants, toddlers, preschool
kids, beginners and "swimmers" begin today. Gasses
continue every Saturday
morning through the next
10 weeks at the Riverton
Pool, 1600 Forest Ave.,
Portland. What? You
haven't registered yet? Then
call 874-8456 or 874-8455.
(For phone registrations
after 1:30 p.m. use only 8748456.) For additional
information, call 874-8456.

"long time
ago" to
you folks
who
don't
speak
Gaelic),
Maine

• Only (gasp) one more
shopping day before
Christmas! If you haven't
seen the guy in the red suit
yet, he may not be able to
deliver your goods on
schedule. Santa Gaus will
be visiting Porteous (522
Congress St., Portland)
today from noon to 5 p.m.
.~.

THINK
BOOKS
Keeping you at
top 0' the food chain!
open CHRISTMAS EVE
& NEW YEAR'S DAY

for your takeout
convenience
GET HAPPY with

HAPPVHOUR
special lager

prices
S. free

f71

• great music
• great grub
• great wine

THE FRINGE
Fri & Sat Dec. 21 & 22

The best selection of
Small Press, University Press,
Arts and Uterature

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BOOKSfORE

Boston's

HOTTEST
Band
at Portland's

COOLEST
Club
20 danforth 8t•• 772-8114

GIFTWI?APPING 0 SHIPPING
OPEN SEVEN DAYS
WED. & THUI?$. UNTIL 8PM
SUNDAYS 12·5

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND. 761-3930

• After what may have
been the longest running
gig in Maine's musical
history, the Red Light
Review plays its last
Wednesday night show
tonight at Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. For what
maybe the
last time,
people: come
in, get up,
get down
with your
bad little
self. Put

• Come, you who would be
famous (or at the very least,
entertained), and sing your
song at the River Tree Arts
Folk Club Song Swap. The
RTAFC will hold its
monthly program at the
Kennebunkport Community House at 7:30 p.m. Be
sure to bring your instrument, your ears and your
special requests. The
preferred donation is $2.
(They may take less, then
again they may not. More
than that is probably OK.)
For more information, call
985-4343 .
• The Whigs, arguably the
hottest band in Maine, a
band with a big following
and a scintillating new
record/tape/CD (or whatever people are using this
week), will take the stage
tonight at 9 p.m. at Geno's,
13 Brown St., Portland. See/
hear/feel what all the
shouting is about. For more
information, call 772-7891.
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Without Cutting
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Fresh Maine
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old; thereafter, tickets
will be $9 and
$4. For further
information on
any of the
above, call 7729012.

• Recycling Christmas:
Your Christmas tree is
probably dry and considerably less aromatic now.
What should you do with
it? Freeport residents and
persons in surrounding
communities are encouraged to bring their trees free of tinsel and decorations, please - to Mast
Landing Sanctuary, just off
Bow St. in Freeport, between 10 a.m. and 3 p.rn.
today. The trees will be
chopped, chipped and
spread on woodland trails
in the spring. For more
information, call 865-6756.
• Recycling school: The
Maine Audubon Society is
offering the first in a series
of one-day workshops
today for teachers and
community leaders as part
of their Public Education
Program on Recycling. The
workshops are designed to
provide basic information
on resource use in nature
and human society; "how
to" information on recycling, reusing and reclamation; hands-on activities,
demonstrations and problem solving. The workshop
will be held from 8:30 a.m.
4 p.m. at the Maine
Audubon Headquarters.
Gilsland Farm, 118 U.S.
Route 1, Falmouth. The fee
for this workshop is $25. For
more information, call 7812330.

• Are you cold? Not for
long, buckaroo. This
evening at 7:30 p.m., the
Portland Stage Company
presents August
Strindberg's Miss Julie, the
steamy story of a woman's
passion for her TTl~,n"'>rv,~nf
Miss Julie runs through Jan .
20 at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
Ave., Portland. (See the
Stage listings for other dates
and times.) For more
information, call 774-0465.
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425 Congress St., Portland
Tickets $13/8 children
Call 774·0465
Also available at Amadeus
Music and The Whole Grocer
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Put Some Soul

Into The Season

Shows every Friday and Saturday at

j.~

7pm·lam

Mayham•••
Food•••
and Fun!

Baker's Table Banquet Room, Portland

One of many entrees under $10

58 Pine Street 773-8223

Co·Sponsored by The Maine Times.
Shop n' Save and WMGX
IIG SOUNDS FIOM All OVEI
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of Murder •..

Special Solstice
Celebration

NEW YEAR'S EVE at MYSTERY CAFE
Wharf Street, Portland

•
•
•
•

Murder Mystery: "Murder at Cafe Noir"
Gourmet Dinner
Party Favors
Dandng til 1:00 (1940'5 Big Band Music)
GIVE TIlE GIFf OF MURDER!
Holiday Gift certificates Available for Dinnt!r/Show.
...._ _... Fri. 8:00 & Sat 7:30
CAlL 883-1035
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An evening

Frio, Deco 21,8 pm
1st Parish Church
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- A Candlelight Concert.
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291/2 Forest Ave
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• Be well: The USM Lifeline
Center for fitness is offering
public cholesterol and blood
pressure screenings at the
USM Gym on Falmouth St.,
from 5 to 8 p.m. today and
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Jan. 8.
"Walk-ins" are welcome on
a first corne, first served
basis. The fee for this
service is $8. For more
information, call 780-4170.
• Do well: If your blood
pressure is fairly low and
your cholesterol level is low
enough to discuss in public,
celebrate by joining D.J.
Dale from Boston's Hot
Club and the rest of Maine's
dancing fools for Jump
Thursday at 2oots, 31 Forest
Ave., Portland. You can do
it! The doctor says so. For
more information, call 7738187.
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Dwell

Arts, Inc. presents New
Years/ Portland, Maine's
largest New Year's celebration. A wide array of
concerts, performances and
exhibitions will draw
thousands of people into
downtown Portland to
celebrate the beginning of
the new year - you and your
friends among them, of
course! Featured artists
include the renowned
Zydeco/Cajun band the
Boogaloo Swamis, kids'
music makers Razbeary
Jam, soul a cappella group
the Persuasions, martial
arts/ dance troupe Forces of
Nature and many, many,
many others. (See the New
Year's/Portland Schedule in
the listings section for
further information.) Tickets
will be available at all Shop
'n Save Supermarkets
through Dec. 31, and can be
purchased tonight at event
sites right up till show time.
Tickets purchased before
Christmas day are $7 for
adults, $3 for
seniors
and
children
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great music

o great grub
o

great wine

012120: 2 Set8, 9&11 Jimmy
Lyden/Carl Dimow Duo
BelWeen 3e'" Skip Emenon
of Vintage Repertory Co.
performing Dylan Thoma.s·
"A Child'. Christmu
iD

Wale."

012121 & 22: "'The Fringe"
.12124,25 & 26: CLOSED
012127: Brad Terry Trio
012128: & 29: The Eat End
Jazz Quartet
012/30: 4:3()'8 Jazz Jam Seuio
01/1191: CLOSED
20 danforth 8t •• 772-8114

FRIDAY_SHY
DANCE PARTIES
CIIEM FREE 1& PUIS

Al13 R.OORS OPEl
FCIl VACATIJI

22

CAsco B4y Weekly

''lvleditution in .Motion"

KRIPALU YOGA
A gentle, healing practice
intrgrating body, mind & spirit

~~l_CMmDAR

WHAT'I S

Wmter Session: January 7- March 30

~

WHERE

EXTRAORDINARY
;;::'wm,N EW YEAR'S EVEi .:"j:

I
I

PIP napl •.

772-9751
All shows will play
starting Dec. 22,
with the following exceptions:
Christmas Eve, first and second
shows only.
Christmas Day, second, third
and fourth shows only.
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Rocky V (PG)
1:40, 4:10, 7:30, 9:55
(through Dec 20)
The Russia House (R)
1,3:30,7:10,9:40
(from Dec 21)
Look Who's
Talking Too (PG)
1:10, 3:40, 7:40, 9:35
1:10, 3:40, 7:20, 9:20
(from Dec 21)
Rookie (R)
1, 3:45, 7:20, 9:50
7:40, 9:50 (from Dec 21)
Mlsery(R)
1:20,3:55,7:10,9:50
1:20, 3:55, 7, 9:30
(from Dec 21 )
The Rescuers
Down Under (G)
1:10,4:20,6:55,9:15
12:50, 3, 5:30 (from Dec 21)
Dances With Wolves (PG)
12:45,4:15,7:45
Mermaids (PG)
1 :30, 4, 7:30, 9:55

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, South
Portland

774-1022
Kindergarten Cop (PG)
(from Dec 21; call ahead

J

Rocky V Sylvester Slallone is reunited
herewith Ofiginal Rocky director John G.
Avildsen. Rocky Balboa is in debt to the
IRS, but too mush-brained to climb back
Into the ring. Real-life boxer Tommy
MOfrison becomes Rocky's protege,
which doesn't sit well with Rocky Jr.,
played by real-life son Sage Stallone.
Very realistic.
The Russls House Glasnost-era spy
thriller romance flick. With Sean Connery
and Michelle Pfeiffer.

Temple and Middle streets,
Portland.

38 MARKET ST • PORTlAND· 773.4500

for times)

16TH ANNUAL

Dozens of exhibitors
will help plan your
wedding .. .including
formal wear, florists,
limousine services,
reception facilities,
entertainment, honeymoon getaways
and more.
Admission is free, two
exciting Bridal Fashion
Shows at 12:30 and
2:30, Sunday, Jan. 6th
11 :30 - 4 p.m. Holiday
Inn By The Bay, Spring
Street, Portland.
Sponsored By:

~

THE ~~OV
,t.vrL
BRIDAL
SH0P

Almost An Angel (PG)
12:30,2:45.5,7:15,9:30
Havana (R)
1,4,7,9:55
The Nutcracker Prince (G)
1:15,3:15
Reversal of Fortune (R)
4:50, 7:10, 9:30
Home Alone (PG)
12:45,3,5:20,7:40,10
White Palace (A)
1,3:15,5:30,7:45, 10
Ghost(pG)
1 :30,4:15, 7, 9:50
Three Men and
a Little Lady (PG)
12:45,3,5:15,7:35,10

pance. With Wolves Kevin Costner is a
gentle hippie in a Civil War soldier's
body. He communes with one-dimensional, stereotypical New Age versions
of the Sioux Indians, who give him a
groovy nature-boy name.
Ghost Patrick Swayze plays a dual rolecorpse and ghost - in a somewhat banal
story about the underworld afterlife. Oemi
Moore is his worried, bereftgirllriend and
Vincent Schiavelli is an experienced
poltergeist who shows Swayze the
ghostly ropes.
HaVllna Robert RedfOfd and Lena Olin fall
in love in Havana. Oh, yeah, and the
Cuban revolution makes this love more The Rookie Clint Eastwood is an old cop.
vilal, interesting and believable,l guess.
Charlie Sheen is a young cop. Together,
The movie isonly sightly Ioogerthan the
they make one middle-aged cop. Adaring
actual revolution.
and original premse for a movie, I say.
strapl_ A woman escapes one affair
only to be caught up in another, while her
sister, a reckless romantic, discovers
that she is pregnant. (What an amazing
discovery. How did this come 10 pass?
Mysterious.)Acomplex portraitofwomen
in crisis. With Blair Brown, Bruno Ganz
and Bridget Fonda

>eo;

Home Alone Mom and Dad forget to hire
a babysitter and suddenly irs a game of
burglars versus I'infant terrible. With Joe
Pesd and Daniel Stern.
t
Klndergart.n
Cop
Arnold
Schwarzenegger is a cop who goes
undercover as a kindergarten teacher for about twenty minutes. Beware of any
film that is released still bearing its initial Three Men and a Little Lady In this
concept tag.
sequel to Three Men and a Baby, the
Look Who's Talking Too Vet another
baby (Robin Weisman) is now five years
ialking babies· movie: further proof of
old and her mother (Nancy Travis) has
civilization's slide into the universal septic
moved in with the boys. Mommy and
tank. With Kirstie Allie and John Travolta.
Tom Selleck faU in love. What comes
Mermaid. Mother and daughter (Cher
next? Spellbinding.
and Winona Ryder) raise each other in Tle Me Up, Tle Me Down A young man,
the mid-'60s.
locked up in institutions since he was
orphaned at three, runs away for a night
and meets an actress in a bar. She takes
him horne and the experience changes
his Ufe. A year later, he is released from
the mental institution, and sets outtofind
the actress again, marry her and father
her children. When he finds her, she's a
junkie porn star making a horrOf nick with
a horny old directOf.
Whne Palace Susan Sarandon is a wailress on the poOf side of town and James
Spader is the younger man in her life.

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600
Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
Dec 19-23
Wed 9
Thu-Sun 7, 9
Sat-Sun Mat 1, 3

Strapless
Dec 25·30
Tue-Sun 7, 9
Sat-Sun Mall, 3

The Evening Star
Tontine Mall
Brunswick

729-5486
Dances With Wolves (PG)
Mon-Thu 7 only
Fri-Sun 6:15, 9:30
Sat-Sun Mat 2
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Misery Paul Sheldon (James Caan) is a
writer of romance novels who has a little
accidenl in the Colorado wilderness and
is imprisoned by one of his fans (Kathy
Bates)whilein a helpless state. Dirocted
by Rob Reiner.
The Nutcracker PrInce Animated story
of a young girl who dreamsofa fairyland,
the Mouse King and the Nutcracker
Prince. Featuring the voices of Kiefer
Sutherland, Peter 0' Toole and Phyllis
Oiler and the original Tchaikovsky Nutcracker score.
The Rescuers Down Under Bemard and
Miss Bianca, crime-stopping rodents of
lhe 1977 Disney release The Rescuers,
do nagain - In AuS1ralia. Featuring the
voices of Bob Newhart and Eva Gabor.
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CLUBS
Jam Master Santa

=rC::~-"'"

Nickelodeon

pmmllm 773.4500

Dertmber 20, 1990

THURSDAY 12.20

Alrnwt An Angel A thief. knocked unconscious while on the job. wakes up
thinking that he is an angel. Fun for the

Note: Listings run through
Dec 28. Can ahead for
changes and time..

"'}'}4 COURSE MEAL· ENTERTAINMm'

S70

SILVER
SCREEN

R.".r.al of Follune Claus von Bulow is
tried and convk:ted of murdering his wife
in a three-ring legal circus. With Jeremy
Irons, Glenn Close and Ron Silver.

Looking for holiday music for gifts, or maybe just for something/anything to get yourself into the Christmas spirit? No one
does more than Rhino Records (based in Santa Monica, Calif.) to
fan the flames of musical nostalgia. Almost 20 of their titles bring
back ghosts of Christmas past with the humorous, the risque, the
kitschy and sometimes even the holy.
There are well-known standards such as the Drifters' thrilling
black doo-wop "White Christmas" represented on an LP called
''Billboard Greatest Hits 1955-Present," as well as "Christmas
Classics" and the hit-or-miss "Cool Yule."
And there's a direct aim at the funny bone on "Dr. Demento
Presents the Greatest Christmas Novelty CD of All Time," with
Elmo and Patsy's cheerful "Grandma Got Run Over by A Reindeer," a holiday nuclear disaster from Al Yancovic, some sensible
cynicism from former Harvard and MIT math prof Tom Lehrer,
Kip Addotta's lascivious "I Saw Daddy Kissing Santa Claus" and
Stan Freberg's scathing anti-commercial "Green Christmas"
(which most radio stations refused to broadcast when it came out
in 1958 and which continues to get little air play today).
For schmaltz, ''Billboard Greatest Christmas Hits 1935-54"
offers Bing Crosby's "Silent Night" and "White Christmas," and
Nat King Cole's "Christmas Song."
On jazzy "Hipster's Holiday" (the best of Rhino's lot), Lambert,
Hendricks and Ross scat around Pogo Possum's "Deck Us All
with Boston Charlie," while Miles Davis gives blistering social
commentary on ''Blue Xmas (fo Whom It May Concern)." Yes, sex
kitten Eartha Kitt's purring "Santa Baby" and Pearl Bailey's "Five
Pound Box of Money" are unabashedly materialistic, but remember that jazz emerged from an often impoverished society.
For scrooges and manic depressives, Rhino even has ''Bummed
Out Christmas" with the Youngsters' merry melody "Christmas in
Jail" (1956 R&B for drivers who drink), and Christmas Jug Band's
"Somebody Stole My Santa Claus Suit" with Dan Hicks.
If you're dreaming of a black Christmas, a sleighful of discs
offers jazz, blues and R&B of yore. The most delightful are 'The
Stash Christmas Album" (Stash/Jass) and "Santa Claus Blues"
(Jass) with the 23-cut CD Santa Gaus Blues (Jass) combining most
of the two LPs. The jiving roster spans Louis Armstrong, Count
Basie and Lionel Hampton plus bluesy Victoria Spivey with
guitarist Lonnie Johnson. Benny Goodman, Sidney Bechet, Woody
Herman and Johnny Otis also appear on this LP.
From 1950 there's Ella Fitzgerald's "Santa Claus Got Stuck in
My Chimney," sung in her little-girl voice. Fats Waller, who spent
one Christmas in jail for not paying alimony, tickles both his
ivories and his listeners on "Swingin' Them Jingle Bells" (1936).
Never mind that the sound quality can be a bit scratchy; the
music's spirit more than compensates.
"Mr. Santa's Boogie (Santa's Secret)," on the Savoy Jazz label,
takes a similar approach. Charlie Parker be-bops a Christmas Day
1948 radio broadcast of "White Christmas." Little Esther Phillips
with Johnny Otis' orchestra sings sultry holiday music like no
other 14-year-old. Elvis worshipers might appreciate Debbie
Dabney's 1956 "I Want to Spend Christmas with Elvis." "Santa's
Secret," by the way, refers to Mr, Claus's reefer habit, noted on a
previously unreleased 1944 track by pianist John Guarnieri and
bassist Slam Stewart_
"Merry Christmas Baby" (King/Gusto) delves into the vaults of
1940-5Os jump blues and slow R&B. On "Christmas Tears,"
Freddy King's guitar shows where Eric Clapton could have found
inspiration. The languid title track (by Charles Brown, subject of a
1989 PBS documentary) and eight others reappear on the CD
"Rhythm & Blues Christmas" (Hollywood), along with holiday
schmaltz from Carla Thomas.
Moving closer to the present, '1t's Christmas Time Again"
(Stax/Fantaxy) offers 10 post-1974 Stax tracks. Carla Thomas's
father Rufus, who calls himself "the world's oldest teenager," says
"I'll Be Your Santa Baby." Albert Collins picks blistering guitar on
two cuts, and the Emotions show the saccharine side of soul's
sound. The Staples Singers, champs at bringing blues and gospel
intensity into rock and soul, ask "Who Took the Merry out of
Christmas?" (fhis tune also appears on Rhino's "Bummed Out
Christmas_")
Mainstream jazz fans can enjoy "Christmas Collection"
(Prestige/Fantasy), a discount-priced 1953-70 compilation that
manages to include three imaginative interpretations of "Christmas Song," by Dexter Gordon, Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis and Gene
Ammons, and still not sound repetitive.
For those who tire of waiting for their favorite radio station to
play the pop standards that are dusted off every year, there's
Rhino's "Christmas Classics," featuring not only Brenda Lee's
"Rockin' Around the Christmas Tree" and Bobby Helms' "Jingle
Bell Rock," but also the not-s<H>tandards, like "Monsters' Holiday" by Bobby Pickett and James Brown's late-'6Os release, "Santa
Claus Go Straight to the Ghetto."
While Commander Cody and His Lost Planet Airmen lament
"Daddy's Drinking Up Our Christmas" on Rhino's "Hillbilly
Holiday," Louis Prim with His New Orleans Gang captures the
spirit best on "Santa Claus Blues": "What will Santa Claus say
when he finds everybody swinging?"

Bruet: Sylwster writ.s for II BastOll-4'''''
Illtenuztitlt newSJHIptr alll.d ~ TIlb.

Jimmy Lydon/Cart Dlrnow Duo, the
Vintage Rep. Co.'. Reading of Dylan
Thoma.' A Child'. Chrlstma. In
Wales (jazz, drama) Cafe No, 20
Oanforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Zane Michael Raven (acoustic)
Horsefeathers, 193 MiddleSt, Pordand.
773-3501.
Flash Allen (piano) Little Willie's, 36 Market St, Portland. 773-4500.
Mr. Blue Band (r&b) Geno's, 13 Brown
SI, POfdand. 772-7891.
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Broadcaster (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.

The Joy of NOT Coolling

•
8r

BLACK TIE ..

QUICK, EASY

GOURMET-TO-GO!
Let us do the dirty work.
• distinctive catering & gourmet shop

10 am-{,:30 M-F • 870 Broadw

• S. Portland

799-71 19

F AMILY
PRACTICE
GWENDOLYN 1. O'GUIN, D.O.
AdultlPetii4tric Medicine· Office Gynecology
MIlr,ipu/MilllJ • Pret1t1ltlltive Medicine

FRIDAY 12.21
The Fringe (jazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth
St, Portland. 772-8114.
Mr. Mojo's Big Night 0' Blues (blues)
Crabby Lobster, 10 School St, Freeport.
865-9606.

Marvin Boone, Heavens to Murgatroyd
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Pordand.
772-7891.
Hoodoo Kings (rock) Horsefeathers, 193
Middle St, Portland. 773-3501 .
Swinging Hot (jazz) Litlle Willie's, 36
Market St, PorUand. 773-4500.
Swift Icecubes (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Pordand. 774-5246.
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Savoy Truffle (rock) Raoul's Roadside
Anraction,865 ForestAve, Portland. 7736886.

Broadcaster (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.

SATURDAY 12.22
The Fringe (jazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth
St, Portland. 772-8114.
Mr. Mojo's Big Night 0' Biues (blues)
Crabby lobster, 10 School SI, Freeport.

&1l\)S\C\

·f G£E ,~. e after
"
cD or 'Tap hase!
free 10th pure
e"ery

865-9606.

The Queers, the Cryptones, the
Johnnys (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St,
Portland. 772-7891.
Karaoke (interactive entertainment)
Horsefeathers, 193 MiddleSt, Portland.
773-3501.
Swinging Hot (jazz) Little Willie's, 36
Market St, Portland. 773-4500.
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Automatics (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland.
Tickets: $3 at the door. 773-6886.
No Real Neighbors (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 7674627.

SUNDAY 12.23
Cafe No Jazz Jam, open J.wn _Ion
with rhythm Metlon (byo jazz) Cafe
No, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Sonny Paul Blues BandlBrown at.
Jam ....Ion (byo blues) Geno's, 13
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .
Blue Roots (blues) Gritly McDuff's, 396
Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-0444.
Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom, featuring a Classical Duo, Porland Regency, 20 Milk SI, Portland. 774-4200.
Unplugged ConcertaAcouatlc mu.lc,
no cover. Tonight: Rick Edmiston, So~
stice, Dancing Child (acoustic). Raoul's,
865 Forest Ava, Portland. 773-6886.
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8.
10.
VIDEO RENTALS. C_D. 'S • AUDIO
CASSETTES • AUDIO & VIDEO
ACCESSORIES • T-SHIRTS.
_ _-litF.R.EE POPCORN

(207) 846·4711 e
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STAGE
A Chrlatma. Carol M

Co. will r&-enact theadonglnal
~~rse Theatre
1940 •
goIden age 01 radio broadcas
s•
23; Thurs, Fri and Sat al8
l Dec 20-

CLUBS

KU80TAN TRAINING fOR WOMEN
Kubotan is a small. lightweight implement that is easy
to use; strength is not critical to its effectiveness. This
class will cover preparedness. body language &.
hands-on training with a Kubotan.

Bob Junior Prolect (rock) Old Port
0444. 11 Mouhon St, Por1land. 774Tavorn,

WEDNESDAY 12.28

Contact Don Labbe to register 854-9257

Tear Th. Sky (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11
Urban Squirrel (rock) Geno's. 13 Brown
Moulton S~ portland. 774.{)444.
SWift lc:ecubH (rock) Spring Point Cale
St. PorUand. m-7891 .
175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627. '
Tall Richard and the Nlteowla (blues)
Gritty McDuff's. 396 Fore S~ PorUand.
772-2739.
Aeouatlc: Clanlc:: Cindy Flnkl., David
Good, Curl B •••• tt. (acoustic)
Horsefeathers. 193 Middle S~ PorUand.
Cafe No Jazz Jam, open lam session
773-3501 .
with rhythm sec:tlon (byo jazz) Cafe
Bac:hetor Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
No. 20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114 .
Market St. PorUand. 714-5246.
Bob Junior Prolec:t (rock) Old Port Broken M.n (rock) Dry Dock. 84 Commercial. PorUand. 774-3550.
Tavern. 11 Moulton St. Portland. 774Sonny Paul Blu.s Band/Brown St.
0444.
Jam Session (byo blues) Ge no·s. 13
Red Light Revue (rock. r&b) Raoul·s. 865
Brown St, portland. 712-7891 .
Forest Ave. Portland. 713-6886.
Sean sheerins {lrish)Gritty McDuff·s. 396
Fore S~ portland. 772· 2739 .
Insid. Out (rock) Old PC'rt Tavern . 11
Moulton St, portland. 714.{)444.
Unplugged Concens Ac:oustlc: music:
The Brad T.rry Trio Oazz) Cafe No. 20
no cover. Tonight: Steve Bailey. Valeri~
Danforth St. Portland. 772-6114.
Bennett & Charlie Bernstein. Triple Threat
(acoustic). Raoul·s. 665 Forest Ave
Urban Squirrel (rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown
Por1land.
'
St. Por1land. m-7691 .
Curl ae_tt. (aoousUc) Horseleathers.
193 Middle St. Portland. 713-3501 .
T.ar The Sky (rock) Old Port Tavem 11
Moulton St. Portland. 714.{)444.
•
The Raze (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175
Pickett St. S . Portland. 767-4627.

SUNDAY 30

ATELIER FRAMING
Classic &
Contemporary
Framing

THURSDAY 27

• Gold Leafing. French Mats
• Conservation Framing
• Fine Handcrafted Frames

773~686.

New Works
by
Peter Bennett.

Mercedes-Benz

Service

774-2088. M·f 9-5

FRIDAY 28
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THE GUARANTEED GIFT

to
Pamper

Relax

STRETCH

MOTORS
$30/hour

&
Nurture
Ideal for Men & Women

THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
GIFT CERTIFICATES
NEWIMAGES
Linden Thigpen
CMTs;""" 1977

865-4897

on New
Th• Inspecton appear at Raoul's
.

399 Fore St. #7
Old Port

775-4010

PAGODA II

Ent End Jazz Quartet F.aturlng Gary
Wittner Oau) Cafe No. 20 Danforth St
porUand. m-8114.
.
Broun Men (rock) Dry Dock. 64 Commercial. por1Iand. 714-3550.
The Whig.. SupriH spec:laI Guests
(rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown St. Por1land.
712-7691.
Roy Frazee Trio Oau) UtUe Willie's, 36
Market St. PorUand. 713-4500.
T.arThe Sky (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11
Moulton St. portland. 774.{)444.
SWift Ic:ec:UbH (rock) Spring Point Cale
175 Pickett St. S . portland. 767-4627 . •
Porl City A1lstars (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction . 865 Forest Ave. PorUand.
713-6666.

Legend{rock)OIdPortTavem.l1 Moulton
St. PorUand. 714-{)444 .
Op.n Mike Night with P.t.r GI.ason
(you) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St
S. portland. 767-4627.
•

Cheese Tortelini &
Alfredo Sauce
• Clam Bisque Pasta
.
Pnmavera
.,
..'
'~:;:-

&

WEDNESDAY 2
TBA (rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown SI. Portland. 772-7891.
Legend (rock) Old PortTavem.l1 Moulton
St. Portland. 714-0444.

DANCING

~~:::eek f! 1~~!~!~=S;!.r;:,e~

Zootz. 31 Forest St. Porttand. Wed :
Progressives. Thu : Jump. Fri: Post Mod·
orn . Chem Free ; Sat: Cutting Edge
Dance; Sun: Request Night. 713-8187.
Th. Moon. 425 Fore St. PorUand. Open
nightly, 8 pm on . .. Fri-Sat until 3 am. No
cover. 871-0663 .
SalutH.2O MilkSt. Portland. Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 714-4200.
Bounty. 200 Riverside St. PorUand. Fridays. 18+. Open Fri-Sat until 3 am. Opens
Sun-Thu at 6 pm. 772-6033.
T-Blrd' • • 126 N. Boyd St, portland. Fr~
Sat. Dancing '50s & '60s; Wed. Contemporaries. 773-6040.

Amahl and the Night VIsItors

MONDAY 31

East End Jazz Quart.t F.aturlng Gary
Wittner ijazz) Cafe No . 20 Danforth St
portland. 712-8114.
•
Broun Men (rock) Dry Dock. 84 Commercial. portland. 714-3550.
Barry ArYIn Young Band (rock) Geno·s.
13 Brown St. portland. 772-7691 .
Karaoke (interactive entertainment)
Horsefeathors. 193 Middle St. PorUand.
773-3501 .
Roy Fraz. . Trio Oazz) Little Willie·s. 36
Market St. Por1Iand. 713-4500.

Brok.n M.n (rock) Dry Dock. 84 Commercial. PorUand. 774-3550.
Wild Heans, St . ., Cow, Surprise
Sp.c:lal Guests (rock) Geno·s . 13
Brown St. PorUand . 712-789t.
Karaok. (interactive entertainment)
Horsefeathers. 193 Middle St PorUand.
773-3501 .
•
Scott Oakley Trio ijazz) Little Willie·s. 36
Market St. PorUand. 713-4500 .
Insid. Out (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774.{)444.
Treehoua. (rock) Spring Point Cafe 175
Pickell St. S. portland. 767-4627 .•
Th.lnspec:tora Special Farewell Performanc:e (rock) Raoul·s. 665 Forest
Ave. Portland. 713-6666.

Brazilian Danc:. A r .
accepted Irom
p~ IcatlOns are being
dancers for a tw~lnner 10 advanced
that will be tau ht ~ek dance Intensive
(director of C g
Y Sheila Bellefieur
..
asco Bay Moy )
zlhan teachers lro F b ers and Brab~t 15-March 3.
There will also
classes
available . rVl
,,_. further
Portuguese
Info
.
tIon. call 671 - 1013
rmaJazz and Tap Da~c:e Th
Movers Da
c a Casco Bay
nce School IS annou .
beginning of its 12-week
. nClng the
and tap dance
session of Jazz
adults The
cl!lsse:; for children and
March' 22 ~= will run from Jan 2-

CON

has a new name ...

CERTS

cum~~

caiI671_~O:3schedUIe

~d~~I~sed mim:~:~t;I~:~

adul

I. eachaten-weekcoursefor
Is, starting Jan 24 from 7 '15-9
the Center lor Performan
.
pm. at
Forest Ave. Portland Force St~as. 25A
tion, call 774-2776 .
more mforma-

THURSDAY 12.20

Miaa Jull. August strinclbe

USM Collegium Mualc:um (choral) 6 pm.
Immanuel Baptist Church. 156 High S~
Portland. Medieval and Renaissance
Christmas musicc Admission $3 lor
general pub~c. free for children under
12. 780-5256.

(bluesandfolk) 6 pm. First Parish ChUrch.
425 Congress St. Portland. Tickets $13.
$8 lor children . 714.{)465.

th~

3JiIStlI
35 Pleasanl SI. Tues·Sal 11 -7
Porlland
77 2.8285

144 Cumberland Ave
portland • 775-2370

...

Closed Monday

.

Th. Wblgs (and special guests) appear at C.no' s on Dec. 28.
Club Listings for d.talls.

am to 19408'

portIand"~oOlnr'1y dO~ a
Inner

~vc:,~~~ing
tll.1 1
SIC

the gift of murder forth. hoIida . Or. gl\l8

every Fridayand saturday at The
ys -Baker
shows
S

's

. ....
'

SATURDAY 12.29

FOUR

GENERATIONS
Daniel Wong

.

~classicplay

~~ ~~~~~. For more

The Automatic. (rock) 9 pm. at Raoul's
Roadside Attraction. 665 Forest Ave
Pordand. Tickets In advance. $4 ; on
night 01 the show. $5. A portion 01 the
proceeds will benefit Maine Audubon
Society. 799-8962.

SINCE 1938
10

gourmet dinner at
theater Party f

Table. 434 F
Information .

SATURDAY 12.22
A Boulique Featuri ng
Accessories and Garmenls
As well as
Coslumes lor your Masquerade

'

olllle passion belween a rg
and her servant wi Ii be we thywoman
20 at Portland Perf ~resented Jan 1ng
25A Forest Ave po:nand pArIs. Center.
I
• . r9V19Wperormances Jan 1-2 7'30
mancesareTue-Th~at7 ' pm.. Parforsat at 5 and 9 ' and Su :30 pm. Fnat8;
information . ~1714-04r;,;t 2. For ticket

N_ Year'. Eve at the ~
Solve ·Murder at the Cafe e.ry Caf.:

Odetta: 8pec:laI 801.tlc:e C.lebratlon

Little China Town

"";:c

:00

sludlo. 341
' : held at the
F« further inlonmatio
ve. PorUand.
and
registration,
Mime/Movement The .

FRIDAY 12.21

Finest Chinese Food

.

Menotti.s renowned
•Glan Carlo
.
one-act opera abou
a Ch nstmas miracle '11 be
t
by the Freeport ~. presented
nlty Players on
Jan 5 and 6 (the tw
mas), at the First par~",;;~ay of Chrtstgational. Main Street Freeporturch Congremances oonvnence '
. Perfor·
$5 and $3 for
. at 3 pm. Tickets are
senIOrs and ch·td
F
reservationsandfurth . I I r.en . or
865-6041.
arln ormation. call

Treat Her RIght (progressive blues) 9 pm.
Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 665 Forest
Ave. Portland. T ickats: $7. 713-6666.

Continued 011 ".,g~ 26
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PorUand ~ Arts Center. 25A Forest Ave
2776. . or more IIlformation. call 774:

5 PORTlAND PIER
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fANTMTIC
RE8ULT8

8DECIAL OffER WITH TIH8 COUPON
$10 Off 8pirnl Wave
$5 Off Nt Perms
$3 Off 8hamp:x:> (f1 Cut
$5 Off frost. (f1 Hi5hliQ ht
$'2 Off Hair Cut
•
. '.::
$'2 8hamp:x:> (f1 D
expiration: January 31, 1991
ry

f' ~

I

I

~~\)' ~ tlAU2 f'Jl<5
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JOin us for
Monday Night
Football
& Ask about our
Cribbage

Aetlng CI _ _ The Can
mance Studie
'11 be
ler for Perfors WI
starting'Is'
session 01 acti
I Wlnler
advancad and ng classes - beginning.
kids the week ~Ialty - lor adulls and

be

SATURDAY 29

All of Our Customers
for your Support All Year
and for Helping Us Support
the Bruce Roberts Fund
WatCh for our extensive new
m.ehnu c.omlind~ soon with exciting new
d IS es Inc u mg:
. .. ..
.....
• Lobster-Tomato Alfred o -~~:-:.'
.~~ :...1'_--:
..-."}
, · ':,
', ',y
• Sauteed Shrimp with 1:"',/.; ~.V

TUESDAY 1

!

2S

-----------------------

!1.wm~
EXPERIENCE

to

Y.~r's Ev., See Club

Ustlngs for d.tall5-

2-4PM • January 6 1991

The Danc.e Studio In Westbrook.
Tal Chi Chuan Classes begin January 8.

Portlond.

orse Theatre 955 F« t
.
Por1land. For more iniormation escai Ave.
3338.
• 1797-

TUESDAY 12.25

~Self-Defense Class $20aB

82 Middle St..

=pmH·Tlckets$10adUlts:;i:!~~2

Thank-You! Thank-You!

i

December 20,1990

!
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1
•
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i

1
•
i ·_._._._
639 forest. Ave..:.....~.n_:z?~.:!~f
Portl d
9-9 • &it 8:30-5 • 1
i

----------

FEELING
A LITTLE
OUT OF
TOUCH?
Catch Up at

Happy Hour
Weeknights 5 to 7pm
Free Buffet &
Drink SpeCials

772·4828

The folks at 60 Minute Photo
wish you

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
and thank you
for a great year

1r~
MINUTE

6O

PHOTO
INC.

37 Ocean Street, South Portl d
an) 761-2882
767-2007
157 Middle Street (Old Port

,

. ~:. :.:.::.:~..:.::~..:.. ~.. :.~\~ ~'. .:~: :~ . ~..:.~:<~:.~~:': .. :.:. ··"-:" :· '.: '::i·~ ·:i(:·: .';.:

Furniture
REFINISHING
-Stripping
-Repairs
-Architectural Woodwork
-Used Furniture ~~~l~~~~~~~

~~~~~

POnERY
BUY DIRECT FROM
THE ARTISTS

Con/imu:d from ptlge 25

37 York Street
Portland

ONGOING

772-9772

~~I
Two exciting Bridal Fashion
Shows at 12:30 and 2:30,
Sunday, Jan. 6th 11 :30 - 4 p.m.
Holiday Inn By The Bay, Spring
St., Portland. Sponsored By:
THE
BRIDAL
SH€)r

(il l "
''''''''''
.
''
~

"

Exhibition: N.C. Wyeth's Wild
West
Work by America's best-known
illustrator
+Portland Museum of Art
Fabric Sculpture by Cynthia
Thompson
+City Auditorium and
+Portland High School Gymnasium

16TH ANNUAL BRIDAL SHOWCASE

DEC. 17-23

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~{fl

.muc.·bowl•• Llmp.-ca ...,ol_
-on _ _lnd pieces

136 Main St., Freeport
Open 10-8 daily
865-6201

w,7!.V

HJCMAL

New Years For Two
Only

The BoogaJoo Shamls will appear at the Flnt Parish Church.

12 NOON
Second Annual New Years/
Portland Road Race
The Bay Club in One City Center
is race headquarters
+Congress Street &: Monument
Square

Antiques
and
Accessories

Abrams and Andenon will appear at the First Parish Church.

NEW YEAR'S/PORTLAND ,

$119
Make your
reservations nCNV
for a gala Portland
New Year's celebration at
the Sonesta Hotel.
Your New Year's Package For
Two Includes:
o Overnight accommodations for two
• Champagne on arrival
o Two New Year's Portland Buttons for entry to all the
activities
• Continental Breakfast or 25% discount on full breakfast
o Room Taxes • Free parking
All for just $119 complete for two.

(New Year's Eve Accommodations Only-$91. for two)
Stay December 28, 29, 30 or January 1 for only $59 including
full breakfast for two.
Reservations suggested by calling 775-5411

&I Sonesta Hotel Portland

1 P.M.
Yodelin' Slim Oark
New Years/Portland is a celebration of the visual and performing
+Portland Museum of Art
arts organized by Maine Arts, Inc. The festivities begin at noon with a
Ice Skating and Bonfire
road race and several activities geared toward younger folks. The
Hot and cold fun
celebration ends at midnight with fireworks to greet the new decade.
+Deering Oaks Park
(That's right: 1991 is the first year of the '90s. Think about it.)
Admission to all the New Year's/Portland events is cheap.
2:30P.M.
Buttons may be purchased in advance for $7 (adults) and $3 (kids
Yodelin' Slim Oark
and seniors), at Shop 'n Save supermarkets. On Dec. 31, buttons may
+Portland Museum of Art
be purchased at all New Years/Portland venues (see below) for $9
The Fire Brigade and Forces of
(adults) and $4 (kids and seniors).
Nature
Special kids' show
+City Auditorium

VENUES

ProfessiOna lly managed by MH M Inc

+City Auditorium: 398 Congress St,

, , .-~I
- • I·

+One City Center: Temple and Federal streets

-

+First Parish Church: 425 Congress St.
"

'

I .

"

+Chestnut St. Methodist Church Sanctuary: 17 Chestnut St.

ENTERTAINERS
• Abrams and Anderson: Portland's own improv comedy team
.Yodelin' Slim Oark: A real cowboy who sings of the ?ld West
.The Fire Brigade: Fabulous fire juggling and fire magic act
.Andrea Goodman: Sings "story" songs

""'"
Restaurant

A Mexican
&
Watering Hole

Union Station Plaza

fabulous food •

9:30P.M.
Wampanoag Nation
+Chestnut St. Methodist Church
Sanctuary

6:30P.M.
The Fire Brigade
+City Auditorium

9:45P.M.
Abrams and Anderson
+First Parish Church

7P.M.
Andrea Goodman
+Chestnut St. Methodist Church
Gym
The Persuasions
A cappella, R&:B and soul
+Chestnut St. Methodist Church
Sanctuary

10 P.M.
The Fire Brigade
+City Auditorium
Old Gray Goose and Friends
+Chestnut St. Methodist Church
Gym

7:3OP,M.
Norther.! Border Caledonia Pipe
Band
+City Auditorium

.~

country and fonnal
furniture, haviland,
fine glass and china
accessories
buy & sell

10% OFF

selected
items with
this ad

GERALDINE

Mon.·Sat. 10-5
255 Congress Street
Portland
Maine 04101

ANT I GUEWOLF
It ESTATE JEWElRY

Mon, - Sat, 10:30 . 5; Sun. 12 - "
16 MILK STREET
POR.TLAND, MAINE 04101
107 - 774- 8994

207/772-9852

10:45
The Persuasions
+Chestnut St. Methodist Church
Sanctuary
11 P.M.
Northern Border Caledonia Pipe
Band
+City Auditorium
Boogaloo Swamis
+First Parish Church

+Chestnut St. Methodist Church Gym: 17 Chestnut St.

3:15P,M.
Wampanoag nation
+Portland Museum of Art

+Deering Oaks Park: Park and Deering avenues

<>~-c;:::s:

Abrams and Anderson
Improv comedy
+First Parish Church

7:15P.M.
Boogaloo Swamis
Hot Cajun/Zydeco
+First Parish Church

+Congress Street &: Monument Square: Just like it says

+Portland High School Gymnasium: Chestnut St.

,,~-~--:'~

6 P.M.

+Portland Museum of Art: 7 Congress Square

165 High Street (> Portland, Maine

....

10AM~PM

Bradley Wiseman-Pottery

EVENTS

~ ~n

JEWELRY
SALE

• Maine All-Star Fiddlers Jamboree: Furious fiddles
.Maine Story Project: David Neufeld and other storytellers
present Theater of the Mind
.Natraj: Sparkling African/lndian jazz
.Northem Border Caledonia Pipe Band: Wailing bagpipes and
vigorous Highland fling
,
.Old Gray Goose and Friends: Country dance band
.The Persuasions: Masters of a cappella, R&:B and soul
.Reliance Brass Band: Traditional New Orleans marching band
.Wampanoag Nation: Native American music and dancea profound experience

4 P.M.
New Years/Portland Cabaret
Comedy and music performances
change every hour up till 11 p,m.
Food court vendors selling a
variety of specialties
+One City Center
4:30P,M .
Andrea Goodman
+Chestnut St. Methodist Church
Gym
Maine All-Star Fiddlers Jamboree
+Chestnut St. Methodist Church
Sanctuary

8:15P,M.
Maine Story Project
+Chestnut St. Methodist Church
Gym
Maine All-Star Fiddlers Jamboree
+Chestnut St. Methodist Church
Sarictuary
8:30P.M,
Reliance Brass Band
+Congress Street &: Monument
Square
Natraj
+First Parish Church
Dancin' Through Time
A sock hop for all ages
+ Portland High School Gymnasium
8:45P.M.
Forces of Nature
+City Auditorium

11:40 P.M.
1990 New Years/Portland
Parade
Featuring Shoestring Theatre
Puppets
+Congress Street &: Monument
Square
Northern Border Caledonia Pipe
Band
Leads audience to Monument
Square
+City Auditorium

11:50 P.M.
Countdown concert
+Congress Street &: Monument
Square
12 MIDNIGHT
Fireworks by Blue Pyrotechnics
+Congress Street &: Monument
Square

4:45P.M .
Natraj
African/Indian jazz
+First Parish Church

.I

,

t

at
THE GOOD EGG CAFE
LIVE MUSIC • SUPPER • PIZZA • EVENING HOURS 5-1 OPM • 7 DAYS
705 CONGRESS STREET • PORTLAND • PIZZA HOTLINE 773.0801

AT LAST __ _

~**
~

LIMITED EDITION

BIRDS EYE VIEW OF
PORTLAND
on sale 519.95

5:15P.M.
Forces of Nature
Exciting fusion of modem and
African dance
+City Auditorium

~

Only

100 copies

LIMITED EDITION

ROCKWELL KENT'S
THE JEWEL

5:45P.M.
Maine Story Project
+Chestnut St. Methodist Church
Gym
Wampanoag Nation
+Chestnut St. Methodist Church
Sanctuary

Ots'rn~.J1Ons.INCORPOIWEO

"Recycled products that
make a difference"

at the

Portland Performing
Arts Center
21 Forest Avenue
Portland, Maine 04101
Tel. (207) 775-1304

$175.

Carlson & Turner

Big Selection

ANnQUARlAN AND ScHOlARLY Boo~

Christmas Music

BO"8ht "". wilt

for adults and children

241 c ..."." SI, • Puru.u - 773-4200

visa!me 'f we will ship

***

MAINE
ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCTS

Chris Van Allsburg
/ "--- 1991 Calendar

IJ-F~E-

ContinlU!d 011 ptlgt 28
__

GOOD FOLK

The gift that
shows you care!
I 00 sheets of 81/2 x II"
for $10.50 or
61/4 x 9" for $9.50
white or ivory #'
recycled stationery
with 50 envelopes
(includes tax, shipping
and handling)
P.O. BOX 3322

~ PORTLAND,ME04104 ~

ca'

772-4408

ca'

MAR

K

E

Continued from page 27
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We've Got it!

ART

B.umn • Extension com.

+ Jewelry +

HoBday glft .....p
Butter· Egp • Milk

+Eve~Wear+

Sour Cft':am • Ice cream
Sugar. floW"
Freah &I: frozen ye~table.
LnpoJ'ted Beer· Fine wine
Candle. • Freah flowen
Pel rood. too

+ Gifts +

for the Holidays

~ftTfRlftl
O~JfCTS

OPENING

772-2427
Open: Xmas Eve
till 10pm,
Xmas day
8:30am-2:00 &
5-10pm

484 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
774-1 241 0 Fall hours:
Monday-Saturday 10:30-5:30

Gallery lit 345 Fore St....t. Portland.
Work includes realistic and impressionisticwatercolor and oil paintings, abstract
paper collage. jewelry and stained glass.
Reception for the artists from 5-9 pm,
Dec 20 . For further information, caN 7741847_

AROUND TOWN

HOT-BROILED
CHICKEN BREAST

Introducing

Alberta'. , 21 Pleasant St, Portland. Mythology II . an exhibit of pen and ink
drawings by Lee Thompson. Show runs
through Dec 31. For more informalion,
call 799-2210.
The Art Gallery at Six Deering Street,
Portland. The Spiril of Chrislmas : recenl
painlings of Charles Burdick, Marguerile
M. Lawler and Phyllis Wolf Wilkins.
Through Dec 22. Gallery hours: 11 am5 pm, Tue-Sal. the firsltwo weeks of the
month ; thereafter. by chance or appt

ONAROLL

• Cajun

e

• Lemon

• Teriyaki

n2-9605.

I

BarridoffGall.rle•. 26 FreeSt, Pordand.
MultipleslMonoprinls by gallery artists.
Exhibil runs Ihrough Dec31 . Hours: MonFri,10am-5pm; SaI12-4pm. n2-5011 .
Th. Baxter Gall.ry, Portland School of
Art, 6t 9 Congress St, Portland. Faculty
Exhibition Ihrough Dec 21 . Galleryhours:
Tue-Sun, 11 am-4 pm; Thu till 9. Free
admission _n5-3052.
Congre.. Square Gallery, 42 Exchange St, Portland. Holiday exhibition
of smaU paintings by gallery artists in all
media for holiday gift-giving. Also on
exhibit will be hanck:olored photographs
by David Klopfenstein and sculpture by
Carmen Melito and Melita Brecker.
Through Jan 5. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat,
11 am-6pm; Sun.11 am-4pm;evenings
after Thanksgiving. For further information. call n4-3369.
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth SI. Portland. Prints for Peace, a benefit show
and sale for Very Special Arts Maine. Art
work includes wood engravings, etchings, limited editions and monoprints by
20 Maine artists. Very Special Arts is a
non-profit organization dedicated to developing enrichment programs in alilhe
arts for people with and without disabilities. Through Dec 23. Hours: Tue-Sun,
12-5 pm. n5-6245.
Dean Velentga. Gallery. 60 Hampshire
St, Portland. Island Portfolios: an exhibit
of color woodcuts completed on
Vinalhaven Island, Maine, during the
summer of 1990, by Charles Hewitt,
Alison Hildreth and Kalarina Weslien.
Through Jan. 6. Gailery hours: Thu 12-8
pm; Fri-Sat, 12-5pm; Sun 12-4pm;orby
appt. n2-2042.
Dlmora. 26 Exchange' St, Portland. Watercolors by Ellen Norton and various
works by local artists. Through Dec 31.
OpenMon, Tue, Wed 10am-8pm;Thurs,
Fri, Sat 10 am-9 pm; Sun 10 am-6 pm.

DORVIVANTI
10 Moulton St.
,I

e

774-4342

,

THREE BIG CLUB DATES!
Dec. 19 & 26 Raoul's Wed.
21-22 WU-XAN, Saco
23-24 Crabby Lobster, Freeport

•

Now booking weddings and corporate parties
for the 1991 Season_

CALL 883-2802

Now Open
Fun &Frivolity
9Tournament Pool Tables

Ponland's Only Snooker Table
Air Hockey • Ping-Pong. Darts

Great Food &Great Fun
Come Experience
Portland's Best Sports
Participation Club

At~rt

49 Forest Ave. nS-1944
intown Portland
Next to Zootz Behind The Sooesta

WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING WEEK JANUARY T H,13TH

n5-7049.
Elements Gallery, 56 Maine St ,
Brunswick. Art to Wear: one-of-a-kind
and out of the ordinary clolhing, jewelry
and accessories. Wearable art for winter, holiday dressing and gifts with conIen1>Orary style and wit for men and
women. Through Jan 16. Gallery hours:
Mon-8at, 10 am-5 pm; Sun , 12-5 pm in
~r. 729-1108.
Eva. . Gallery, 7 Pleasant St. Portland.
Color photography show of underwater
nudes by Bill Curtsinger. Show will run
through Jan 12 (gallery will be closed
Dec 24-Jan 2). Gallery hours: 10 am-6
pm, Tue-Fri ; 11 am-4 pm Sat. 879-0042_
F.O. Bailey, 137 Middle St, Portland. New
art in the form of paintngs, photography.
jewelry, glass, pottery and handwoven
blankets. Artists showing include Lisa
Bonnarrigo. MartyChabot, Lisa Dombek,
Nick Humez , Padi Mayhew Sain. Cindy
Mcguirl. Or1ando OIivera-Najara, Jay
Piscopo, David Pollock, Steven Priestly.
Larry PiassandLee Rosenblum. Through
Dec 31 . Hours: 9 am-5 pm. Mon-Fri : 10
am-4 pm Sat For more information . call

n4-1479.
Gr_hut Gallerlea. 146 Middle St.
Portland. Holiday Group Showing consisting of all new small works by 20
Maine artists. Through Dec 31 . Gallery
hours: Mon-Sat, 10:30 am-5:3O pm. For
more information, call 772-2693.

Bill Curtsinger:
Underwater Nudes 1990
• TIN Evans Gall...,., 7 Pleasant St., Portland. Th. show runs
through January 12. (Th. gallery wi. be closed from Dec. 24
until Jan. 2.)

Seduction of the Female Figure might be an accurate description of Bill Curtsinger's photographs. He has taken on the age-old
task of figuration in conjunction with an underwater environment. He abstracts the figure in a formally structured way,
treating it in an erotic manner, and in a few instances even allows
a bit of burlesque to creep into his work. With this curious blend,
he challenges the viewer with what can and does happen
underwater with a camera and a model.
Twenty-five different pictures are on display here, all simply
titled Underwater Nude #1 - 25. Cold as it may seem, the absence
of a title gives the impression that he is more concerned with the
image and less caught up with labeling and identifying.
There seem to be three different groups of images in this show.
The first group is playful and alluring: very much about seduction. The model is presented as a 2Oth-century goddess gently and
very gingerly pulling her bathing suit down from one side,
exposing her erect nipple. A view of the torso from the neck
down confronts us with sex appeal and a slight bit of fashion and
color, very boldly displayed by her strong use of cadmium red
lipstick. Several other close-ups show us the model's torso. Also
in this group is a bare-breasted, bikini-clad mermaid about to
expose herself further by pulling her bottom down.
A large number of Curtsinger's pictures are about the pure
abstraction of form . If this group were separated from the show,
they would not be identified as the figure, but would address the
issues of positive and negative space. Beige shapes placed against
dark, almost black shaped forms begin to flatten out and read as
mysterious optical entities. These shapes and forms blur and fuse
together. By use of time-lapse photo mechanics and underwater
optics, the figure is transformed into an abstract picture - a
picture that could be interpreted as almost any sensation or
message.
In his last group of color photographs Curtsinger combines
mystery and illusion. allowing the recognizable figure to emerge
against a strong turquoise background. In the strongest of all the
works, he allows his technical abilities, design control and sensual
statements to immerse in an environment with which he has
familiarized himself over the years: the surroundings he has often
photographed with natural plant and aquatic life. He now plants
and stages the model, twisting and contorting solely to satisfy his
personal vision.
With all three groups of pictures, Curtsinger take chances, as
does the gallery staff, who must pick and choose very discreetly
before showing a group of work like this.
The greatest single problem with this show is density. There
are so many photographs packed so closely together that it would
have made sense to exhibit just a few representative works to
allow breathing space for some of the stronger work.
All twenty-five photographs in this show seem to take on a
stylistically signatory look. CurtSinger favors product over
process - even though the environment he chooses to shoot them
in might seem to indicate otherwise.
His meanings are clear, his intent crystallized .
Chuck Thompson

Ashley l.eoNIrtaon, 57ABrackett St, first
floor . The Martini Show, an art opening
01 original graphic design, pastels, portraits, drawings and sculpture by Ashley
Leonardson. Gallery open on Saturdays
from 5-9 pm for the month 01 December.
For more Information, call 761-4696.
IAwIa Gallery, Portland Public Library,
Five Monument $quaIe. Watercolors by
Pam John90n01 Saco, who emphasizes
light and shadow to create strong compositional interest. Through Dec 28.
Hours: Mon, Wed& Fri, 10am-6pm;Tue
and Thu, noon-9 pm; Sat from 9 am-5
pm. 871-1710.
Maine Pott.... Mark.t, 376 Fore St,
Portland. Holiday gilt Ideas in porcelain,
stoneware and earthenware by 15 Maine
potters. Through Dec 30. Hours: 9 am-9
pm. Mon-Sat; 10 am-6 pm Sun. n41633.
Nency Margoll. Gall.ry, 367 Fore St.
Portland. One-of-a-kind art gift pieces.
Holiday hours: open Suns and eves
through Dec. n5-3822.
JOM Whltn.y Paywon Gallery of Art,
W..tbrookColiege, 716 Stevens Ave,
Portland. 'Impressionism: Selections
from l1e Colby College Art Museum and
The Joan Whitney Payson Gallery of Art
CoIlections,'through Feb 17. Hours:TueFri, 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9 pm); SatSun, 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
Th. Pin. Tree Shop and Bayview
Gallery, 75 Market SI, PorUand. The
wood carvings and landscape paintings
of Wiscasset artist Bob Stebleton will be
on exhibit for the month 01 December.
Stebleton's wood carvings are in the folk
art tradition. The watercolors 01 Camden
artist Carol Sebold and photographs of
Maine by Neal Parent will also be on
exhibit. Through December. Gallery
hours: 1Oam-6pm, Mon-Sat. The gallery
win also be open on Sundays from noon4 pm. n3-3007.
Portland Museum of Art, Seven CongressSquare. Portland_Hours:Tue-Sa~
10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu
9 pm. Free admission Thu from 5-9 pm.
n3-2787. The following exhibits are
currenUy on view at the rroseum:
·N,C. Wyeth'. Wild West, organized by
the Brandywine Ri_Museumln Chadds
Ford. PA, will feature works from the
Bnlndywine's collection and that 01 the
Wyeth family. Exhibit runs Dec 9-Feb 3,
1991 .
·Photogrnu .... by Edward S. Curt..,
who set out in 1898 to doaJment Naive
America before it was thoroughly assimilated by the advancing wilKe man.
Funded by such public figures as Pierpont
Morgan and Ptesident Theodore
Roosevelt, Curtis travelled throughout
the NorthW9S1 and into Alaska, living
among tribes lor extended periods 01
time. The exhibition 01 the resulting
photogravures coi1cides with the N.C.
Wyel1 exhibit above.
·Impr. . .lonl.m end Beyond: The
Scott M. Black Collection features
Pagans et Le Pare de Degas (Pagans
and Degas' Father), an oil on canvas
recently acquired atSolheby's by PortIandnativeScon M. Black. The exhibit is
on permanent loan .
""The Artlet'. Model,· an exhibit that
concentrates on l1e human form and
examines the relationship between artist
and model, on view through Feb 17.
"·Re~ectlon. of the Built Environment,· an exhibition 01 31 paintings,
drawings, sculpture and ceramics on
loan from Ihe permanent collection . Exhibition dennonstrales how, over the past
century, architecture has continued to
playa diverse role in art. both as imagery
and as a physical presence assuming a
SQJlplural form. Through Jan 20, 199t .
Portland Wine & Cheese, 8 Forest Ave,
Portland. Oil pain lings by AI Walerman
and walercolor paintings by Frieda
Lundberg. Through De<; 31. Hours: 10
am-5 pm . 797-9450.
The Seamen's Club Restaurant, One
Exchange SI. Portland and The Baker's
Table Restaurant, 437 ForeS~ Portland
presenl Spirited Works by Maine Artists.
Artists appearing in this show are as
follows (artists wilh • by their names are
showing at The Baker's Table): B.J.
Bateman,' Samrith Chap, ' Diane
Cothern,· Wolcon Dodge, Mimi Feld,
Denise Frohlick, EiUeen GiUespie, Ken
Hendrickson , Donna Hodgkins ,'
Lawrence Kelley.lverLofuing, Tim Mack.
Tom Mavrais, Christina Moulen , Bonny
Neson , Jamie Salmon , Kathleen
Sweeney, AndresA Ver:zosa and Lauren
Zust. Show runs through Dec. 31 . 7675978 lor more Information.
The St.ln Gallery, 20 Milk St. Portland.
Stephen Nelson and Daniel Gaumer's
interpretations in glass 01 impressionist
paintings. Through Jan 15. Gallery Hours:
Mon-Sat. 11 am-6 pm; Sun 12-5 pm.

.11

n2-9072.
Thomaa Mo.er Cabln.tmaker'.
Showroom . 415 Cumberland Ave,
Portland. An exhibition of quilts by Maine
artists Debb Freedman and Barbara
Smith through Dec 31 . Showroom hours:
9 am-5 pm, Mon-Thu . 774-3791 .

~~ecutip

Shine
We'Uget
the spots off
your Jaguar!

Exterior Simonizing,
Deodorizing,
Interior Sbampooing,
Pinstriping & morel

Hand Carwash Bam-Spm
Call 773-2022
for att appointment

361 W. Commercial Street· Portland, ME 04102

38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port. 774-062
Mon. - Sat . 10-8, Sun . 12 -5 _ _ __

L -......._ _ _ _

OMELETTES TO ORDER
plus our famous buffet
$8,95
Choose your filling and Watch us cook it.
Lobstcrmeat, Vegetables & Cheese and Maine Crabmeat
AND OUR REGULAR

ALL YOU CAN EAT

BREAKFAST BUFFET
$6.95
• fresh frui t
• homemade muffins,
croissants & sticky buns
• specialty scrambled eggs
• french toast

BODV
M I N.D
SPIRIT
TREAT THEM ALL TO A
II2.DAY OF WELLNESS
., Float Tank
., Polarity Therapy
., Light and Sound Machine with
Relaxation Tapes

• pancakes

• bacon, sausage & ham
• homefries
• corn beef hash
join us fOr our sumptuous - and affordable buffet every Sunday!

•

{)C::.t~s
Restaurant
23 Main St. Freeport, Maine· 207865-3101

$49.95

($IOO.OO value, expires 1/1/91)

Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center
Call fora
brochure
12 Westbrook Comnon, Westbrook, ME 04092

854 1365

Gift certificates always availablel Visa/mc/amex welcome.

We're looking for
students like Mark.
"Getting my BA IS Important
to me. With 30 transfer credits,
the Adult Degree Program Will
let me earn my degr~ In 3
years ... wlthout quitting my

......_

JOb ...
-Mark Brumon. ADP studenr
OlthopedlC TechOlClan
Connemcut

~

IndiVidually-designed, Independent stUdy. B.A. students
earn 15 credits per semester-with campus reSidenCies
either one weekend a month or nine days a semester
NurSing and teacher licensure programs offered. AccredIted. finanCIal aid available. Independent study MA. also offered.

Vermont College of

Norwich University
1·800-336·6794

Continued 01\ pGge 30
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"THE APPEARANCE SPECIALISTS"

Box 627.

Montpelier. Vermont 05602 802·828-8500
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New England Foundation for the Ana

... SOAR!!
I

For all ye mighty
wind related needs.

Omtimud from -page 29

\

kites. windsocks.
stunters • wind toys
• and much more

III

=!~; ~l~\'
This

"'\

give the
.~ l.~
gift of
-......:,.,
flight, and 1;
~\\'i
watch their f ( ( •
SPirits...
'f~

3 Wharf St. • Old Port
871-0035

BRING HOME THE
CHEESECAKE SEINED IN
MAINE'S FINEST RESTAURANTS
."

AWARD WINNER AT THE
'CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING:
1987.1989.1990
."

FEATURED IN SELECT
SHAW'S SUPERMARKETS
."
MAIL ORDER & BAKERY PlCK·UP
AVAILABLE
ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY ~ PORTlAND.
MAINE 04103 ~ 207-797.w<1O

.....

PHoENiX
HAIR DESIGN

PINS • PINS • PIN

ART
OUT OF TOWN

offers support for artists working in aafts,
photography and experimental media.
Two grant programs, the NEFAlNalional
Endowment for the Arts Regional Fellowships for the Visual Artists and the
New Forms Regional Initiative, are available for individual artisls throughout tle
New England region in 1991. The firs! Amnestr Internatl_1 Memberwhlp
Drive Remember: contributions and
wiN award 10 awards in crafts and lOin
dues help fund AI's activities and also
photography this year. All awards will be
help pay chapter dues 10 the AI office in
for $5,000. The second will support the
NY. If you need a 1991 membership
aealion of new wor!< by emerging and
form or know of anyone interested In
lesser-known artlsts in the contempo~lylntemalional, Portland chapter,
rary andtraditJonal ar1s. Six 10 12 awards,
contact membership coordinator Bill
ranging from $2,000 to $5,000, will be
Stanton at 775-0020.
cistribu led. The deadine for submissions for both is Jan. 31,1991. Prograrn Community College of Maine Courses
Offered Thru TV The Baxter School for
guidelines and application fonTIS are
the Deaf in Falmouth will serve as the
available by contacting the New England
receiving site for 20 spring 00 urses from
Foundalion for the Arts, 678
various UMaine campuses in the areas
Massachussells Ave., Cambridge, MA,
of art, business and the social sciences.
02139; telephone (617) 492-2914. InCourses will be offered Mon-Fri after 4
formation and assistance may also be
pm, and on Sat from 10 arn-l pm. The
obtained by contacting any of the six
University will provide interpreting on a
New England state arts agencies.
limited basis. Registration is now underway for the the courses, which begin
Jan 14. For more Information and a
spring 1991 Community College course
guide, call Baxter School at781-3165 or
the Community College of Maine at 1-

Bowdoin Colleg. Mu..um of Art,
Brunswick. Puzzling Prints, an exhibition
of prints that cause problems of Inter pretalion, will be on cisplay In the Becker
Gallery through Jan 20. TwentiethCentury Art from the Collections throug h
Mar 31. The Bowdoin College Museum
of Art is open 10 the public free of charge.
Museum hours are Too-Sat, 10 arn-5
pm: Sun 2-5 pm. Closad Mondays and
national holidays. For further informalion, call 725-3275.
The Center for the Art. at The
Chocolate Church, 604 Washington
St, Ba th. Members' Show and Sale will
run through Dec 22. Open to the public,
the show offers an oppor1unity to buy ar1
for the holiday season. Gallery hours:
Too-Fri, 10 arn-4 pm; Sat, noon-4 pm;
closed Suns and Mons. 442-8627.
Cryofthe Loon, Route 302, South Casco.
Affordable ar1 for Christmas by Maine
artists. Hours: 9:30 arn-5:30pm. MonFri. 655-5060.
Dyer Library, York Institute Museum, 371
Main St. Saco. Art For Every Parlor: The Photographs Sought Entriesior ajuried
exhib~ of photographs should be subSculpture of John Rogers. Also, Close
mitled to~he Gallery of the Center for the
Ups: Pholographsof Biddeford andSaco.
Arts at the Chocolate Church on Jan 8,
1880-1915, in dudes over 80 early pho1991, between 9 am and 4 pm. The
tos from the Dyer Library and McArthur
exhibit will open Jan 11. There will be a
Public Library collections. Many of the
reception for the ar1ists and the public on
pictures were printed from recendy disJan 13 from 3-5 pm. There wmal90 be a
covered glass pla1e negatives and have
gallery walk with the jurors 10 discuss the
newr been publicly displayed. Close
pictures from 2-3 pm before the recepUps presents a cross-section of local life
tion. The public is invited. Each exhibitor
at the tum of the century. Exhibition will
may submit up to three entries. There is
be on view through Feb 21, 1991. Hours:
no charge for members 01 the Center for
Tue & Wed, 1-4 pm, and Thu 1-8 pm.
the Arts. For non-rnen-bers, there will be
282-3031.
a fee of $5 for one print, $8 for two and
GoldlSmlth Gallery, 7 McKown St,
$10 for three. All wor!< must be lor sale
Boothbay Harbor. A group show, "n
and framed, reedy to hang. TIw maker's
Figures,' life drawings by Maine ar1ists,
name and address - and, if desired, a tille
showing through December. New works
- must be clearly mar1<ed on the back of
on paper by Nikki Schumann, acrylics by
each entry. The Gallery at the Chocolate
the abstractionist John Vander and r&Church is open from 9 am-4 pm, Tue-Fri;
cent drawings by Fraas--Slade, all through
Sat from 12-4 pm. There is no charge for
January of 1991 . Gallery hours: lOamadmission. For more information,
5 pm, Wed-Sun. For more information,
442-8627.
call 633~52.
Kobe Sound Galleries North, 58 Maine PSA Art C... _ The Portland School of
Art Continuing Studies Department offers
St, Brunswick. A UIUe Art is a Sma/I
evening, daytime and weekend courses
Present: a holiday collection of small
in
photography,
jewelry
and
works by gallery artists. Through Dec22.
metalsmithing, woodworking,landscape
Hours: Tue-Sat, 10 a~5 pm. 725-4191 .
design, ceramics, sculpture, printmaking,
leon, 19 Mason St, Brunswick. Black- WMe
graphic design, painling, drawing, fabric
- Grey, featuring drawings by Mar!< Libby
design, writing, visual studies and more.
and John VentimigHa. Through Jan 3.
Classes star1 Feb 4, and range Irom free
Gallery hours: weekdays , 1-5 pm; Sat &
offerings to 2-credit costs. Write or call
Sun by appt. 725-8157.
the school for a brochure: 97 Spring S~
Lanca.ter Lounge, Moulton Union,
Por1land 04101, or n5-3052.
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Exhibition
of Blue Hill artist John Harris' watercol- Wildlife Art Photo Competition sponsored by Maine Arts Commission and
ors, through Jan 2. 725-3253.
Dept. of Inland Fisheries and Wildife:
Maine Audubon SocIety, Gilsland Farm,
emphasis this year is on pholosofMaine
118 U.S. Route 1, Falmouth . Wildlife
wildlife species. To be eligible, Maine
watercolors by Siddhia Hutchinson and
phOlographers,18yearsofageandolder,
porcelain sculptures by Patricia
mustdeliverup to 2 original 35 mmslides
Annaclene Smith. Through Jan 4. Hours:
of their photographs by the deadline. No
9 arn-5 pm, Mon-Sat; noon-5 pm, Suns
prints
will be accepted for judging. Winand holidays. 781-2330.
ning entries will be displayed in the
Th. Maine Emporium, 85 York St, PortGovemo~s Gallery Space in the State
land. Exhibit 01 hand-quilted wall hangHouse in Augusta from Jan 31 -March
ings by Kathy Boudreau through Dec 31.
20, 1991. For a copy of the contest
Hours: seven days a week from 11 a~
guidelines, contact 1he Maine Arts
6 pm. 871-0112.
Commission, State House Station 125,
"Route 1. 11111D from Kltt.ry to
Augusta 04333, or call 289-2724.
Brunswick. It. Senior ......pectiv•••
a Danfor1h Gallery showing at Huntington Common, 11 Aoss Ad, Kennebunk.
Juried exhibit of works by 20 artists from
Southern Maine. Through Jan 6. Hours:
Tue-Sat, 11 arn-5 pm. n5-6245.
University of N_ England, 11 Hills
Beach Ad,Biddeford. Exhibllofpeintings,
watercofors and rrixed meda by Susan
CoIbum-Molta and paintings by Salazar
on view through Dec 31. Hours: 6 arn-5
pm. 283-0171.
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d, cde jewelers
10 Excha"B" Street

Pordond - 772·51
Hours:
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Mon.·Sot. 1M, Sun. 11-6
Open
Ch,b._ IY. Dary

10.4

OTHER
Cong,... Square Parll at the comer of
High and Congressstreets. Forthe four1h

92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

year in a row, Uptown & Co. and Portland
School of Art have joined forces to
sponsor the annual Ar1 in the Park
competition which places a temporary
SQJlplure in the Congress Squara Park
area. This year's winning entry Is designed by Jeanne SirTrnons, and consists
ofa nine-foot 'image of woman' springing
from the ground.

SOO-696~.

Courses In Manag.m.nt, Human Resource Management and Supervision
Continuing Education for Business at
USM is accepting registrations for these
cer1ificate programs. Most courses begin the first week in Jan. For more inforrnalion and a course catalog , call 8746510.
Day of Prayersfor Peace Inth. Mlddl.
Ea.t The Maine Council of Churches is
inviting all faith convnunilies to include
prayers for peace in their activities on the
weekend 01 Jan 6. The council is also
asking churches, olher groups and individual citizens in commu nities all over
Maine to par1icipate in candlelight vigils
at 5 pm on Sunday, Jan 6. Any group
par1icipaling can contact the council offtce at772-1918 tor suggested readings,
litanies and prayers.
Element.-y Educ"ors' Conf.rence
Focus is a futuristic conference for
educators grades 4-6, to be held at the
Stephen Manchester/Artington Schoot,
Windham, on March 15, 1991 " Focus
members believe In the education of th.II
whole child andthe conference'skeynote
speakers, Dr. MargeBumpusand Murray
Banks, will address this subject. A var~
ely 01 workshops will also be heI\I the day
of the conference. For more informaliqn,
contact JoVC4 Par!<er, C/o Mancheslaf
School, 70g Roosevelt Trail, Windham,
04062, or call 892-1830.
Japan... Language Cia.... Four
classes in the Japanese language will be
offered by the Japan America Society of
Maine in Por1land beginning the week of
Jan 13. A brochure wilh informalionabout
schedule and cost is available from the
Society by calling 774-4014.
Language Tabl. . for people who want to
learn how to speak French, German,
Russian or Spanish. The USM Dep't of
Foreign Languages and Classics at the
Pordand campus has scheduled staff
members to help people. The sessions
are scheduled for weekday aftemoons
and early eves through mid-December.
Membersoflhe public who are interested
In findng out more about thisservioo and
where each table meets can call 780-

4290.
Leam Sign Language PorUand Recreation is offering a beginner'S course lor
adults. The course win be heldThursdays
from 6-8 pm, Jan 10-March 14. Fee is
$25 and includes all materials. Preregistration is required. Reiche Co~
munityCenter, 166 Br-ackeIlSt. Por1land.
For fur1her inlormation, call 674-8873.
Maine Audubon Public: Education
Program on Recycling Maine Audubon
Society is offering a series of one-day
Workshops for teachers and convnunity
leaders. The workshops are designed to
provide basic Information on resource
use In nature and human society; 'how
to' information on recycling, reusing and
reclamation: hands-on activities, demonstralions and Problem-solving. One of
these workshops will be held Jan 5 at the
Maine Audubon Headquar1ers, Gilsland
Farm. 118 U.S. Route 1, Falmouth. Fee
is $25. For more information, call 781-

2330.
Money In Our LIves: Fears, limiting beliefs and shame around money can get
in the way of a happy, fulfilling life. Increase awareness of these feelings and
alll1udes. Explore the source 01 your
personal money rules. Learn 10 choose
positive ,life-enhancing money attitudes.
Acquire specifIC money management
skills. Take steps Ioward transforming
your relationship whh money. Six-week
course beginning early January. Led by
holistic CPA, Lu Bauer. Falmouth. Call
797-0466 for a flyer.
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Start Your Own auslness Workshop
Portland SCORE, Service Corps of Retired Executives, a volunteer organiza.
tion suppor1ing sma/I business, will hold
a small 'Mlrkshop covering all impor1ant
considerations in star1ing a business,
including how to organize, budgeting,
marketing and record-keeping. Jan 9,
from 1-4 pm at the SCORE offices at66
Pearl St, Por1land. For more information
and reservations, call n2-1147.
U.ers' Group The Downeast 9gers, a
group of owners of Texas Instruments
home computer and related hard- and
software, are interested in helping anyone owning a TI99I4A find what s/he
needs to make the system more productive. Monthly meetings held every
second Mon at Maine Specialty Foods,
184 Read St, PorUand. For more info or
directions, call Tom Berman at 774-5048
or Patrick Powell at 934-2952.

Yarmouth Wa.t. " Recycling Committ. . will hold its monthly meeting to
review the year and exchange holiday
cheer and ideas, Dec 20, from HI pm, at
the Yarmouth Town Meeting House on
Route One. For fUr1her information, call
846-6257 or 846-9299.

OFF THE
CLOCK
The AIDS Project Board of Directors
Is Melling new members. The Board
is a averse, spirited and active group,
and people are needed who are willing to
volun1eer time, experience, energy and
creativity. (A sense of humor is always
Welcome.) People who have considered
doing something to help those who are
living witl AIDS in Southern Maine, call
the AIDS Project at 774-68n.
Alternative Medium. 111111 needs vo~
unteers: artists to exhibit wor!<; performers; wr~ers; ad'ninistrative persons
and enthusiastic people 10 do gallery
and stage prep, sell program adver1isements, public relations, and more. AItemative Mediums is a non-profit organization dedicated to providing and
promoting services to people with AI DS
and AIDS-related illnesses, advocacy
rega;cJing AIDS-related issues, and
AIDS-related health education and information to citizens olMaine. The intent
of the organizations is not only to earn
money for AIDS, but equally to provide
artists with a space. oppOr1unity and
reason to exhibit and/or perform their
work. Volunteers are needed for an
evening of alternative performance and
exhibition of visual ar1 being developed
and planned for March 28, 1991 . Meetings are held every Mondayew at8 pm,
at the Euro Cafe, 27 Forest Ave, Por1land.
For more information, call 775-1514.
Big BrothenlBlg St.ters of Portland
introduces children and adults who are
open to and seeking friendship. The
adults are not 10 be counselors, par1time parents, baby-sitters or social
workers. They are expected to befriend
a child and to spend time doing aclivities
that are mutually satisfying. You must be
at least 18 years of age, out of high
school and an area resident for at least
six months 10 be a big brother or sister.
Call the Center for Voluntary Action at
874-1015 for more information.
Chrlatmaa Day Home Delivery of Hot
Meal. will be provided by Southem
Maine Area Agency on Aging. Any person over the age of 60 who will be alone
and unable to go out may receive a
traditional dinner on Christmas Day by
calling the agency. The meals are delivered by volunteers and arrive at the
home between 11:30 am and 12:30 pm.
To recelw a Christmas meal or to volunteerfordellvery of meals on Christmas
Day, caR Bonnie at n5~ or 1-800427-7411 by Thursday, Dec 20.

l
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From Africon drumming to Moine fiddling!
The Community L.adershlp Program
is for people who are or want to be
aclively involved in their communities
and who want their actions to make a
difference. The program runs from JanApril and provides par1icipants the oppor1Unity 10 develop their leadership skills,
broaden their understanding of community issues, learn from community leaders and meet other individuals with simlar
interests. Call the USM Dept. of Community Programs for more information at
874-6500.
CPA Needed for a Good Cause The
West End Emergency Food Pantry needs
to have their well-<Jrganized books audited in order to qualify for a funding
source. The audit must be done in
January of 1991. You must C9 experienced and licensed to perform the audit.
Call the Center for Voluntary Action al
674-1015 for fUr1her information.
Cross Country Ski Benefit The Amer~
can Lung Association in cooperalion with
the Maine Nordic Council Is offering a
limited number of 1990-1991 "Gold
Cards' for only $50. The card allows
holder up to six visits ateach par1icipaling
ski area, which totals 90 passes. The
card is valid any day of the week. For
moreinformation,cafllhe American lund
Association at HIOO-462-LUNG.
Don"e Blood The Por1Iand Red Cross is
looking for donors. Give life. 524 Forest
Aw. For more information, call n52367.
Help People with AIDS All donations of
Items big or smaI will be appreciated for
men, women and children who are living
with AIDS in Greater Por1land. All gifts
can be received at Cumberland Ave,
Portland, 04102. For more informalion,
call David at People with AIDS Coalition
of Maine, 773-8WO.
Holiday Project. for Community
Agencl. . The Center for Voluntary
Action has a list of community projects
available 10 businesses, civic groups,
churches and high schools. To receive
the booklet, call the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1 015.
Langu.g. . are an important part of the
International scene and St. Patrick's
School would like to start children ages
seven to 12 speaking conversational
Japanese. If you can speak Japanese
and can teach the basics to a class of
less than 20 students over a 10-week
period, contact the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.
Maine Handicapped Skiing is looking
for students and volunteers for its ninth
season. MSH isanon-profitorganization
that teaches downhill skiing, cost-free,
to physically challenged children and
adults with the help of specially trained
volunteer instructors. Students must be
six years of age or older, be interested in
learning to ski and have a physical dis·
ability. All ski equipment, lin lickets and
Instruction are provided free. Volunteers
need to be intermediate level or better
skiers and must attend two days of
training clinics in Dec. A free day 01
skiing is given for each day of volunteering. Anyone interested in becoming
involved with MHS as a volunteer or
student is urged 10 contact Betsy Doyon
at Maine Handicapped Skiing, Sunday
RiverSkiResort, RFD2Box 1971 Bethel,
ME 04217, or call 624-2440.
Frlendty Guld. . IIHded by Woodford
Parle (formerly Devonshire Manor) to
assist and accompany ambulatory res~
dents to appointments via regional
transportation. Guides provide company
to residents on the trip, helping to reduce
anxiety about appointments and trawl
A relaxed and warm manner is important
A plant doctor is another opportunity at
Woodford Park. You will work with residents to care for the facility's and residents' plants. You will be asked to coma
in two or three times a week to water, repot and transplant as needed. General
knowledge about plants, good people
skills and an easy-going manner are
need£,,j for this position. For more information, call the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.

From the Boogoloo Swamis to the Mighty Persuasions!
From fire juggling to slory telling to the grond porode ot midnight!

Join us for the best New Year's/Portland [elebration ever!
One button is your ticket to dozens of concerls and performonces.
Adults, $9; Kids (6-12) and Seniors, $4. Buttons are available
now at most Shop 'n Sove Supermarkets and on December 31 at
011 New YearS/Portland venues.
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For [omplete program and s(hedule information, (all Maine Arts
at 772-9012,
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The Persuosions

ONE

DOZEN
ROSES
$14.99
Cash & Carry
(babies not included)

- - free parking - no St. John St.- Portland

3n

A Holiday Sale
t---

30% OfT All

Saturday CHRISTMAS

Dec. 22

PARTY!

$1.75 Well

Drink
SpeCials
$1.25 Domestic Beers
All Day & Night

Thursday

Dec, 27

THE

~
LUHTA

78

Main St.
Yarmouth
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846-6480

Holiday HOUri:
10:00-4:00 Sun
10:00-5:30 M· W
10:00-8:00 Thu
10:00-5:30 Fri
10:00-5:00 Sat

December 20, 1990

•
SqU11ee

Chronic Fmlgue ~rome Support WINGS, a non-profit organization dediGroup meets the first and thid Sun of
cated to providing support lor 1ow.Jnevery month lrom <4-5 pm in the Mercy
come single parents announces The
Hospital basementauditorium. For more
Kids' Place, providing day care lor chilinlormation, caU n5-2219 or 625-8412.
dren from Infancy to eight years in South
H.O_P_E. sell-help support groups with
Portland. Reasonable rates and nurturlacllllalors meet weekly to help heal the
ing environment. For more inlormation,
emotional pain associated with chronic
call 767-2010. Also, weekly support
or serious diseases, inpry, lile, death
group helps set goals that lead to seIIContinued from p<Zge 31
and childhood issues. Group meets at
suffICiency and to discuss problems
Mercy Hospital,144 Stale St, Portiand,
lrom 5:30-7:30 pm, and at the Unity
Church, 16 Columbia Rd, PorIland, on
Thursdays from 10 am-12 pm. There is
also a support group for the family and
friends of the ill which meets every other
Thursday lrom 7-9 pm. For more inlormation, call1-800-339-HOPE.
Individuals WIth Dlubllltl. . Meeting on
social security wor1< Incentive programs,
such as PASS and IRWE, sponsored by
Alpha One, Center lor Independent Living. The third Monday 01 each month, 79 pm, Comnunlty Room, LandryV~lage,
Westbrook St, S. Portland. For more
Tbe Partland Symphony OrchHlnIls
information, calt Cress at 767-2189.
presenting The Magic 01 Chris1mas 11 Ingraham Volunt__ Help available by
times during December and needs addiphone 24 hours a day. Cal n<4-HELP.
tional volunteer ushers for the event Injured Workers Meetll1l for workers Adult Hellith SC....nl.,.. Community
Health Services will sponsor sa~lngs
Ushets are required 10 greet and guide
having diffICUlty with workers' compo
patrons 10 their seats, and must be able
lor diabetes, anemia, colorectal cancer,
system, 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall
high blood pressure andcholeslerollevel.
to walk steps and be friendly and helpful
Hall next 10 Sanlord Unitarian Church,
while enjoying the concert. Call the CenTwo or more tests per person are availcorner of Lebanon and Maine streets,
ter for Volun tary Action at 874-1015 for
able, time permitting. Donation. The
Sanlord.
more inlormation.
sa~ings will be held at the following
Maine'. First Brain Tumor Support
times
and places: Jan 3, 1-4 pm, Steep
Th. Preble Street Resource Center
GroupwiH meet every Thursday evening
FailsCenterMemoriai Clinic; Jan8, 10:30
needs four volunteers to work lour hours
at 7 p.m. at New England Rehabilitation
am-12 pm, Oak Leal Terrace, Freeport;
per week as day sheller attendants. AtHospital 01 Portland (NERH-Portland),
Jan 9, 1-3 pm, Cape Elizabeth Town
tendants are responsible for providing
13 Charles St This new group has been
Hall; Jan 14, lOam-I pm, Casco Town
staff support belWeen 1 and 5 pm on a
designed by NERH-PorIland and the
Hall; Jan 15, 12:30-2:30 pm, Gray ConSaturday or Sunday at a day shetter lor
American Cancer Society to meet the
gregational Church Halt; Jan 16, 9:30the hometess. Duties will be censusspecial needs oladultswith brain tumors
11 :30 am, Wirnllam Community Buildtaking, sei·up and clean-up, supervision
and their lamilies. Interested participants
ing; Jan 28, 1-3 pm, Scarborough Town
of site to ensure safety 01 ~sers and
should contact Rev. Wish prior to their
Hall; Jan 30. 9:JO.l1 :30 am, SI. Anne's
protection of property. Attendants must
first meeting for a brief preliminary inChurch, Gorham. For more information,
also enlorce no smoking, fighting,
terview. People ara encouraged to join
call n5-7231 , ext 551, or 1-800-643drinking, ele., rules. You must be able to
any time by calling WISh at n5-4000,
4331 .
wOll\ with people from all walks of Ufe,
exl. 542.
and you must have a non-judgmental O.C.D. Support Group meets weekly on Fre. Dining Out Guide by the American
Heart Association for people with special
attitude. Good socialization skills, deTuesdaysat7 pm, Winiston West Church,
pendability and the ability 10 handle a!dietary concerns: designed as a guide to
Portiand. Free.
sis situations are necessary allrlbulas.
heart-healthy eating when dining away
"nlor Outreach . .rvIc.. In response
from horne, the booklet offers infonnation
Contact the Center for Voluntary Action
to the needs 01 older people, Southern
on 41 Greater Portland restaurants and
at 874-1015 lor more infonnation.
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providcovers such inlormation as availability of
RetIred . .nlor Volunt.er Progrlllll of
ing Senior OUtreach Services 10 the foldshes prepared without salt, as well as
Southem Maine (RSVP! is looking for
lowing locations: Warren Congregational
whether or not vegetables can be prepeople 60 and over to volunteer for
Church, 8tO Main St, Westbrook, 1st
pared without butter. For a copy, call 1seasonal opportunities. The following
Moo of each month, for residents 01
BOo-2«-4202 or write: AmerIcan Heart
are available: knitting for dsadvantaged
Westbrook and Gorham, from 9 am-12
AssocIation, Maine Affiliate, 20 WInter
Infants and children, wrapping gills to
noon; Ross Center, 38 Washington St,
St, P.O. Box 346, Augusta 04332.0046.
help cancer patients, helping distribute
Biddeford, 151 Tue 01 each month, lor
toys 10 needy children, and ushering at
residents of Biddeford, Saco & OOB, Gym Actlvltl . . Program USM Uleline is
o"eong memberships to the general
the Magic of Chris1mas programs. To
Irom 9 am-12 noon. An Elder Advocate
public. Walght training, squash, racquetYOIunlger, call Priscilla Greene at n5wil be available 10 assist residents with
ball, basketball and use 01 sauna and
6503 or 1-8OCH127-7411 for delalls.
their aging-related issues and ooncems,
locker rooms. For more infonnation, call
What are you doll1l New V. .•• EYe?
such as Medicare, insurance, housing,
USM LKelne at 780-4170.
Spend an evening with the Persuasions.
social security, etc. This service Is proHealth
Clinic. The Health Promotion
Abrams & Anderson, Forces 01 NalJre,
vldedfreeolcharge. n5-6503orl-800Program of Community Health Services,
Lazy Mercedes, the Maine All-Star
427-7411.
Inc .• will sponsor an adutt health
Fiddler's Jamboree and dozens 01 other Th. Path of Recovery Portland Sufi
screening lor diabetes, anemia,
performers from around the wor1d and
Order offets a series of small meetings
coIorectal cancer, high blood pressure
around the corner by volunteering at
involving meditation based on the Sufi
and cholesterol level on Dec 26, at
New Year'slPorIland. Site directors,
teachings of Hazra! Inayat Khan and
Gorham St. Anne's Church, 9:30-11 :30
stage managets, ushers,ticket checkers
sharing locused on bringing spirituality
am.
Two or more tests per person are
and parade marshals are needed to
into our tives. Meetings are modeled
available, time permitting. Donation. For
oversee 12 hours 01 entertainment at
alter 12-step groups and waloome anymore information, call n5-7231, ext.
seven performance sites in downtown
one with a desire 10 recover from ad551, or call1ol~ free, 1-800-479-4331.
Portiand. Poster hangers, office helpers
dictions or codependency. Meetings are
and carpenters are also needed. VotTuesdays, 7:30-8:30 pm at Woodfords Health.hllreArcade atPorll....d Public
unlgers receive lree admission to all
Llbrllry has computer programs, Health
Congregational Church, 202 Woodlords
New Year's/Portland activities in exRisk Appraisal and more 10 help you
St, Portland. Open to the pUbtic. Donachange for four hours 01 service perleam about your health. Five Monument
tionsarewelcome. For more information,
lonned on or before Dec. 3 t . Call Maine
Square, Portland. Call 871-1700 for
call Jan at 876-2263, Robin at 767-2315
Arts at n2-9012 for more information.
hours.
or Eli at n4-1203.
Th. Singi. P.,.nt.· Hom. S<:hooIlng I Can: Succeuful GoaI-5eHlng for
WeilneaslFitn••• USM Lifeline is 01Support Group meets once a month .
lering a motivational course lor indiAny single parent interested in home
vidualswho haven't been able to lind the
education iswelcomelo attend. Formore
time to maintain a healthy lifestyle . Parinformation, call n2-7269.
ticipants will identify what wallness is
80uthem Main. SIngle. Social Group
and their blocks to achieving ~. They will
lor single, widowed, divorced or sepaleam the IooIs necessary to start and
rated people over 35 meets Friday,
maintain a heallhy lifestyle. The four
-Saturday and Sunday evenings in varisessions Include both didactic and exouslocationsfrom Biddelordto Portland.
periential components. In addition, parCall Linda at 934-1692, Roberta at 284ticipants will leave with basic information
9322 or Ruth at 892-4407.
on fitness, stress, nutrition and lilestyle.
Speclllllnt.,...tAAMeetlngforpeopie
Classes run lor lour Wed evenings from
living with AIDS meets weekly on
6:30-8 pm, starting Jan 9. Registration
Tuesdays at8 pm at the PWA Coalition,
deadlne is Jan 4. Call USM lifeline at
3n Cumberland Ave, Portland. Meeting
780-4170 lor more information and a
designed 10 provide a safe space in
brochure.
which to disaJss HIV issues, while living
KrlpillU Vogalnneoighfs winter olferings
positively sober. This meeting Is open
include a free Kripalu yoga class Jan 3,
only to those who have tested H IVI
lrom 5:30-7 pm. at 222 John St, Suite
Posiwe or have been diagnosed with
312. Regular sessions 01 Kripalu yoga
AtDS. For more information, call 671classes Jan 7-March 30, as wen as
9211.
KripaJu yoga Saturday Intensives and
A.R.T
Anonrrn- Is a group of local Health lnsurMCe Aaal.t....c:e Clinics
Individual yoga therapy sessions.
Project
Maine
Neighbor,
a
federally
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
Inneoightls a celebration of empowerlunded partnership between Maine's
who have come together to lorm a supment and integration 01 body, mind and
Bureau of Elder and
Services, the
por1group that meets every Moo at 7 pm
spirit. CaM KIm Chandler at874-2341 for
Southem Malne Area Agency on Aging
at St. Luke's Cathedral, State S~ PorIlurther Information.
and
other
community
groups,
is
opening
land. For more information, call 846Portland SUfI Order Universal Worship
the first two In a series 01 Health Insur6911.
Service win now be offered every month
ance Assistance CDnics for older people.
Chrlstma DIIy Home Delivery of Hot
at 222 St John St, Suite 132. Service will
Trained
volunteers
will
be
available
to
Mea.. win be provided by Southern
be conducted by Saliya Marlin on Sunanswer questions about Medicare,
Maine Area Agency on Aging. Any perdays
staring at12 noon. 874-2938.
Medicaid and Medicare supplemental
son over the age of EiO who will be alone
Public Choleaterol end Blood PrHhealth
insurance
and
10
assist
people
and unable 10 go out may receive a
.ure ScreenlntlS The USM Llfetine
with claim forms. Clinics will be held on
traditional dinner on ChriSlmas Day by
Center wll be offering public cholesterol
the
first
and
third
Thursdays
01
the
month
calling the agency. The meals are delivand blood pressure sa~ings lrom 5-8
at Mercy Hospital, I«State St, Portland.
ered by YOIunle9fS and arrive at the
pm, Jan 3, and from 11 arn-2 pm, Jan 8,
To make an appointment lor one 01 the
home belWeen 11 :30 am and 12:30 pm.
at the USM Gym on Falmouth Street in
dlnics,call-800-427-7411
orn5~.
To receive a Christmas meal or 10 volunPortland. Screeningsare done on a waI(teer for delivery 01 meals on Christmas
in basis, firSl come, first served. Fee Is
Day, cal Bonnie at n5-6503 or 1-800$8. Contact USM UleNne lor more in, _ _427-7411 ~ Thursday, Dec 20.
formation at 760-4170.
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46 Market Street
Portland
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774-5246

Remember
your last
lunch at
Squire
Morgan's?

BOOKS
i. now located at
81 Ocean SI.,
South Portland

OFF THE
CLOCK

Full menu

Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & OUI-of-Prinl Book.
We buy books, 100.
lues to fri 12 :30-5, sat II :30-4

served all day
~

(!'

FM

G
STRAPLESS

Confirm Your
WorslFears
Great Atlantic
Radio Conspiracy
Tuesday 11-11:30a.m.

164 Middle St.
In the

7733760
ReSer1'3hons
Welcomed

OJdPort

RAW BAR & GRILL

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
from all of us at
THE OYSTER CLUB
,. ,
,

I

I

FREE CHOWDER
Thanks for selecting us as having
Portland's Best Chowder.

To show our appreciation during December come in for ct.~er
Sunday through Thursday and enjoy a cup of our award wmnmg
chowder for FREE with any entree!
Book your Christmas parties and reserve your table for
New Years Eve now!
Our Gift Certificates are available in any denomination.

'----HAPpy HOLIDAYS_----'

The Gift That Fits
Gift
Certificates
Available.

WELL

NESS

HELP
.s_

'-'0""
__""1111

i. ~
\!~~~~~:~:'J:lW::~;;.

sandals, clogs
.....
• Comfortable
and shoes for
..
someone you love.
• Come and see our
unique collection of jewelryl

waJJralJont
your Bir/(enstock store

337 Forest Ave •• Portland, Maine. 207-773-6601
Huge I""day. UF*l ftttirw. m.ik:rd.- r.Uonwlct., COfT1)t•• !'WpM" MrVIce.

Aclun

Sports quotes
of the week
. . You can tell a great deal
from a person's shoe size,
especially at the level of a pro
athlete. If nothing else, a brief
discussion about sole will tell
you that the newest pitcher
with the Red Sox, Matt
Young, has a decent sense of
humor. "You guys in Boston
lost Boddicker and that was a
tough blow. Not to worry. I
can fill Mike Boddicker's
shoes, that's no problem. He
wears size 10-1/2, I wear size

13."
"Tommy Morrison's days
of fighting in Golden Gloves
tournaments are long over.
Now that he's got a starring
role in Rocky V, the up-andcoming heavyweight seems to
have a golden touch - with or
without the big mitts. He's
24-0 with 20 knockouts and is
now getting ready for his next
bout, a January 11 tilt against
James Tillis, in Atlantic City.
When asked about his acting
background, Morrison
modestly countered, "W~ll,
my great-uncle was in a
couple of movies." His greatuncle was none other than the
Duke - John Wayne.
. .It's getting to be that
time of year for sweaters. Stay
warm, but avoid the nasty
threads looming around St.
John's University. Bucky
Waters, basketball announcer,
commented on the unusual
sweaters worn by St. John's
coach Lou Carnesecca: "Louie
could do for sweater sales
w at the Boston Strangler did
for door-to-<ioor salesmen."
Mi~Quinn

DON'T
WAIT!
3

Bodyahop USM LHeine is o"ering membership in the Bodyshop, a supervised
weight-training program for all ages and
fitness levels. Bodyshop oilers personal
orientation and training lor participants
whether they simply want to tone up or
get in conation for a particular sport.
Bodyshop is an ongoing program;
memberships are o"ered lor 3 months, 6
months or 1 year. Call 780-4170 lor
more information.
In Pursuit of Excellenc.: A Sport Psychology Approach to Fitness USM Lileine is offering this course designed to
intrcxiloe students to the principles of
sport psychology, including goal-setting,
arousal control, imagery, control 01
negative sell-talk and attentionallocusing. Classes run lor 12 Thu evenings,
starting Jan 17. Registration deadline is
Jan 11. Call USM Lifeline at 780-4170
lor more information and a brochure.
New Corporate Racing Sert.. at Lost
Valley The Lost Valley Corporate Racing Series will be held everyTue night lor
eight weeks, beginning Jan B. There will
be pre-series practice night on Jan 1.
The series finals are scheduled for Feb
26. The race format will be a head-tohead dual, modified giant slalom course.
Racers will lake one run on each course
with the resulls being combined for one
overall time. For more Inlormation on the
Lost Valley Corporate Racing League.
call 7B4-1561 , or write Lost Valley Corporate Racing, P.O. Box 260, Auburn,
Maine 04212.
Wallyball Join the Casco Bay Bicyde
Club every Thursday at 6:30 pm. People
of all abilities are welcome. Pizza afterwards. For more information, contact
Walleybal Rand at 799-4013.
WWF Wr. .tllng: Championship Title
Match, featuring Ultimate Warrior vs.
'Macho King' Randy Savage (with
Sensational Queen Sharri). Don't miss
this thrilla at the Cumberiand County
Civic Center, Dec 27, at 7:30 pm. Tickets
$15, $12 and $9 - reserved. To order
tickets, call n5-3458, 1-800~78- TIXS
or Teletron at HI00-382·8080.
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NO INITIATION FEE ... EVER!

Portland A Regency
HEALTH CLUB

20 MILK ST_ - OLD PORT

HOLIDAY
FREE 4 ALL
Dec. 21 .. 24
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871-7054
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50% Off
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PASTAS &

NEW FOR NINETY ONE!

..~ additional dining space for your convenience
. - .~ ..~~: hom.emade Iroze~ ~nlrees , ,
..)~, ... large variety of loriel/ini and raVioli

or

Wc'lllakc care \Our Iiolida) \I CIlU
colorlilll'asias • sal'ads • horllclllad" pics
Pleas" call ahead \:24 1.011 rs) f(lr )011 r sp,'ciaiiz(,d orders
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free parking
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1130 st. John St.- Portlandi
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Open Every Day Mon, through SaL 11-6:30
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DEC.31

CLUB

DELIGHT I

NEW

YEARS

EVE

OUT
SIDE

Stretch and Relax Ongoing Yoga
Classes 8-week winter session Jan 9Maine Audubon SOCiety offers you the
Feb 27, classes held on Wednesdays
chance to get out and enjoy the air as a
from 9-10:30 am. Fee: 8·week session
winter walk gUide. Guides lead outdoor
$70, single class $10, registration and
interpretive walks lor groups 01 school
$35 deposit required by Jan 7. 119 Main
children. You will receive training in
St, Kennebunk. For more inlormation,
naturat history and group teaChing
callJeaneneSchmid Lahari at499-7515.
techniques along with basic environTal-Chi Chlllln is an ancient Chinese
mental education concepts that will raise
Martial ~ system based on meditation
participants' awareness 01 how winter
in movement. Excellenllor health, relaxaffects the animals, plants and people of
ation, stress reduction andself-delense.
Maine. Training will be held on Jan 3, 4,
Classes for beginners through advanced
8and9,lrom9:3Oam-12:30pmandJan
levels, Including ongoing push-hands
3 from 1 :15-3:30 pm. Walks are held
class. For information and sign-up, call
fromJan-March;each one is 1-112 hours.
Gene Golden at n2·9039.
The Center for Voluntary Action has
USM Llfelln. Gift Certificates are availmore information at 874-1015.
able in any amount at its customer ser- Main. Outdoor AdY.nture Club
vice center. Office hours are 8 arn-5 pm,
(MOAC) upcoming trips: Dec 29-Jan I,
Mon-Thu; 7 anHl pm Fri. Call USM
cross-rountryskling In MooseheadLake
Ulelineat 780-4170 for more infonnation.
area, call n2-2311; Jan 2 at 7 pm,
Vaccines for Children A new vaccine
monthlymeellng with dog sledding demprotecting your child from Haemophilus
onstration and slide show at the North
Influenza Type B is now available through
Deering Congregational Church, 1364
Martin's Point Health Care Center of
Washington Ave, Portland; Jan 12,
Portland, Topsham and Bath. Prior to
telemark and back country skiing in
the release of this vaccine, alt children
Raymond with lree instruction available
(after 1985) were being immunized with
(no-snow date is Jan 19), 655-4645 or
a vaa:ine at 15 months. With this vaccine,
443-3623; Jan 20, cross-eountry sknng
children can now be immu nized earlier
in Greater Portiand area (near Back Cove
to protect them lrom this serious disease.
Shop 'n Save), 9 am, call n4-3032; Feb
Martin's Point in Portland provides a
2, second annual MOAC Winterfest at
wide range 01 family medical services,
Camp Ketcha (volunteers needed), 839including pediatrics. Martin's Point in
4919; Feb 16-18, snow cave building
Topsham specializes in pediatriCS, and
outing, n:H>476; spontaneousday hikes
Martin's Point in Bath specializes in lamily
during the week, 883-5984. People inpractice medicine. For more infonnation,
terested in ice dimbing this wintershoutd
call Martin's Point in Portland at n4call Carey at 772-9831.
5801 or 1-800-322-0280; in Topsham at
725-6079; or In Bath at 442-71n.
Contill~d 011 page 34
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Nails by Mary
Owner of two successful Connecticut salons.

1/2 PRICE SALE
For first time nail service
• Manicures....reg. $15 now $7_50
• Pedicures ....reg. $30 now $15
• FillsIMaintenances for
Acrylic, Silk or Gel naiIs_._.reg. $25 now $12.50
• New sets or
Acrylic, Silk or Gel naiIs....reg. $60 now $30

Gift Certificates always appropriate!
781-7203 - - - 170 U.S. ROUTE 1 e SUITE 190 • FALMOUTH
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The Portland Housing
Alliance is considering
the development of
programs 'to aSSist
individuals and families
who would like to buy a
home in Portland.
If you are having
difficulty purchasing a
home and are willing to
answer a few questions
over the phone. the
Portland Housing
Alliance would like to
hear from you.
Please call the City's
Community
Development Office at
874-8300. ext. 8730 or
8732, between the
hours of 8:30 a.m_ to
12:00 noon and 1:00
p_m. to 5:00 p.m. All
responses will be kept
confidential.
This is only an effort to
gather information_
The City does not
currently offer financial
assistance to
purchase a home_
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CAsco Bay Weekly

FEAmBED
FBIENDS

Community
Cable Network
week of 12/21/90

1VlATcHMAKERs

High Tech Fitness:
(1/2 hour)
People Helping People:

Maine' s Most
Unique Exotic
Bird Experlencel

Continued from p<lg~ 33

Featuring Spurwink School

& Pineland

Center.

(1/2

OUT

hour)

Discount PrlCM

Health Views:

Finches to Macaws
Cages & SUpplies

Culinary Hearts Kitchen:

SIDE

& Healthy (1 hour)
Dreams & Acllons lor

Tasty

Everyday Special
Young Parrakeets
$8.99

a Global

-Grey Coclailtiefa $37 -Goffin Cockatoo $207
-Senega! Parrot $56 -Tame. Talking Yellow
Nape $1200 -African Rlngneck $56

-Congo Gray $473 eTimneh Grey $206
.Umbrella Cockatoo 5450
el.atge _IecUon 01 finchM & MORE

736 Rear Forest Avenue
(In 1he Sullivan Pho10 Bldg.)

Portland • 828-0236

(1

Perspecllve:

hour)

Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sal. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland,ISo. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmoum, & Scarborough. Channel varies in Gorham.

Serving You and Your Business
General Practice of Law Including:

f ';! '
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• Divorce, Custody & Support
• Criminal Defense
• CUI I CAS

m
±.1LL

• Commercial law
• Worker's Corrtp.fPe=nal Injury
• Real Estare I Tide Insurance

BRUNEll E, SHUMWAY & RYER

AubunlX~~~o~~~,s~~[~la~~lding

EASY ACCESS

797-2700

I

m

Maine Women outdoors offers Winter
Camping, SkIIng & Skating from Feb 9to. II you'd like to be a trip \eader, have
a camp to lend for a fall or winter weekend
trip, or have any questions about MWO
at all, call 547-3919.
Nature Center. Wells National Estuarine
Research Reserve welcomes visitors to
its exhibits, open Tue-Fri from 10 am-3
pm; parking lot and trails open Mon-Fri,
8 am-4 pm, through April 30. Free. Tours
may be arranged. Laudholm Road, Wells.
646-1555. 646-4521.
Outdoor Hotline Call 774-1118 for a
listing of bicycling, hiking, cross country
ski'ng , canoeing and other outdoor activities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay Bicycle Club.
Winter Ecology Walks will be offered for
groups of all ages by Maine Audubon
Society from Jan 8-M3J'ch 29. The walks
are conducted at the 6O-acre Gilsland
Farm sanctuary. 118 U.S . Route I,
Falmouth. School groups, scout troops,
neighborhood groups, seniorcnizensand
others are invited 10 make reservations
for lhe 1991 season. Each 1-112 hour
walk Introduces participants to the many
ways planl and ani mals prepare for
winter. Participants look for animal signs,
tracks and homes, and leam about the
properties of snow and other forms of
natural insulation. The outdoor lour Is
folowedbyindooractivilies that reinforce
concepts presen1ed during the walk. Fee
is $3 per person, wilh a minimum of $15
per group. Reservations must be made
In advance by calling Carol LeMere at
Maine Audubon Society, 781-2330.
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r~1-5070 OFF-IiRY CLEANING:

I tfJJJ;---,rJ!
With this ad . Expires 1/3/91 I
: Get your party clothes (gowns & tuxedos) al/ I
spruced up for the Holidays.
I
I • Free Pick-up & Delivery. Same Day Service if dropp{!"d off . I
I
Alterations • Reweaving • Shirt Service
J~'11 f~!

I
I 'E,[mStreet
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'Dry C[eaners
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KIDS

A bolisllc approacb to
tberapeutlc massage by a
professional experienced In
conventional medicine.
Katble D. McGonagle, LPN, CMT

Therapeutic Massage

GIFT CER7TFICATES AVAILABLE

207-846-3306 or 781-5540

RECORDS
TAPES
CDs

FOR

I

~

Last Chance for

X-MAS Gift

Certificates

______ _ _ __ _____ _ _ ____________ It

Chlldren'a Resource Center offers M
Fun sessions for ~ to 5-year-01ds on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays.
Sessions fOQJS on a creative activity and
cosl $1 per child. Children must be accompanied by an adult and reservations
are necessary. Activities for So to 12year-olds are also scheduled. Cost varIes according to activity. Thompson 's
Poin~ Building lA, 741 Stevens Ave,
Portland. Call n~3045 for more information .
o.nc. Acces. WorIt8hops Ram Island
Dance win offer a nine-week session of
Dance Access workshops for children
ages So14, from Jan 7-March 20. Dance
Access immedIatefy engages skKlents
In crealing dances, utilizing skills and
Interests they already have. Other
children's classes are also offered In
baIe~moderndanoe, crealivemovement

and tap. Call Ram Island Dance for furlher information at 773-2562.
Expecting? Siblng class for big brothers
and sisters to be will be offered by Osteopathic Hospital on Jan 13, March 10,
May 12 and July 14. Thislwo-hour activity
session, designed for2112-1 O-year-olds,
wll help prepare children for the arrival
of a new baby. Class fee : $10. 335
Brighton Ave, Portland. To register, or
for more information, caM 781-2694.

Fllcka for KIcI8: The Chocolate Church
and the Patten Free Library presenl their
1990 Children's Fall Classic Films. All
films run from 9 :30-11:30 every other
Sal. Popcorn and drinks served. Donations welcome. Kids under 5 must be
accompanied byan adull The Center for
the Arts al the Chocolate Church, 8()4
Washington S~ Bath. For more information , call 442-8455.
A Fun Event for the Big SI.t.,. or Bill
Brother To Be Childbirth Education
Assn. of Greater Portland Is sponsoring
a two-hour acllvities session 10 help
prepare children for lhe arrival of a new
baby. The session isdeslgnedfor3- 112year-olds Ihrough 100yoar-olds, and
children are asl(ed to bring a newborn
tee shirt with tlam so they can create a
glllfor1heirbaby. Activities include movie,
stories, coloring books, articles for parents and birthday cake for children.
Classesheldfrom~5pmJan 13,1991 .
$10 per child. Call 781 -2694 to register.
Classes held in the first floor conference
room at lhe Brighlon Modical Center,
619 Brighton Ave, Portland.
Fresh Paint continues to offer rolling admissions to itsart pre-school on Mondays
and Tuesdays from 8:45-11 :15 am. Prearranged extended day care Is also
available. Fresh Paint is a state-licensed
day-care facility. It is located at One Blue
Heron Drive. Brunswick. For more information, call 725-4983.
Intown Portl and Exc:hange'. Santa
Claus will be visiting Porteous (522
Congress St, Portland) on Dec 20 and
21 from 4-8 pm, and on Dec 22 and 23
from noon-5 pm. For further Information ,
call Julie Thompson at Intown Portland
Exchange, 77245828.
Friday Free Movl. . offered by S. Portland Public Library from 3 :30-4 :30 pm.
All ages welcome. (No movies during
school vacations or snow days.) 482
Broa<t-Nay, S. Portland. 775-1835.
Local Students Asked to Participate
In National Competition As part of the
Great Ideas campaign, WCBB- TV is
asking local schools to participate in "I
Can Change the World.' This is a co~
petition in which high school and middle
school s1Udents are invned to creale
their own script and story board for a 30to 6O-second public service announcement. Deadline 10 enter the competition
Is Feb 15, 1991 . No entry fee. Teachers
who are interested In having their students participate are asked to call France
Shea, Director Community Relations at
WCBB-TV. 783-9101 , before Dec 14 .
The Portland Public Library'.
Children's Room SchecUe for the week
of Dec 23 Is as folloWs: Dec 24, library
closes at 1 pm, no programs ; Dec 25.
library closed; Dec 26. 10:30 am. no
programs; Dec 27, 2 pm, Family Story
Time (5 years and up); Dec 28, 10:30
am, Story Time (3 years and up) ; Dec 29,
10:30 am, Movies (children of all ages).
All programs are free and open 10 the
public. FIVe Monument Square, Portland.
For more infonnation, call 871-1700.
Portland Recreation'. AqI,l8tIc DlvI.Ion will begin accepting registrations
for the winte r s eSSion of Saturday
morning swimming lessons at the
Riverton Pool, 1600 Forest Ave. To
register, call 874-8456 or 874-6455
(phone registrations after 1:30 use 8748456 only). Classes begin on Dec 22
and continue for 10 weeks. Classes are
for infants, tedders, preschool and begimers tlrough swirrmers. For additional
information, call 874--a456.
Riverton Braneh Ub rary offers the following programs for children: Wednesdays - Tales for Twos, 10:30 am ;
Thursdays - Afterschool Films. al ages,
3:30 pm; Fridays - Finger Fun for Babies,
9:30-9:45 am; Preschool Story Time (3t05-year-oIds),10:30am. libraryhours:
Wednesdays, 9 am-6 pm; Thursdays,
12-8 pm; Fridays, 9 am-12 pm. 1600
Forest Ave. For further information. call
797-2915.
Schotarshlpa to Interlochen Art.
Camp Through a granl provided by st.
Louis-based Emerson Electric Co., high
school students are eligible 10 apply for
a Governor's Scholar Award to the worldfamous Interlochen Arts Camp in northern Michigan. The Governor's Award Is
a$2 ,790scholarship, which provides full
tuition, room and board for the eig hlweek summer program. Applicants must
be in grades 9-12 and be proflCienl on
violin, viola, celo, bass, wind or percussion InSlrumentsand harp. Theymusl
submit a taped solo pertonnance with
lheir application. One studenl from each
state, the Oistricl of Columbia and Puerto
Rico wiN receive one of 52 Governor's
Scholar Awards. Winners will be delermined soley on merit. Applications must
be postmarked by Jan 21 , 1991 , and
winners will be announced by March I,
1991 . For more information, or to obtain
an application, write the Governor's
SchoIarProgram, lnteriochenArtsCarr1J,
P.O. Box 199, Inter1ochen, MI, 496430199, or call (616) 276-9221 .

Sea Mammal Feeding. Join the animals
at Maine Aquarium through the fall and
winter for their daily feedings. Penguins'
feeding lOam, seals' feeding 11 am,
seals' training 1 :30 pm, penguins revisited 2 pm. seals revisited 3 pm. The
sharks dine on a less regular basis so
plan to join them on Tue's, Thu's and
Sat's around 4 pm. Crooked Jaw the
moray eel and the Caiman alligator dine ·
on an irregUlar, catch-as-<:an basis. 783
Portland Rd, Saco.
Ski lnatruc:tlon Program. for Youth
Losl Valley offers its Junior Program for
first through eighth graders. The program
begins on Jan 2 and is designed for
young skiers of all ability levels, beginner
through expert. who want 10 improve
their skiing . The program is offered
Monday through Thursday aftemoons
and participants choose which afternoon
they would like to anend, then ski on lhal
day for the entire program. For more
information, calI784-1561 or write to the
Losl Valley Ski School, P.O. Box 260,
Aubum 04212.
Skiing Lessons for Kids Portland Recreation is sponsoring the following this
winter: aoss--countryski lesson for adults
and children 12 and older (ragistration
deadine Dec 21) ; day trip 10 Shawnee
Peak for youth in March (ragistration
deadline Jan 4); and Wednesday trips
for youth to Shawnee Peak in March
(registration deadline Jan 4) . For Information on dates, prices and transportation arrangements, call Portland Recreation at 874-8793, or 874-8300, ext.
8791 .
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Art, History ..,d Science on DI.ptay
The York Institute Museum's collections
include 18th-and 19th-century painlings,
fumiture, period rooms, slufted birds,
rocks, minerals and fossils . 371 Main St,
Saco. Hours:TueandWed, l-4pm;Thu
1-8 pm. 283-3861 .
Bargain Symphony nckata The Portland Symphony Orchestra is olfering
discount tickets to students. FUll-time
students can purchase Classical Series
ticfultsfor $24-S51 for six concerts, three
concert Pop Series tickets for $15-$32,
and four concert Candlelight Series
tickets for $27.50. Groups of 10 or more
senior citizens can receive a 15 percent
discount for series concerts as well as
the Magicof Christrnasconcert. Portland
City Hall Auditorium is located at 30
Myrtle S1. For more infomation, call 7738191 .
Chrlstma. T.... Recycling Freeport
residents and surrounding communities
are encouraged to recycle their trees.
Bring trees - free of tinsel and all decorations - to Mast Landing Sanctuary in
Freeport on Jan 5, 10 am-3 pm. The
trees will be chipped and spread on
woodland trails In the spring . For more
information, call 865-6756. If also interested in becoming active with the stewardship committee for Mast Landing
Sanctuary, call Cathy Stivers at the Maine
Audubon Society, 781 ·2330.
Contradanee from 8:30-midnight, ChestnutSt Church, next to Portland City Hall.
$4 donation. This contradance takes
place without exception the third Fri of
every month.
Contradanee with N_ Shenanigans
Band All dances taught; beginners and
singles welcome. There will also be a
ZweHache Couples Workshop al 8 pm,
and a Contra Basics Workshop - with
dance to follow - al 8 :30 pm, Jan 12.
Admission: $4. N_begin Gym in Gray.
For more Information, call 428-3986.
Downtown Holiday Carolling .......
Inlown Portland Exchange sponsors the
following groups at these times and
places: North Yarmouth Memorial
School, 12 pm, Dec 20, Tommy's Park;
Scarborough High School, 7 pm, Dec
20, Old Port Exchange; PortIandIDeering
Alunni,6 pm, Dec 23 , Old Port Exchange.
For more Information , call Jennifer
Strunk, m45828 ..
The Enriched Golden Age Club invites
men and women 60 and over to luncheons and programs as folloWs: Dec
20, Christmas Dinnerand Entertainment;
Dec 26, After Christmas Party and Fim;
Jan 2, After New Year's Party; Jan 9,
Roger Knight with his Llama; Jan 16, Ira
Wine's slide show on China ; Jan 23,
Beau and Wave - music program; Jan
30 , Long Term Care program with
speaker Fran Hapgood. 297 Cumberland
Ave. Portland. Reservations must be
made In advance by calling the Salvation
Arrrrf at 774.fl974.

December 20, 1990
Holiday GIft-MakIng for SenIor Citi-

zen. Portland Recreation is offering
classes from nooo-2 pm on five consecutive Mondays, starting Dec 17, al
the Curnrnngs Commu nity Center, 134
Congrass SI, Portland. Classes are free
and registration is nolrequired. For more
Information, call 874-8793.
KIds' .ockIng sturr_ are available al
the Yori<lnstitute Museum. Arrowheads,
rocks, kaleidoscopes, bug boxes and
sharkjaws: greatgifts, reasonablyprioed.
Visit the gill shop and browse through
the exhibits. Hours areTue and Wed, 14 pm; Thu 1-8 pm. 371 Main SI, Saco.
For more informalion, call 282-3031 or
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For Your New Year's Eve
Celebration
Complimentary champagne
and part! favors at midnight.
For more information Call 773-4731.

28~3861.

l.aHr Light Bhowa The Chrisbnas Star
Show in Ihe seasonally decorated
Southworth Planetarium is presented
exclusively for the month of December.
The show explores Ihe posslbilnies
presented by astronomers of whal was
seen by the three Wise Men as the
Christmas Star. The planetarium con tinues to presenl a choice of 3 laser light
evening shows for the general public on
Fri and Sat eves at 7 and 8:30 pm. II is
also continuing its midweek, hour-iong
programs, ·After School Thursdays' al
3:30 pm, at the special price of $2.501
show. Telescope viewing of sunspots
follows the show. For information about
all planetarium shows including special
Sunday presentations, caN 780-4249.
24 hrs/day. Also good to know: Sky
Watch Hot line, 780-4719, features a
new message every week about what's
going on in the heavens. USM, 96
Falmouth St, Portland.
The Llght.hlp .12 Nantuc:ket The
lightship is an in-the-water dockside
maritime IT'IJS8Umthatoffers guided tours
on board, Sat's from 10 a~4 pm, and
Sun's 12-4 pm. Adulls $3, seniors and
children $1 .50. Groups by appointment
Maine Wharf, Portland (near Casco Bay
Ferry Terminal). For more information
call 775-1181 .
New Ve..'. Ew DInner Dance will be
sponsored by The Westbrook Music
Boosters from 7:30 pm-I am, at SI.
Hyacinth·s Hall in Westbrook. For more
information, call 797-8368 or 854-9369.
New Year'a/PortIanci On Dec 31 , Maine
Arts, Inc. will again present Maine's
largest New Year's celebration, featuring a wide array of concerts, performances and exhibilions and drawing
thousands to downtown Portland to
celebrate the beginning of the new year.
Tickets for the event will go on sale at
Shop 'n Save Supermarkets on Dec 1.
Additional funding is still needed to finanoe the celebration fuRy.Those wishing
to contribute should contact Maine Arts,
Inc., which is also looking for volunteers
to put up posters, sel tickets, manage
stages and act as parade marshals in
retum for free admission to the event
and other benefits. For further information on any olthe above, call m -9012.
T1te Portlencl Folk Club meelseveryfirsl
and thirdTue of every month at7:30 p.m .
In the Swedenborglan Church, 302
Stevens Ave. Portland. Pickers and
players of every description are encouraged 10 attend, as well as storytellers and people who just want to listen. A
donation of $1 appreciated. For more
Information , call 773-9549.
The Slnille Bocl8bles for Men
Women Ate you lonely. and tired of
doing Ihings alone? Are you between
the ages of 40 and 60? Ate you single?
Or are you widowed or divorced? Would
you enjoy going out with a group socially?
If so, call Ruth at 892-4407. We meet on
Friday eves to plan activnies for the
weekends.
Social Group: If you are single, 35-55,
and would like to socialize with those
who are involved in activities such as
sight-seeing, carrping. bowling, dancing,
trips, etc., call 856-1174, from 5-6 pm
only.
long Swap RIver T,... Arta Folk Club
will hold its monthly program at the
Kennebunkport Community House at
7 :30 pm on Dec 28. Singers and ins1rumentalists are encouraged 10 attend.
UsI_rs are welcome as well. Donation: $2. For more Information, call 985-

.

LUNCH
Monday - Saturday 11:30 - 4:30

DINNER
--.\\
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Monday - Saturday 4:30 -12:30
OPEN SUNDAYS

~ift Certificates Available for the Holidays.

83 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTLAND, ME • 773-4731

RESTAURANT & TAVERN

THURSDAY DECEMBER 20

SUNDAY DECEMBER 23

Thriller Thursdays

Headliner Comedy

Every Thursday
Happy Hour 4-7
Buffet· $1 Beers

Comedians from Across the U.S,

Every Sunday
You've seen them on the Carson
Show, Dave Letterman, HBO,
MTV &the Comedy Channel.
Now see them LIVE at T-Birds
Doors Open a1 7PM
Showtime 8:30PM

Laser Karoke • Video
Sing-A-Long

STOP IN & WARM UP WHILE HOLIDAY SHOPPING!

FRIDAY DECEMBER 21

Homemade Soups, Chowder, Desserts, Burgers,
Sandwiches and Much More!

Thank WMGX it's Friday!
.

Every Fr!day· Happy Hour
Fantastic Free Buffet
.93¢ Beers· $1 .93 Well dnnks Tix:

4-?

1st 200 Peopl e in FREE after 7pm

SpeCial Happy Hour

4343.

$9 advance. $11

SUNDAY DECEMBER 3D

Enter raffle to win
Christmas Prizes;
all proceeds to go to needy
familioss in Gr. Portland area.

tl11 fHWBMIjj'i4 IM
'Til Tuesday

day of
Doors Open at 8PM
Advance ticket sales available at
T- Birds and The Record Exchange.

DancIng to the
50's, 60's & 70's

T-Birds TiQues
11AM - 4PM

35 Dealer Show· Admission

SATURDAY DECEMBER 22

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.

50's, 60's & 70's
Rock On
1st 200 People
Doors Open

in FREE

at 7

Portland, Maine

774-3550

a.

UNICEF'a 1HO Holiday Card and Qlft
Collection hu arrtved. The colorful
greeting cards, note cards and sfalionary are a way to send a message about
children in need. The proceeds from the
sale of UNICEF cards translate into lifesaving and health-giving programs for
children In 128 developing countries.
Forlnformation on where to buy UNICEF,
call Stale Street Church in Portland at
774-6396.
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Bud Dry,
A Unique
Taste!
by Frank Gaziano
Here's an amazing fact about
pitcher Dwight Gooden . .. Of ALL
the big league pitchers in the last
40 years, no one won as many
games in their first 2 seasons as
Gooden has won ...
Gooden had 17 victories as a rookie in 1984,
and 24 victories in
1985, fora 2-yeartotal
of 41 wins . Yes,

something new is
here
from
Budweiser, And, If
the label turns your
head... walt untU
you taste it... New
Bud Dry! Where was
the first hockey game ever
played? .. According to most historians, the first hockey game
was played at Kingston, Onl, on
Christmas Day in 1855. Bud Dry

Is the first beer cold mterecl
for smooth draft taste and dry

brewed for no aftertaste.
One of the greatest comebacks
in sports history was the one by
the great golfer, Ben Hogan ...
Hogan was severely injured in
an accident in
1949 and doctors
said he would
never walk again,
let alone play
golf.. . but Hogan,
with tremendous

determination,
came back to not
only play again,
but he won the
U .S. Open in
1950, 1951 and
1953, he won the Masters in
1951 and 1953, and he won the
British Open in 1953! If you

are Iooldngfor smooth taste
with no aftertaste ... Try Bud
Dry! Beer - A good part of
the good life!

The
HOLIDAYS!
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personals
dating services
body & soul
roommates
aptslrent
housesIrent
officeslrent
real estate
studio/rent
theater arts
photography
learning
music lessons

f, : ~~;
i

r

wanted
employment
biz services
business opps
stuff for sale
garage sale
boats
wheels
bulletin board
childcare
animals
lost & found

line ad deadline: noon monday" display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call 775-6601.
personals

dating services

30 YR OLD SWM seeks SWF for
skiing, outings and other leisurely activities. Lars meet for a few beers.
Photo and brief letter appreciated.
CBW479.
An old-fashioned SWF feels as
though she's living in the wrong century. She's attractive, demure, classical. yet sexy and sensuous, and all
of 23. Looking for that special "nurturing beau" who'd love to share her
champagne wishes and caviar
dreams this holiday. CBW Box 490.
Are you tired of skiing by yourself or
perhaps need a change in companion? This non-smoking GWM is
looking to develop good friendships
while enjoying the challenges of
downhill skiing. I'm 30ish (look younger), open , easy going and enjoy life
to the fullest. If crisp air, bright sunshine and a new friend is more appealing than a bar. Apply to CBW
Box 493.

DWF is looking for that "someone
special" who is interested in a longterm committed relationship beginning as best friends. He will be late
20's - mid 40's, have a sense of
humor, enjoy laughter and be successful at whatever it is that he does.
CBW Box 465.

L1VE-ONE-ON-ONE I
1-900-8200202. When you want a friend to talk
to, irs the only number you'll ever
need. $2.50 per minute, must be 18.

Single Men?

=
l
: t~~"'

1·900·646·4646
u.ten to thouaenda of Voice Ada recorded
by SEX,. Men & Women who went to
....t YOU - CALL US NOWI It'. tun - _ y
end Includes Voicemell few ntre privacy,

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

Phychotherapist
• Life Transition. Guided lU-Pa","ting
• Self Esteem/Empowerment
Insurance Reimbursable

871-9256

COUNSELOR

Donna Godfrey, M.Ed
Assistance in recognizing destructive patterns in your life,
overcoming fear and living life joyfully.

1

:

, .,

::~

Falmouth

Expand your creativity and the part creativity plays in your life. Eight week
group beginning Thursday, January 10 will support you in increasing clarity,
balance, confidence, purpose, and success in the realm of creativity. Led by
Sheila O'Connell, LCSW, and Mark Makell, M.A.
m-4413 for further information.

Compatibles
"The Dating Service That Cares"

ASROLOGY READINGS

REAL GIRLS

PHYCHIC READINGS
Let the stars be your guide

IN YOUR AREA!
1-900-860-3377

Neglected MWM, non-promiscuous,
non-smoker, attractive, 47, discreet,
very health concemed, seeks one MSWF for long term relationship.
Please no heavies, plump, OK, age
unimportant. Can meet weekdays
only. CBW Box 488.

Still seeking Jenny. I saw you sitting
alone at the theater again. This last
time was at the 7:20 showing of "The
Rookie' on 1217 at the Nick. I would
still like to meet you and maybe see
a movie "alone- together. John. CBW
Box 491 .

New Year's Risk or Resolution??
Had a life with adventures and plan
to keep the adrenalin flowing? At 40something we're only half-way
through! Maybe an exotic expedition
or just some dare-devilry close to
home .. . We've mastered the social
graces but will never be quite tamed.
Let me be your next risk. SF. CBW
Box 487.

Unmarried WM, 50, 6 ft, 175, not
ugly, emotionally and financially
stable, wants to meet SID down to
earth girl, 30-45, interesting, physically attractive, near normal weight,
who might want to share company,
togetherness and eventually intimacy. Contact me and fill in some
of the details. CBW Box 483.

rates and fine print
RATES

All charges are per week,

$ 9,00
Up to 30 words
31-45 words
11.00
15,00
46-60 words
Each additional word
.15
aller 60

Losing it?

DEADLINES
Line ads: Monday noon. Display ads: Friday 5 p.m,

Check
Casco Bay Weekly's

Lost & Found

POLICY
CBW will not print ads that uek to buy or sell sexual services for money or
goods, or ads with purely lIIual contenl. CBW will not print full names,
street addresses, or phone numberl in the PERSON TO PERSON seclion.
PERSON TO PERSON advertiserl must either provide aPost Office BOI
number in their ad or use the CBW BOI Service. All information concerning
PERSON TO PERSON adYertiserl is kept strictly confidential. CBW reserves
the right to catagoriZl, refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc,

classifleds.

Responding to a CBW Box # ?
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St,
Portland, ME, 04101

o

It's private.•.
It's personaL.
It's easy_._
It's free .. "
It's coming January 3.

CBWBoxXXX

Correspondence is forwarded before the
publication of ~he next issue,

TAROT READINGS
Life changes, business changes

775-2077
9 am·9 pm daily
756 Forest Ave . Portland

18 yrs old

The phone call that
could change your life.

WHAT IS A WORD?

Aword is considered aword when it has a space on both sides, Aphone
number is one word, Punctuation is Ire.,

ERRORS

CBW shall not be liable for anytypDgraphical errol'S, omissions, or chang"
in lite ad which do no affect the valul Dr content Df the ad or substantially
change lite meaning.

REFUNDS

SHIATSU- Experience the Japanese
interpretation of acupuncture, without
needles. AN EXQUISITELY GENTLE
YET POWERFUL APPROACH TO
HEALTH CARE, Shiatsu can help
you better understand and work with
your body. A typical session combines gentle body manipulation,
massage (fully clothed) and pressure
on an individualized combination of
acupuncture points. Shiatsu is an
excellent complement to other
eastern and western curative techniques. Ann Foster Tabbutt, Shiatsu
Practioner - AOBTA. 799-9258.
Suffering through the end of a
relationship/marriage? This 10-week
group for men and women will address issues about relationships,
loss, feeling, re-definition, moving
on. Group meets every week for 2
hours
beginning
in
January.
$25/week and $8 for workbook. Call
Carrie Peterson, M.A., M.S. at 7739625 for information and/or registration.

2 working artists seeking responsible
female adult as 3rd person in
cooperative household. 3 bedrooms,
large
kitchen.
USM
area.
$210/month + utilities. Call Ron or
Linda 773-4593.

Classified ads are non-refundable. Credit will be issued when aviable error
has been determined.

Female roommate wanted. Mature,
over
35,
clean
and
quiet,
$225Jmonth + 1/2 utilities. Call 7726078.

Are you commuting to Augusta or
Brunswick? Two of us are looking for
a housemate for an eight-room, twobath beautiful antique farmhouse
with bam in Richmond, 10 minutes
from each, 35 to Portland. We move
Jan I, you can too, or Feb I, or
somewhere in between. Pumpkin
pine floors. Rent $275 - heated. Call
Ann 879-9164.
Female non-smoker wanted to share
large apartment on Coyle Street,
Portland. Fireplace, hardwood floors,
porch . $300 plus 1/2 utilities, available Jan. 1st. Call 773-0362.

GM seeks roommate for large twobedroom apartment one block from
MMC
on
Brackett
Street.
$325/month plus 112 utilities. First
and last month. Call Roy 879-0372.
GM seeks roommate, Scarborough
location, two bedrooms, mostly furnished,
laundry
and
parking.
Responsible N/S neat person with
quiet lifestyle. $225. plus utilities.
Call 883-8674, leave message.
HOUSEMATE - MlF non-smoker to
share 3 bedroom house on quiet
street near DeerLng High. Fireplace,
backyard with sundeck, garage,
washer/dryer,
dishwasher,
etc.
$275.1month + 1/3 utilities. 773-8856.

ARTISTS' STUDIOS

TAl CHI CHUAN A martial art for
people of all ages and abilities;
provides exercise, relaxation, moving
mediation and self-defense. Classes
begin Tues . 1/8191 from 6:30-8:00 at
The Dance Studio in Westbrook.
Contacl Don Labbe 854-9257.
TAl-CHI CHUAN an ancient Chinese
Martial Arts system based on
meditiation in movement. Excellent
lor health, relaxation, stress reduction, and self-defense. Classes for
beginners through advanced levels,
including
oniloin9
Push-hands
class. For information and sign-up,
call Gene Golden, 772-9039.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE. Ease
tension and relieve stress through
the benefits of massage. Nourish
your health and well-being . Gift Certificates available. Pam Richards.
C.M.T. 775-6636.
TRANSFORMATIONAL ART- Limited
edition serigraphs by artist/author of
'The American Book of the Dead'.
883-7114.

Downtown Storefront - Completely renovated. Join busy bookstore in this highly
visible. high foot-traffic area on Congress Street. 2000 sq ft, 165 It sheetrock Wall.
high ceiling. Ideal for Art Gallery, Frame shop, Boutiques, etc. Very reasonable rerlt.
TURNKEY - ready to occupy. 799-7890.

*

*

*

3 MONTHS FREE HEAT
The best apartments in Portland

781-4842

Creativity Group

M~M<W~

$3/mln.

INTEGRATIVE
HEALING
AND
WELLNESS: Explore the joy of healing from the inside out, from spirit to
the body. Professional altemative
health care practitioner draws upon
Christian, Eastern, and New Age
methods to assist in the restoration
of whole-person wellness. Practice
includes : education, counselling,
transformative energy work -MariE I
and Healing touch- and guided
meditationslvisualizations for healing
and
relaxation.
Lisa
Love,
B.S.N ..R.N. 892-5878 M-F, 9-5.

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah J. Bulley, LCSW

Meet girls in your area
who would like to meet
someone like you
tonight!! !!

The phone call of your life
could be waiting for you
after January 3.

I am interested in forming a womens
support group of healers. Women in
the healing profession who wish to
share their experiences of their own
personal life, growth, aspirations and
their work with their clients for the
purpose of support, feedback and
dreaming. Plase call Barbara at 2476112 if this strikes a heart chord in
you.

17 South Street

883·1066 - Ponland
783-1 SOO - Lewiston

1f}':JU have paced an ad in the Cas::o Bay weekly personas. }':JUr ad is
autorreticaIy entered in the PERSOf\V\L OF THE WEEK contest. We are looking
for ads thai are creative, witty and fun. Wmers WiI recave thei" tickets in the rmil.

FOR CURIOUS PEOPLE : Creative
space offering the tools, the environment and personal direction to
find relaxation, nurturance and fun
through your inate creativity. If you
are curious about your creative
abilities, this is where you can discover them. Come join me in my
studio. $10 each 3 hour session. For
more information, call L. West 7673950.

Portland, Maine

CaU Today for a Persona/Interview

New Year's Risk or Resolution?? Had a life with
adventures and plan to keep the adrenelin flowing?
At 40-something, we're only half way through! Maybe
an exotic expedition or some dare-devilry close to
home ... We've mastered the social graces but will
never quite be tamed. Let me be your next risk, SF.
CBW Box 487,

,,

772-8400

The best ones are at Compatibles ...
active, interesting men who haven't
had time to meet the right woman ...
so they've come to Compatibles.

dating service. We're Compatibles.

Like
This!

• Even\Qg Hours available
• Appointments within 48 hours
• Insurance reimburable

S2/min. Free info: l-OOO-927-INFO, Ext. 5715

You see, we1re not just another

Do
It

FEARS, LIMITING BELIEFS AND
SHAME AROUND MONEY can get
in the way of a happy, fulfilling life
-INCREASE AWARENESS of these
feelings and attitudes -EXPLORE
THE SOURCE of your personal
money rules -LEARN TO CHOOSE
positive, life enhancing money atttitudes -ACQUIRE specific money
management skills -TAKE STEPS
toward transforming your relationship
with money. Six week course "Money
In Our Lives", starting in early
January, led by holistic CPA, Lu
Bauer. In Falmouth. Call for flyer,
797-0466.

If you're a single woman who hasn't
met the right man, perhaps he's
waiting for you here.

OF THE WEEK

SWM seeks tough, yet feminine, independent, yet warm, beautiful, yet
down-to-earth SWF who enjoys the
outdoors - skiing , sailing, backpacking, or has the desire and spirit to try.
Musical, creative, handsome guy
looks forward to sharing big fun with
someone. Mid 20s-30s. -Tell me
something that you mean, not just
what comes to mind." Photos please.
CBW Box 492.

ASTROLOGY READINGS- Insightful, down-to earth synthesis of your
birth chart. Also, written analyses for
children. Excellent gifts- a wonderful
way to make a loving gesture to
yourself! I Ed Chanin, 883-9255.

Marriage, Individual and
Family Couru;ellng

If you are a pleasant, pretty female
age 25-33, and would like to meet an
intelligent, considerate, attractive
man who would like to get married
and have children, then write CBW
Box 432.

PERSONAL

roommates

body & soul

The Portland Center
for Counseling and
Family Therapy

Where Are The

I'm glad to be a lesbian. I'm in my
405, attractive, semi-fern and looking
to explore the variety of our ideas,
ages and styles. CBW Box 489.

Interested in the unusual? A lonely,
boyish DWM, 29, seeks correspondence with others of similiar interests. My hobbies include photography, watersports and children.
Reply : PO Box #1654, Portsmouth,
NH 03801.

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!
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Forest Ave_
Sherman St.
Spring St.
Cumberland Ave_
Stevens Ave.
Exchange St.

Responding to
a CBW Box #?
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, ME, 04101

o

CBWBoxXXX

Do It
Like

This!

Correspondence is
forwarded before
the publication of
the next issue.

CHOOSE FROM:
Beautiful, spacious 1 or 2 bedroom apts, some with parking,
on site laundrey, oil heat, hardwood floors, and much more!
Apartments shown 7 days a week. Section 8 certificates
welcome,

797-0223 SPECTRUM, INC

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775-6601

~g~------------------------------------------------

Name

Category
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

Total Number of Words _ _ _ __

City. Zip _____________________

Basic Rate _ _ _ __

Address~

Phone (days) _ _ _ _ _ (eves) _ _ _ _ + Extra Words at
WOWII WOULD like more information about the Casco
Bay Weekly & Maine Times One-Stop Shopping Special.
Please call
10 give me advertising
rates so that I can reach 100,000 readers this week!
Complete payment must accompany
all advertising, NO REFUNDS. There is
a $10 charge lor all returned checks.

_e Each _________

CBW Box $5.00/Wk ________
No
Talking Personal Line _..:::C.:.::ha:!.lrg:t.!:8~_
Check One , ..0 noO
COST PER WEEK ________
Muniply cost by number
of weeks ad will run _ _ _ _ __

TOTAL DUE
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weeki,
Please cali me with
Classified Dept.
One"Stop
Shopping Info 0
551 A Co ngress Street
Portland, ME 04101
Mon 9-7; Tues-Fri 9-5;
o Check or Money Order enclosed
0 VISA
0 MasterCard
Sat 12-3
Card 1/'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ Exp. date _ _ __
or cali 775-6601
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December 20,1990

employment

by Lynda Barry

PRH1Y MIAC\-I So FAR EVE R'1'ON E IS
SAYING YI;S. Yov CAN GRooV{O ON

FORC"VIONESS AND VNDERSTANDING

ANDlh!: ANSWER. IS YES. T\\EN I Go
"BUT SECR.nL':l?"

BVT

SECP-HL':j IN

YovR MOST SECRETEST />lIND ACTiONS
CAN YoU £VIOR. TRuSr SOMeoNE WM
DOGGED You BAt}?r---:=

L IKE BEEFARoNI TI-IAI Yo\..\ BARrEDON

You ALWAYS KIND OF RE MEMBER- IT EveN W\-\EN You TRY
To FOR.GET? AS SOON AS mE CAN
OPENER. GOES IN HIE CAN AND THE

WON'T

MOS, MIDGE:T SMELL OF IT COMES
UP I REMEMSER. I R.EMEM\3ER
I REMEMBER.. ~~~~

A

fREE MIND

v NEWS CORRESPONDENTS WANTED
Casco Bay Weekly seeks News Correspondents to cover
three beats: South Portland, Westbrook and Falmouth. News
Correspondents write stories for Casco Bay Weekly's
"Newsbriefs" section_
Applicants will have a genuine interest in local issues, will
attend city and town council meetings and will establish
contacts with leaders and citizens groups. The ability to
write clearly, succinctly and accurately is a must; experience
in news reporting is a ,Plus.
This part-time position can be completed at home and
requires 8-10 hours a week, which are flexible. The pay
range is $50-75/week.
If you are interested in your community and in becoming
a contributor to Casco Bay Weekly, please send a letter
detailing why, which beat you are interested in covering and
writing clips, if any, to:

business opps
Business Opportunity. MlF. Quality
products with exciting earning potential. Earn as you learn. Review information package at home. No
obligation. 767-4466. Own your own
business.
EXCLUSIVE
STATE
DISTRIBUTORSHIP and agents, for new
revolutionary breaking and jackknife
control system. Patented worldwide
with and without investment. State
distributor
profit
potential
$300,000.00 yearly. In doubt? Check
it outll 1-800-845-6026, Accident
Control Systems, Inc..

TI-IIS AND

Home Business Opportunity Send
Self-addressed stamped envelope
and $1 to R.C. Carey, Rt. 2 Box
129B, Milo, ME 04463.

GWE

\1IM ANOT\-\1:R C\-IANCE. IF ON THe
LABEl IT SAys PEACI-IES AN D YOLl
OPEN IT AN\) SEE BEErARONI

W\1AI S\-\OVLD

You

DO? HE. KEns

CALLING ME ANO I AN\ STAR,iNG
TO MISS I-\IM.

UNIOUE CASH BUSINESS- $75K
down buys incredible restaurant &
nightclub with over $1 MM sales and
$l50K net. Owner will finance &
train. Call Glen Cooper, Gendron &
Co. 775-1811.

ADVERTISING ASSISTANT
Casco Bay Weekly seeks an energetic self-starter to assist
our advertisin~ department.
We are looking for a hillhly organized person with
excellent interpersonal skills ana an ability to work independently. Flexibility and a pleasant phone manner are also
required. You will provide sUfport to the advertising sales
staff as well as manage specia projects for the department.
This part-time temporary position will require approximately 20 hours a week through the end of February, 1991,
Send cover letter and resume to:

to share
in West
hardwood
774-3577

M'F Roommate wanted for Jan. 1.
Spacious
apartment,
Baxter
Boulevard area. $330 includes al/.
Parking. laundry on premises. 7743036.
M'F Roommate wanted to share 2
bedroom apartment. East Prom
area, great view, yard, parking.
$250.lmonth plus utilities. Must like
cats. Call 773-1346, leave message.
M'F housemate needed to share
lovely home in Cape Elizabeth. Nonsmoker, no pets. Must be responsible and mature. $375 includes
utilities. Cal/ 767-3425, please leave
message.
MlF to share 2-bedroom condo in
No. Deering area. Must be nonsmoker, neat and easy going. Wid,
parking, backyard, quiet neighborhood. $300. Call 797-8925.
MlF wanted to share 3 bedroom
apartment in the Eastern Prom.
Great water view with deck. $270 a
month plus 1/3 utilities. Call 7611635, leave message.
Male needs roommate. I have two
bedroom apartment fully furnished.
Heat is included, off-street parking,
wid. So Windham area, 15 min. from
Portland. $2951mo. 892-7122.
Portland, Female, NIS roommate
wanted, 2-bedroom condo, 1 1/2
baths, full dry basemenr, deck, yard,
snow removal, sunny and quiet
Available Jan. 1991. $325 + 1/2
utilities. 871-{)264.

Professional woman seeks female South Portland- 2 bedroom condo,
housemate, 30+ to share charming 1st floor, wall to wal/ carpet, eat in
3-bedroom house on West-End. kitchen, basement, washer/dryer,
Must be neat, responsible and open yard, oil heat and parking ... all for
to alternative lifestyles. Non-smoker. $500/month + utilities! Call 774WID
Hook-up.
$375.1month
+ 6363.
utilities. Call 774-7224.
:=:-::=:::-::-:-:-::--::---::-:----:--;-WEST END - Spruce Street. Large
WATERFRONT - Two professional Victorian, 4 rooms plus bath,
women seeking laid-back MlF pantries, storage, yard, bay winroommate to share sunny, South dows, wood floors, w&d hookup in
Portland house right on water. cellar, possible studio. $475 plus gas
Hardwood floors, washer, incredible and electric. 773-8528.
view. $241.1month plus utilities. Call
WOODFORDS- Sunny one bedroom
767-3350.
apartment - hardwood floors, new
West End M'F non-smoker to share kitchen, wid, off-street parking,
large sunny 3 bedroom apartment fireplace, heat included. $525/month
with fireplace. $175 plus 1/3 utilities. + uilities. 772-0561 leave message.
Call
871-0035
day,
772-8224
evenings.

apts/rent
Attractive, clean, quiet room in West
End townhouse. Chemical-free environment. Shared kitchen, bath and
sitting area. $3oo/month. Security
deposit, references required. Available Dec. 15. Call 775-5022 or 3268810.
Cushman Street fabulous, totally
renovated, sunny, small, one bedroom apartment, perfect for you!
Private entrance through garden.
$425 includes all utilities. Call 7743324.
M'F mature drug free, first floor
apartment house, parking, washer,
quiet neighborhood, nice yard. $225
plus 1/2 utilities. Avail. Jan 1. Call
799-{) 180.
Owner occupied, convienient location, secure building, 3rd floor,
recently painted, 3 bedrooms,
hardwood floors, gas heat, parking,
Grant Street, appliances. Security
deposit, references. No pets. Rent
negotiable. 772-6078.
PARK AVENUE- Top floor, 1 bedroom with large living room, wood
floors, on site laundry, quiet and
secure building. $405lmonth heat &
hot water included. Call 774-6363.

,

houses/rent

On The Ocean - charming two bedroom cottage, spectacular views,
glass front, fireplace, jacuzzi. fully
furnished. $500/month thru June.
773-5573.

~
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Classified
+Charge+
by Phone
775-6601

CASH
CALL
1-800-339-7305
ASK FOR MARC

CHRISTMAS SALE!! SHOP IN
PEACE- Beautiful, socially conscious
books and gifts from all around the
world. Birds and baskets from Archangel, Chinese temple gongs,
Russian peace posters, Stockman
beeswax crayons and watercolors.
Jataka Tales from India.. Incredible
savings on overstocked books and
the amazing 'New Leaf Catalog'.
Ask about itl! Maybe Someday
bookstore, 195 Congress St. between Levinskys & the Whole Grocer.
773-3275.
GIVE A MERRY CHRISTMAS to a
friend or refative in an institution with
one hour of LIVE MUSIC at 15% discount performed by Sandy Philbrook,
solo accordionist. 772-5636, leave
message.
Need a new look for the Holidays?
Appointment includes complementary computerized skin analysis, facial and make-over. Call Tom at 7739063 before December 25th. and
receive a $5.00 Gift Certificate II

biz services
IF YOU HAVE SOLD
YOUR HOME AND TAKEN
BACK A MORTGAGE
I WILL BUY BACK mAT
MORTGAGE FOR

NASTY~NEAT

stuff for sale
AFRICAN
HAND DRUM FOR
SALEII Brand new DJEMBE, was
$575. now $450. Call now, 5632041, Newcasde.
Airline ticket for sale. One way, 07
January. Portland to Los Angeles.
$125.00 or best offer. Call 774-1847.
CHRISTMASI CHRISTMASI Get the
PERFECT giftlll A BRAND NEW
BARELY USED WEIGHT SET: Fit
For Life Gympac 500. Wall and
Bench Unit, with leg attachments etc.
ALSOI a Hand Weight Set (Bar
Belis) 50 lb. total weight. Best Ofterl
Call 865-6722, leave message.
FOR SALE- Pair of Tailwind
mountain bike panniers in excellent
condition. (used for only 2 weeks)
$30. Call Rose at 775-6601.
Tampa Xmas day, return Dec. 31.
Airplane ticket from Boston with possible ride from Portland. $200. 7612932 after 4 pm.

CLEANING
and other llie support servICes

r

BUY A CHRISTMAS CAR!!! 1987
RED Honda Prelude Immaculate- 5
speed, air, power roof, one owner, all
maintenance records, 30+ mpg. Wife
expecting, must sell. $9,300. Call
865-6320, leave message.
CHEAP!
FBI/U.S.
SEIZED
84VW. .. $50. 87 Mercedes ... $200 ..
85 Mercedes ... $1 00. 65
Mustang ...$50. Choose from thousands
starting at $25. 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details. 801-379-2929 Ext
MJ 115C U.S. HOTLINE copyright.

.'

:~
-..,

Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential
commercial

lost & found
LOST One Cannondale Mountain
Bike. Black with Blackburn Mountain
Rack, florescent orange bars, Tioca
head set. Reward $500. No
questions asked. Lost in vicinity of
Maine Job Service. 772-7879 after 5
pm.

Built by Sunrise Builders Inc.
Custom Building & Remodeling
Portland, Maine 799-4477

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

6)
7)

8)
9)

Bottom row:
11)
12)

13)

14)

1990 United Fealure SyndIcate.

17)
18)

19)
20)

So, how about it, Santa???

Holiday Special
BASYS Standard 286/12 $1299
BASYS Enhanced 286112 1349
BASYS Standard 386SXl16 1549
BASYS Enhanced 386125 1949
BASYS Cache32 386/25
2199

SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS

HOUSE
CLEANINGThorough
cleaning by a mature, honest,
responsible and efficient woman.
References. 774-1992.

Top row:

16)

40 Mb Western Digita128ms, 1:1 interleaf controller, VGA paper white
monitor, .31mm, multi-mode display card, 1 MB DRAM STD, (2 MB
DRAM enhanced), 5.25" or 3.5" floppy drives, 2 parallel, 2 serial ports,
101 key enhanced Keyboard, clock calendar, math co-processor socket,
AT style case, 200 watt power supply, Effective 12/01/90.

G & B CLEANING COMPANY- offers
first time FREE cleaning I We can
contract offices, homes and commercial properties. References, bonded, FREE ESTIMATES! 772-5173,
leave message.

We'd like you to
identify each of the titles in
this international bookcase
(da sinistra a destra):

15)

If you've ever cleaned up for the
cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life.

biz services

Subtitles

21)

CO~PUlS IVE

A.I.A. Award Winning Design 1990

WILL CLEAN HOMEIOFFICE for
Holidays and after. We use ecology
safe products. $25.lhour for team of
two. $15 for 1. 773-5216. References.

WOOD FORDS- Sunny one bedroom
apartment - hardwood floors, new
kitchen, wid, off-street parking,
fireplace, heat included. $525/month
+ uilities. 772-{)561 leave message.

wheels

holidays

-

(Cl'JDJ

Fiction writing and narrative non-fiction workshop with Diane Benedict.
Beginners welcome. Constructive
and supportive writing environment.
Convenient Portland location. Every
other Sunday afternoon, beginning
January 6. Fee:$95. 729-8953.

10)

apts/rent

M'F Roommate needed for WEST
END apartment. Ouiet, light, spacious, smoke-free, lots of storage,
off-street parking, gas stove and
heat. Share with one recycling,
mostly vegetarian, male artist.
$290/month. Call 774-2718.
MlF Roommate needed
two-bedroom apartment
End, beautiful skylights,
floors. Cats okay. 287.50.
mornings.

ABoUT

learning

Valentine's day is coming. Give him
a gift that only you can give. Something that will take his breath away!
An elegant and seductive boudoir
portrait capturing the unforgettable
you. Be pampered by our professional makeup artist and photographer in a safe comfortable environment. Call Jennifer at Silk Images about our VALENTINE'S SPECIAL. 772-8180.

DOUG SAYS MY PRoBLEM IS THAT hE
\-lAS CHANGED BLIT I WILL NOT \-\AVE

roommates
M'F Responsible roommate wanted
to share 3 bedroom apartment with 2
males. Nice view: Next to harbor
view park in West End. $166.00 plus
1/3 utilities. Call Scott 871-{)126.

photography

$40,000IYRI READ BOOKS and TV APPRENTICESHIP
WITH
PAY
scripts. Fill out simple 'Iikeldon't like' Wholistic health care. Call Bonnie
form. EASYI Fun, relaxing at home, Vierthaler, at Maybe Someday, 773beach,
vacations.
Guaranteed 3275.
paycheck,
24 Hour Recording -=C-=RAcc-::FT=E=R-=S--:-:W7:A-cN-=T=E=D:c-_----=C-ra-cft-st-o-re
Reveals. 801-379-2955 Ext.ME115B. opening in Dansk Mal/ in Kittery, Me.
Interested craftspeople contact N.E.
Crafters, 865-1404.

MS DOS 3.3/4.01
569
360K Floppy Disk Drive (ea. added)
79
1.44 Meg Floppy Disk Drive (ea. added) 99
1 Meg DRAM (for 286, SOns) (ea. added) 79
PANASONlCPrinterMode11180
179
Mouse hi resolution for any system
79
120 Meg Internal Tape Backup
355

BASYS

Business Automation Systems
215 F1aggy Meadow Rd" Gorham, Maine 04038 (207) 839-4666

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for
the first prize winner. The
second prize winner receives
free admission for two to
Treat Her Right on Dec. 29 at
Raoul's Roadside Attraction.
Drawings are done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span.
Onlyoneentryisallowed per
person per week.
All entries for this week's
puzzle must be received by
Wed., Dec. 26. The solution
to this week's puzzle will appear in the Jan. 3 issue of
Casco Bay Weekly. Send your
best guess to:

Solution to Real Puzzle #49

Zenith (television)
Dial (soap)
Prudential (insurance)
Exxon (oil)
5) IBM (computer)
6) Akai (stereo)
7) Peugeot (automobile)
8) Arby's (food franchise)
9) Jell-O (dessert)
10) Vanity Fair (magazine)
1)
2)
3)
4)

Real Puzzle #51

This week Bob Gordon of South Portland was all
right, and will dine at Alberta's, Marjorie Allen of
Scarborough was alright, too, and will spend an
evening at Raoul's_

551A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently
published by Harper and Row.)

casco Bay Weekly
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CORD SHAVER*
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reg. $39.95
with travel case
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$200 OFF

Braun

English
Leather Trio

ON ANY FRAGRANCE
510.00 OR OVER
Chanel - Poison - Obsession
Alyssa Ashley - Polo - Chloe
Opium - Draknar - Coty - Etc.

Your Choice

~t~~~l'

CALIFORNIA
TRIO SET

$999

reg. $7.99

35MM
ONE FILM
Sa/a Price

SKIN MUSK SET

$1.49

Cologne
Body Spray Cologne

Instant Coupon 5~

Final Cost

.99¢

35mm f/8-2 elements

reg. $1.79

-

--Le Jardin
BY MAX FACTOR
CLASSIC
ROMANTICS SET

p,:.

reg . $8.69

$799

,~r2~i~onne Bell

Polaroid

;': LIP SMACKER'S CANE

$1 99

$30.00 value

Polaroid

,.

'::~

~~

Eau De Parfum
Spray Perfume .12 oz .

$699

3893-00-05

Bonne Bell

$29 99

COMMEMORATIVE "fj
FLASK DECANTER '.

1 oz. Body Powder
.3 oz. Eau De Cologne
2 oz. Body Lotion

$699

CAMERA

Old SP/~~{~~"

Jac/yn Smith's

COLOGNE - SHOWER
TALC - AFTERSHAVE

Kodak Star 35

SHIRT - ROBE LINGERIE
'.
~:~;~:<:" . GIFT BOXES

,

f-iI"';:;"'-'"-

~ VIDEO T -120*

$2 99

~

$3 .35 value
12 exposure

Polaroid

Timex

600 PLUS
FILM*

WATCHES*
Complete assortment of
men's & women's

$949

300/0 OFF

mfg. reg. selling price

2 EXPOSURES ..........
DISCS (15)...................
24 EXPOSURES..........
36 EXPOSURES..........

2.99
3.99
5.99
7.99

. PLUS 12.
·PlUS 15..
.. PLUS 24 ..
. PLUS 36

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

FOR STANDARD SIZE GLOSSY PRINTS FROM
110. 126. DISC AND 135 COLOR FILM C-41 PROCESS

*Not to be combined with other discount coupons.
THERE IS A DOWNEAST PHARMACY FAMIL Y OF STORES NEAR YOUI

• PORTLAND - Downeast Super

Phannacy, 568 Congress St. - Hrs:
8-8 M-S, 9-5 Sun.

• SANFORD - Downeas' Super Pharmacy a •• he Cen.er
'or Shopping - Hr.: 9-9 M-S. 9-5 Sun .

• FREEPORT - Freeport Pharmacy. 7 Middle 5 •.
H,.: 8:30" M-F, 8:30" Sat., 9-5 Sun .

• BRUNSWICK - The Bowdoin Pharmacy, 148A Maine
51. - Hrs:

~

M-S, 9-4 Sat.

• BANGOR - Downeasl Pharmacy . 163 Cenler 51.
Hrs: 9-6 M-F. 9-1 Sal.

• BREWER - Ohmarl & Hinkley Pharmacy, 222 No Main
•

51. - Hrs: 841.9-1 Sun.
HAMPDEN - Ohmarl & Hinkley Pharmacy. Main Rd.
Plaza - Hrs: 9-6 M-S, 10-4 Sun.

• BRIDGTON - Downeas. Pharmacy. 52 Main SI.
Hrs: 8:30-5:30 M-F, 9-1 Sat.

• MECHANIC FALLS - Downeast Pharmacy, 32
Pleasanl St., Hrs: 8-9 M-S, 9-1 Sun.

• WINTHROP - Downeas' Pharmacy. 32 Main 51 .
Hrs: 9-6 M-F, 9-5 Sal.

• GARDINER - Mason &

Church Pharmacy, 347 Water
51. - Hrs: 8.. M-F, 8:30-6 Sat.

• RICHMOND - Downeas. Pharmacy, 50 Main St.
Hrs: 9-6 M-W-Th-F-S, 9.. Tues.

• KITTERY - Downeas, Pharmacy, 20 Walker St.
Hrs: 9-6 M-S

• BOOTHBAY HARBOR -Porter Drug, 27 Townsend
Ave. - Hrs: 7:30-6, M-S, 8-4 Sun.

"BIG STORE PRICES WITH SMALL STORE CHARM."
Nol _" Iteml available In all Ilorel.
Quantity rlghl8 relerved.
Nol relponllble for typographical errors.

